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No Cure from the Gods of Plague

TO HELL WITH THE CAPITALIST
POLITICAL PARTIES !
Today the capitalist political parties, the Republicans headed by Ford and the Democrats
headed by Carter, have plunged into a frenzied
election campaign. They are besieging the people with talk, each promising to solve the most
pressing problems of the masses. The capitalist
goverronent, they say, will eliminate unemployment, inflation, racial discrimination and war-if only they are elected! The working people are
supposed to forget that these parties are gangs
of billionaires who got rich only by explOiting
, the labor of the workers and plundering the
world~ and brought on all these evils in the first
place!
But there can be no cure from the gods of
plague. The U. S. capitalist-imperialist system
is rotting alive, still deep in a severe economic
cDsis with finaIxtita1 crises rocking the state and
local governments. The capitalist government is
still shaken by the politic~" crises brought about
by Viet Nam, Watergate and the economic crisis. The rivalry between the two superpowers,
U. S. imperialism. and Soviet social-imperialism,
is sharpening and leading to a new world war to
re-divide the globe between them. The revolutionary struggles of the peop~e of all countries
are ,battering the imperialists and their nmning
dogs. This is why the U. S. monopoly capitalists

are plunged into gloom and have sent Carter and
Ford rushing about, grinning like corpses, one
trying to "restore confidence" and the other
clumsily claiming that things are fine.
To get out of their predicament, the monopoly
capitalists have launched a fascist offensive
against the working and oppressed people, stepping up the exploitation and impoverishment of
the working people, further suppressing the AfroAmericans and other oppressed peoples, violently attacking the masses with their armed state
machine, spewing out propaganda for racial discrimination, fascism and aggressive war, and
, escalating wa! preparations rapidly. The aim of
the capitalists is to shift the entire burden of
the economic crisis onto the workers and oppressed masses and create a quiet "home front" so
as to free their hands for an aggressive war in
which the American and Soviet workers would
slaughter each other and the people of other
countries for the profits of the U. S. and Russian
bourgeoisies.
- The present election campaign is a big platform
for propaganda to deceive the workers and lull
them to sleep in the face of the cap!talist offen,sive. But the masses are seeing through the big
talk of the capitalist windbags. Less than 50% of
the eligible voters are expected to vote in Novem-

ber. Realizing that the Republicans are widely
discredited as fascist tools of monopoly capital
as a result of the political and economic crises,
a major section of the big bourgeOisie is turning
to Carter and the Dem;crats to carry out this
offensive against the masses. They have at their
beck and call the huge army of sold-out labor
bureaucrats. This 'is the reason for Carter's
sudden" strength". By posing as the "party of
the workers and minorities" and deceitfully
promising the workers so-called "reforms" on
jobs and other economic questions, Carter and
the Democrats are trying to "restore confidence" of the masses in the bourgeois government. Their aim, too, is to free the hands of
the U. S. imperialists to intensify their explOitation of the workers at home and to wage imperialist war abroad. The Democrats are serving the same fascist offensive of the monopoly
capitalists as the Republicans, but hidden under
"liberal" and even "socialist" phrases.
This grow;ing fascism. has aroused the resistance of the broad masses aJ;ld stirred them into
action. Braving the threat of firing, the workers are hitting back with a vigorous waveof
strikes. Beginning this spring with the Team'sters' strike and the San Francisco city workCohtinued on page 23

---------------------------------------------

DENOUNCE U.S. IMPERIALIST .WAR PROVOCATIONS
AGAINST PEOPLE'S KOREA!
On August 18, the U. S. imperialist aggressors committed a ~ew grave provocation against
the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and
the Korean people. It began when, the U. S. occupation forces sent out a group of soldiers to
cut down a tree which was under the control of
the north Korean side in the jOint security zone
of Pamnunjom. When the north Korean security personnel justly protested this illegal action,
the U. S. soldiers pounced on them with axes
and other weapons. The Korean persOIinel, who
were greatly outnumbered, put up a death-defying resis.tance to this unprovoked attack,
fighting back in self-defence.
After provoking this incident under a premeditated plan, the U. S. imperialists immediately tried to put the responsibility for the incident on the north Korean side. They used this
incident to step up their war hysteria and carry
out further war provocations against the Demo,,:,
cratic People's Republic of Korea. They dispatched the aircraft ca.rrier Midway and other
warships into Korean vvaters, sent forty more
war1>lanes to south Korea and made provocative
over-flights over north Korea with B-52 bombers. They issued an "order of emergency
alert" to their occupation troops in south

Korea and made ashowof force with heavily armed troops in the joint security area where the
first provocation occured. U. S. imperialist
cheiftans Ford and Kissinger have been hurling
threats of "retaliation", demanding that the DP
DPRK "accept responsibility" for U. S. imperialism! s own crime of provoking the incident on
August 18.
These grave provocations are only the latest
development of U. S. imperialism's massive
campaign of war preparations and provocations
in Korea. Recently, the U. S. occupation troops
and the south Korean puppet troops have proclaimed a "war-time system" throughout south
Korea. They have been conducting large-scale
military manoeuvres, supplying the front line .
lmits with all kinds of ammunition and bringing
into south Korea large quantities of nuclear
weapons, missiles, war-planes and other advanced weapons. On August 5, the Government
of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea
issued a statement oondemning these war provocations which pointed out: "All facts show
that after such long preparations for war, the
United States is, at last, going over to the
stage of direct war provocations from the stage
COI}.tiI!~ed on page 14
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Rubber Workers Win 'long, 'Tenacious Strike
After persisting in struggle for over four
months, the 68,000 rubber workers striking
the Big Four rubber monopolies have finally
won victory. The long and determined rubber
workers' strike has been a big blow to the rubber capitalists who have been forced to capitulate to the workers' demands that the 1976
contract will not include another wage-cut for
the workers.
Recently, tentative agreements were signed ·>
between the United Rubber Workers union and
two of the Big Four, the Goodyear and Firestone rubber monopolies, which are expected
to be ratified and set the pattern for the Uniroyal and B. F. Goodrich contracts. It is reported that the contracts include a $1.35 an
>. hour wage increase and, for the first time, a
cost-of-living allowance which the union estimates will raise wages another 75~ during the
three years of the contract. This contract,
which was only won >\ith great sacrifices by
the .workers, starts to make up for the big
wage-cuts they have suffered due to years of
rapid inflation and the 1973 contract, when the
URW leadership treacherously collaborated
>\ith Nixon's wage controls.
The deterrirination and steadfastness of the
rubber workers who have stayed out on strike
for over 130 days, defying all attempts to suppress their struggle, has been a source of
inspiration to the .entire workers' movem.ent
and a nightmare for the monopoly capitalists.
The plan of the rubber monopolies was to
starve the workers into submission, which they
thought would not take long as the treacherous
labor bureaucrats had refused to build up a
strike fund. The monopoly capitalist state machine worked overtime to try to suppress the

strike. The U. S. Labor Department acted
hand-in-hand with the rubber capitalists using
stalling tactic s and refusing to negotiate with
the strikers. Police were also sent by the capitalists to attack the strikers. But the attempts
to starve the workers into submission failed
miserably and it is the rubber capitalists who
are sorely hurting from the length of the strike.
The profits of the Big Four rubber monopolies
dropped as much as 86% from the previous
year, with their machinery sitting idle with
no workers except a few inexperienced scabs
and supervisory personnel to operate it. The
workers, on the other hand, despite a great
deal of hardship, only became even more determined to break the arrogant stand of the
rubber monopolies and persist in the strike.
Trying to get out of a tight spot, the rubber
capitalists attempted to split the solid unity of
the 68,000 rubber workers by negotiating separate deals with individual locals. This plan, too,
failed miserably and was strongly denounced by
the workers.
Throughout the strike, the rubber companies
have tried to keep production going at the 47
struck plants with scabs and supervisory personnel. When the workers organized mass pickets to close down production, they were repeatedly attacked by the repressive bourgeois
state -- the police and the courts. The courts
issued injunctions against picketing at many of
the plants. In the second half of the strike alone,
40 workers have been arrested for picketing
and several militant strikers have been forbidden by the courts to man picket lines. However,
the rubber workers have persistently defied the
police attacks and the courts and have continued
mass picketing against the scabs entering the

plants.
The long and determined rubber workers'
strike has not only devastated the profits of the
rubber monopolies and thrown the rubber industry into shambles, but it has also greatly upset the entire monopoly capitalist class. The
bourgeois press has been mOaning that the strike
has hurt "economic recovery", i. e., hurt the
capitalists' efforts to cut the wages of the whole
working class. The capitalists and their friends
in the workers' movement such as Leonard
Woodcock of the UAW are pleading with other
,industrial workers to not follow the example of
the rubber workers and fight wage-cuts, claiming
that the rubber workers are "exceptional" and
"only making up for past losses". But what
workers have not suffered from wage-cuts due
to inflation and do not have to make up "for past
losses"? Clearly, the rubber workers are not
a "special case" but, in fact, have provided a
good example of struggle for the auto workers
and the other workers whose contracts are coming up.
The 15-week strike of the 68,000 rubbc t" workers has been an important part of the developing
strike movement. The steadfast determination
of th'e rubber workers, who have bent the will
of the giant Big Four rubber monopolies, is an
inspiration to the entire working class and
shows the great might of the American workers!
As Comrade Engels pointed out: "MEN WHO
ARE PREPARED TO SUFFER SO MUCH TO
BREAK THE WILL OF A SINGLE OB~TINATE
FACTORY OWNER WILL ONE DAY BE ABLE
. TO SMASH THE POWER OF THE WHOLE
BOURGEOISIE. "
End.

COAL MINERS WAGE DARING NATIONAL STRIKE~
AGAINST FEDERAL COURTS
u.

Over the last two months,
S. coal miners
waged a fierce class battle against the coal
monopoly capitalists and the federal courts. The
miners, whose work is extremely ~gerous,
demanded an end to the widespread use by the
federal courts of injunctions, restraining orders, fines and jailings whenever the miners
resist attacks on their working and safety condi tions. What began as a walkout at a single
mine in southern West Virginia, quickly developed into a powerful >\ildcat strike of 100,000
miners, 75% of the membership of the United
Mine Workers union. The coal miners vigorously defied all the attempts of the C(}al capitalists,
the courts and the labor bureaucrats to suppress
their struggle. Their militant spirit of defiance
serves as a great inspiration to the entire workers' movement.
The coal miners' strike first broke out on
June 24, in Kanawha County, West Virginia.
UMW Local 1759 walked out in protest when the
Cedar Coal Co. (a subsidiary of American
Electric Power Co.), with the backing of the
federal courts, refused to implement a safety
measure demanded by the miners. Previously,
the local had won an arbitration decision that
an outside communications job, which is key to
maintaining contact between the mine and the
outSide, had to be a union job. However, the
company then claimed that the communications
job was not a full-time job, that it could be
tacked on as part of the duties of another miner's job and that they would not post the job for .
bidding in the union. For safety reasons, the
miners could not accept this and demanded that
the jab be full-time and be posted for bidding.
When the dispute went back to arbitration over
this second question, the court ruled in favor of
the- company. Furthermore, the company also
refused to comply with the first arbitration decision which had required that the commWlications jobfbea,.union job. The local then demand-

ed that the courts issue an injunction against the
company simply to force it to abide by the first
arbitration decision but the federal judge threw
them out of court, saying he had no time to hear
their case. In response to the arrogant stand of
the Cedar Coal Co. on the safety issue and the
blatant intervention .of the courts on behalf of
the company. Local 1759 walked out.
The strike grew quickly with miners closing
down 30 operations in Kanawha County when
they struck in solidarity with Local 1759. Roving
pickets were sent out and mass meetings were
held. The strike spread to eastern Ohio, then
Kentucky, Maryland, Virginia, Indiana, illinOis,
tmtil it involved 100,000 miners in 10 states as
far west as Colorado.
From an early date the main target of this
powerful wildcat strike was the federal courts,
a key part of the monopoly capitalists' state machine. The strikers demanded an end to the widespread use of injtmctions, restraining orders,
criminal charges, fines and jailings against the
miners. Increasingly, the coal monopolies are
making use of the federal courts to stifle all resistance of the miners to savage exploitation.
The courts have been systematically interfering
in union activities in an attempt to bring "laborpeace" to the coal fields, showing their nature
as instruments of the capitalists together >\ith
the police and entire governmental apparatus.
It is against this stepped-up fascist suppression
that the miners waged their struggle.
The coal capitalists carry out daily attacks on
the working and and safety conditions of the
miners. They consistently and flagrantly sabotage the union contract in their drive to squeeze
even greater profits out of the coal miners.
For example, one coal company openly violated
a contract prOvision at one of its mines, purposefully dragged out the grievance procedure
and only after several months were they forced
to abide by the contract. Then the same com-

...

pany, at another of its mines, did the exact
same thing all over again.
When the miners resist these attacks and
wage wildcat strikes to defend themselves, the
federal courts are always right there to suppress the workers on behalf of the coal capitalists. As in this summer's strike, the courts issued injunctions, restraining orders, back-towork commands and limits on picketing. Some
locals have been forbidden from striking in the
future. Local union treasuries and dues have
been seized in payment for outrageous fines.
Individual miners have been threatened with
fines and suspensions for not obeying court orders, and local union officers and activists
have been jailed for contempt of court.
It is these attacks by the coal operatorf:> and
the suppression of resistance to them by the
federal courts which are the cause of the miners' strike. These attacks were also the cause
of last year's month-long wildcat strike, when
the miners demanded an end to company sabotage of the grievance procedure and court interventions and demanded the right to strike on
local issues.
The question of resisting capitalist attacks on
the workers' working and safety conditions
comes up particularly sharply in the coal mines.
Coal mining is dirty, back-breaking work and
is the most dangerous major industry in the
country. Every year, hundreds of miners are
killed and many thousands are severely injured
in the mines (to say nothing of those wbo die or
are crippled from black lung or other diseases
from the mines). For the coal monopolies, no
profits can be re~ized by investing ~oney to
improve the working and safety conditions of
the miners. A ton of coal with or without miners' blood on it sells for the same price. The
coal miners have always had to wage bitter
struggles to protect their life and limb and to
Continued on page 15

Talk of "Economic Recovery" is Nonsense
street, the monopoly capitalists increase the
competition among those still working, hanging
the threat of unemployment over the workers'
heads. With this weapon the employers are
stepping up the rate of exploitation and enforcing the increased labor intensity, which, of
course, leads to even more unemployment.

The monopoly capitalists these days are full
of chatter about "economic recovery", advertizing everywhere their big profits and the rise
in the "gross national product" over the last
several months. But this talk of "recovery" is
nothing but a hoax to cover up the continuing
deEp economic crisis and the deterioration of
the over-all situation facing the U. S. capitalist
system. In fact, investigation shows that the
economy is chronically ill and is getting sicker
all the time.

GALLOPING INFLA TION
AND PRICE INCREASES CONTINUE

WHA T IS THE MEANING OF THE RISE OF THE
CAPITALISTS' PROFITS AND THE SLIGHT
RISE IN PRODUCTION?
The rise in the monopoly capitalists' profits,
which are breaking records in auto and other
industries, is a direct result of increased intensity of labor, i. e., speed-up and increased
work-loads, and has nothing-to do with "recovery". The capitalists are enforcing an unprecedented rate of speed-up. The American
workers' productivity (output per man-hour)
has increased 6% from the first quarter of 1975
to the first quarter of '76, the mstest rate of
increase since World War ll. Due to man-eating
labol'-intensity and long hours, the employed
workers are turning out greater quantities of
goods with no corresponding re-hiring of workers or addition of new machinery. While millions of workers are Wlemployed, the over-work
of the employed workers has resulted in enormous profits for the monopoly capitalists.
Over the last seven months, the rate of industrial production has picked up by about 8%,
while remaining well below th,e pre-crisis level. But instead of the "steady recovery" that the
capitalists advertise, the rise in production is
very precarious. 0riLy:4 few mdUstries.llpcount
for most of it and ~eVen in these the increase is
bound to-be short-lived. In housing, auto and
other industres &3rc 'hs..~ been a bacldog of
demand built up as a result of the crisis; however, there is nothing to prevent these industries from collapsing again when this bacldog is
filled. While the capitalists were re-stocking
their inventories this spring, many were quicldy
over-filled again by July, further slowing down
industry. Over-all, industries are running at
only 72% of their capacity as compared to the
pre-crisis level of 81% in 1973, indicating the
severe stagnation of the entire economy. Of
particular significance is the government's
forecast that in 1976 there will be a further decline in the production of the means of production, new machinery and facilities for industry.
This shows that the capitalists themselves are
not planning for any real recovery of industrial .
production.
MASSIVE UNEMPLOYMENT EXPLODES
THE MYTH OF "RECOVERY"
Unemployment remains at levels higher than
any time since the Depression of the '30's.
The myth of "economic recovery" cannot stand
up to the fact that there has been no substantial
reduction in the ranks of the millions of unemployed. The "official" unemployment rate is
7.8 % but it is more accurately around 13% of
the labor-force. The U. S. has the highest '.' official" Wlemployment rate of any industrial
country in the world. Among oppressed nationality and young workers, unemployment is
twice that of for the working class as a whole.
Young Black workers suffer from an "official"
Wlemployment rate of over 40% and it is still
rising. The millions of unemployed have been
depz:ived of any means of livelihood except for
the few who collect measly unemployment insurance benefits. Large numbers of the jobless
have been out of work for years and have given
up looking.
By throwing million~ of workers into the

...

Inflation and prices continue to rise without
let-up. The present 6% (official) annual rate of
inflation is higher than at any time in history
previous to the last four years. The capitalists'
claim that inflation is "tapering off" only means
that inflation is still galloping along but not
quite so quicldy as before.
The monopoly capitalists try to cushion the
effects of the crisis on themselves by creating
inflation and keeping up high monopoly prices.
The federal government carries out a policy Of
rapicD.y-growing massive deficit spending for
the purpose of stimulating and militarizing the
economy (in the fiscal year 1976, the federal
deficit was a record $70 billion, as compared
to $45 billion in 1975, making a two-year total
of $115 billion, roughly equal to all the deficits
of the previous ten years, 1965-1974, combined). The government covers this massive deficit by printing money in excess of goods produced and circulated and in this way inflates the
dollar.
While goods are stockpiled in warehouses and
storage tanks for lack of demand, the monopolies use their control of entire markets to
keep raising prices. The most powerful, like
the oil and steel monopolies, impose the sharpest price increases. driving up the ~rices in
othe.r sectors~ Instead of lowering the prices
of cars, houses', -gasoline ,- etc. , and increasing
sales, the monopolies, due to their capitalil:\t
:,'"'"
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nature, have continued to maximize profits
throughout the crisis with slower sales and
sky-rocketing prices.
THE CAUSE OF THE PRESENT CRISIS LIES
IN THE MONOPOLY CAPITALIST SYSTEM
Production under monopoly capitalism is
characterized by disorder and vicious struggles
among the monopoly capitalists in their drive
for maximum profits. This anarchy of capitalist production is the basic cause of the economic crises which continually plague the U. S.
economy.
Monopoly groups, headed by the big banks,
struggle among themselves and plunder the
masses. Big financial houses wipe out the
small banks (359 small banks are on the "trouble" list) and crush the weaker capitalists.
The monopolies in the strongest positions, such
as the oil and energy monopolies throttle the
weaker monopolies and extort tremendous tribute from the rest of the economy. With the help
of the government campaign for" energy independence", utility rates, oil, gas and natural
gas prices have been soaring, squeezing billions out of the entire society. When the oil
monopolies ~early doubled the price of oil in
1973, deceptively using the oil embargo as a
pretext ~ the whole economy was ·thrown into Upheaval, and the market was constricted, precipitating the present over-production crisis.
THERE IS NO LACK OF "PRODUCTMTY"
BUT A CRISIS OF OVER-PRODUCTION
According to every capitalist, the bourgeois
politicians and the sold-out labor leaders, the
problem with the economy is that workers are
not produ<?tive enough. They push increased
prodUctivity (labor intensity) as the cure-all
Continued on page 15
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First Strike of Registered Nurses in Seattle
On July 12, 1976 1,800 Seattle area registered
nurses (RNs) working at 15 hospitals went out on
strike against the Seattle Area Hospital Council.
This was a significant event in the history of
health care workers in Washington, as it is the
first strike ever of the RNs in this state. On August 4, 625 RNs {rom Seattle's Group Health
Hospital and Clinics overcame a number of obstacles to join this strike. In addition technicians organized in the Retail Clerks Union (NEC)
'are striking at Ballard, Swedish and Providence
Hospital. This strike is part of a growing wave
of struggle among health-care workers, and it
shows that the economic crisis is bringing into
active life and struggle new sections of workers
who were formerly passive.
The RN s comprise a large percentage of the
health care labor force which deals with direct
patient care. In addition, 99% of the RNs are
women, who in addition to being exploited as
workers, are doubly exploited as women workers. For example, the RNs are paid $2. OO/hour
below what, skilled-unionized labor makes in
Seattle. The capitalist employers have always
promoted that women are inferior to men in
order to justify using women as the cheapest
source of labor. In addition, nurses more than
any other female profeSSion, have culturally
been promoted as passive, subservient '''angels
of mercy". The health care .ePlployers would
like for the nurses to believ~· that they are powerless against the employers, and further, that
nurses, due to the ~dedication-ethic" of their
profession, should be subservient to the employers and never complain about their wages
or working conditions, as this might interfere
\\ith the profit interests of the employers. However, the employers are now witnessing \\ith
much nail-biting and ,d uress, that the nurses

will not play the role of the subservient "angels
of mercy".
The RN s are demanding on the salary front:
15% increase the 1st year, 10% the second year,
10% the 3rd year with 3% increment after the 5th
and 10th anniversary and a cost-of-living clause
for a 2 or 3 year contract. The RNs are also
asking for increased shift-differential, increased
stand-by pay, (for standing-by to com~ to work
for emergencies), and establishing IRAs for
RNs in hospitals without pensions. The Seattle
Area Hospital Council is offerilig a 6% increase
each year for three years with no cost-of-living
clause. The Council's offer shows utter contempt for the nurses. A 6%-3-year offer is
equivalent to "throwing a few crumbs to the
dogs". The RNs' wages over the past ten years
have barely kept up with the cost of living. The
cost of living increase over the past three years,
according to the Labor Bureau of statistics and
the Wall Street Journal has been: 10.6%, 9.5%
and 8.2% respectively. Thus, 'in order for the
RNs to secure a healthy raise to help them
catch up with the rest of skilled-unionized labor.,
the RNs would have to settle for no less than 15%
and 10% with a cost-of-living clause. The costof-living adjustments would have to be in addition to the other salary raise, or else whatever
the wage increase is, it would be eaten up in the
increase 'o f the cost of living.
The RNs are also fighting for other demands.
For example, the Group Health RNs want to win'
appropriate fringe benefits for part-time workers. Group Health Cooperative has over the past
year hired so many part-time nurses that 50% of
the RN s are part-time. Some of them even work
full-time but are denied full-time classification
and therefore also denied all fringe benefits and
.
_.
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Bourgeoisie Declares War on Black Youth In
Detroit
The bourgeoisie in Detroit has declared war
on the Black youth. Both major bourgeois newspapers, the Detroit News and the Detroit Free
Press, are running scare stories about Black
sensationalizing on cases of real or
imagined violent crime, shouting themselves
hoarse about how much money Detroit businesses are losing, and attempting to cre.a te hysteria. There is talk of re-starting the Nazilike STRESS (,'Stop The Robberies, Enjoy Safe
Streets") police squads, which specialized in
ambushing and killing Afro-Americans. (The
bourgeoisie admits that STRESS squads killed
22 people, 20 of them Via ambush.) The
mayor's office recalled 450 policemen laid off
to balance the budget-and has declared an absurd 10 P. M. curfew for all youths under 18
in which the police are given the right to arbitrarily decide on a case-by-case basis which
adults a youngster may be out with at night.
Deputy Mayor Beckham hysterically raved:
"We're going to take the city back-- begirming
tonight!" and "Someone's going to be hurt, beginning tonight!" Speaking for Mayor Young, he
has ordered police chief Tannian to get "results"
in two o.r three weeks or be fired. "Liberal
Democrat" Mayor Coleman Young went on
prime-time TV to attack the Black youth as
"young hoodlums", rave that he won't let them
"take over the city", praise the police for suppressing last year's Afro-American rebellion
in the LiVernois area, and set forth a new plan
to tax and police the people to death.

g;;;g;,

This new campaign, spearheaded at the Black
youth, is aimed against the entire Afro-American people. 'Ibis increased terror against the
Afro-American community is part of the growing fascism of American society. The bourgeoisie hopes to subjugate the Afro-American
people and deepen the split in the worldng class.
Because of the large~scaleauto production in
Detroit, Detroit is marked by having many
modern proletarians with a long tra:diUon of
struggle against the bourgeoisie. The auto
proletariat is militant and very receptive to
communist ideas. Among the workers, there is
a very large percentage of militant Afro-Americans and also a significant number of Arabs.
The bourgeoisie has brought into existence this
proletariat in order to labor for it in the auto
factories, but it is now mortally scared that it
has brought into existence its own grave-diggers.
The bourgeoisie .has brought the Afro-American
people to Detroit to work in the hardest and
lowest-paying jobs, and it is now frightened to
death at the memory of the Detroit Rebellion of
. 1967. The bourgeoisie has repeatecfiy sought to
divide and disrupt the working class and superexploit sections of it through the use of terror
against oppressed nationalities. Last school
year the capitalist government tried (and failed)
to organize a large-scale fascist anti-busing
movement in Detroit. Several ~~mths _ago the
government apparatus organized ambushes and
murders of the Arab people. This campaign
also failed and the Arab community stood firm.
But the bourgeoisie has not given up its fascist
nature, and is now once again using the government apparatus to organize a new terrorist attack on the people. The Black youths, who suffer from over 60% unemployment and are a very
militant section of the Black people, are the
target of this attack.
The government is presenting this attack on
the Black youth as a "war on crime". What a
joke' If the government really wanted to stop
crime, why haSIl't it, say, stopped organized
crime and the Mafia? But there is not a chance
that the police will do that. It is no secret at all
that the government knows who is in the Mafia,
that all sorts of revelations are printed in the
daily newspapers, and yet no action is taken.
Why, the government and the Mafia work together. The bourgeOis newspapers even boast of
how the CIA and Mafia worked hand-in-hand in

a fascist attempt to assassinate a foreign head
of state, Castro. And in Detroit it is wellknown that the massive heroin trade, which
creates a mass of people dependent on crime
to satisfy their drug habit, could never be carried on \....ithout participation of the police. In
fact in 1972-3 the Detroit (and Atlanta police,
who finally killed Boyd and Bethune) attacked,
hounded and murdered or jailed three young
Afro-Americans Mark Bethune, Hayward
Brown and John Boyd who dared to stand up
\\ith guns to the organized dope dealers
and their police protectors in Detroit.
The present "war on crime" in Detroit is only
a pretext, an excuse to cover stepped-up
attacks on the Afro-American commWlity.
All Black youth will be attacked. Even now
the bourgeois press is saying that it is hard to
singel out and convict "gang members" of
particular crimes, because so many youth
are involved it is hard to tell them apart.
Thus the press promotes the white racist
chorus that "all Blacks look alike". And
it is widely believed in Detroit that many of the
instances of "violent rampages" that the press
is ranting about have been staged by the bourgeoisie for the specific purpose of inciting panic
and white racism. For instance, on Sunday night,
August 15, a rock concert took place downtown
in Cobo Hall. The masses who attended this
concert were attacked, robbed and assaulted by
a large group of people who, the press asserts,
were acting in an organized manner. But,
strangely enough, the police just stood by and
looked on. By two day s later only one warrant
had been issued. A number of victims planned to
file charges not just against their assailants, but
against police who refused to respond to requests for help. In all American cities the police
have wide contacts and connections with lumpen
elements, degenerate gangs, and bad elements
and would have no trouble at all in bribing a
bunch of th(m1 to commit outrages on the masses. If the gt)Veminent did not itself organize
the attack at Cobo Hall, then why did the police
protect the attackers? And now this staged incident is being used as the rallying cry against
the Black youth.
The government has not only organized this
campaign of terror against the Black community, it is also using it to infiltrate its agents
into various communities and among the people.
Plain clothes police and ordinary police are
being saturated throughout certain Black and
mixed areas. A Neighborhood Youth Corps
Police Cadet Training Program has been organized to give police training to "gang" members, who are actually paid at $2.30 per hour
from CETA funds. And Mayor Young has announced his intention to start recruiting lj. new
"civilian police force". This "civilian police
force" would on one hand be a center for assembling and training a new armed group very
susceptible to white racism, while on the other
hand it would also recruit some Black people in
order to split the Afro-American community.
The government would very much like to see
Black people fighting each other, rather than
the racist attacks of the monopoly capitalist
class, and so it is infiltrating agents into the
Black community, organizing the "anti-crime"
movement, using sections of Black youth against
other Black youth, and intensifying contradictions among the Black people themselves. They
are vilely seeking to set older Black working
people, many of whom have suffered from individual theft, not to mention having their lifeblood stolen from them as they slave in the auto
plants, against the Black youth.
At the same time that the bourgeOisie is
launching new terrorist attacks on Black youth,
it is also cutting the school system. Using as
an excuse that the Detroit voters don't want to
be taxed to death and have defeated a new school
tax levy, the bourgeoisie is moaning about a
shortage of money. The school board is closing

a number of elementary schools, almost all of
which were nearly 1000th Black schools, putting
first-graders on half-session, etc. Thus, even
in the midst of the city financial crisis, the city
-government has the money, either from its own
funds or using state or federal revenue, to terrorize the community; re-hire the police, and
devise new police programs, but••• as for the
schools n • • the people are held to ransom and
given the choice of being bled to death by higher
and higher school taxes or seeing their children
go illiterate. This shows the reactionary nature
of the U. S. government apparatus, whose main
function is simply to suppress the revolutionary
movements of the working and oppressed people.
The government works hard to corrupt the
youth, promotes the heroin trade, cuts back
the bourgeois school system (which at their
best "teach" by drill-sergeant methods to train
the youth to submit to oppression), bnoes the
bad elements, but ••• it is always ready to socalled "fight crime" •.• by building more policestations, courts and jails. In so far as social
crime flourishes, it is the result of the degrading life Wlder capitalism, with its overwork for the employed combined with enforced
icfieness for large numbers of youth, and of
the corruption consciously spread among the
youth by the decadent culture and by the government itself. The only way to help the youth
is to lead them in the fight against the present
racist attacks, against racial discrimination
and capitalist explOitation, so that they take
up high ideals and learn to scorn the decadent
culture spread by the bourgeoisie.
.
This new declaration of war against the Black
youth in Detroit shows that we are living in a
period of great upheavals. U. S. imperialism is
in decline, but in its decline it is becoming ever
more vicious. Just as the German bourgeoisie
in its decline turned to Hitler and mass murder
to try to get themselves out of economic crisis
and to destroy the revolutionary moy. . . . . so
the U. S. bourgeoisie is rapicD.y stepping up
fascism. Racist attacks on the Afro-American
people are a key part of this fascist program.
The capitalist parties are all supporting this
fascist program. The Republicans are relatively
straight-forward about this. They are known to
the masses as the party of the rich and of reaction, and they are calling for cutting wages,
openly organizing the fascist anti-busing movement, and for the big stick at home and abroad.
The Democrats are fascists like the Republicans,
but they pretend to be "friends of the people" ,
concerned about jobs, about the minorities, etc.
Thus they are social-fascists (SOCialists or proworkers in words, fascists in deeds). Do you
want to see what a Democratic Administration
\\ill be like? Look at Detroit! The Mayor is
Coleman Young, a "liberal" Democrat, a supporter of Carter, and one of the small handful
of Afro-Americans who have betrayed the AfroAmerican people in return for being able to
scrape and bow before the Democratic Party
bosses and to share in the spoils of office. No
capitalist party can stop economic crisis, and
Detroit is still in economic crisis and even had
its city budget go into the red under Mayor
Young, who has attacked the public sector workers and cut back the schools. All the capitalist
parties are faSCist, and under Mayor Young the
city has worked hard to launch repeated attacks
on the Afro-Americans and Arabs, like the newest declaration of war against the Afro-American youth. The only difference between the
Democrats and Republicans is that the Democrats try harder to lull the masses to sleep
while they stab them in the back. The only path
forward for the masses is to actively resist the
fascism of the monopoly capitalist class, reject
the capitalist political parties, refuse to vote
in their sham presidential election, resist all
racist and fascist attacks, and prepare for an
anti-fascist proletarian socialist revolution to
eliminate the man-eating U. S. capitalist system from the earth.
End.
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~ OUTRAGEOUS.

GOVERNMEN'T I!ERSECUTION,.
OF FILIPINA NURSES AT ANN ARBOR VA HOSPITA[~
During the past year, the monopoly capitalist
government and its propagand3. forces have
been carrying out a hysterical campaign of
persecution against two immigrant Filipina
nurses, Filipina Narciso and Leona Perez, in
Ann Arbor, Michigan. The nurses are falsely
accused of administering poison to cause the
deaths of five patients and the temporary
breathing failures suffered by ten others, out
of a wave of 51 such incidents which occured at
the Ann Arbor Veterans' Administration Hospital last summer, where the nurses worked.
The FBI and federal courts, notorious arms of
the repressive bourgeois state, have been
concocting testimony, actually hypnotizing
"v.itnesses" and literally digging up the dead in
a frantic effort to blame the nurses for the
deaths and near-deaths. The bourgeois press
is providing the oh-so-necessary background of
racist, anti-working class slanders against
Filipino workers. A triaJ. has been set for
January 4, 1977, in Detroit.
This fascist persecution campaign is aimed
at exonerating the VA hospital, drug companies
and entire decaying health system under monopoly capitalism for the deaths and near-deaths
of the patients, and instead to place the blame
on two immigrant workers from the Philippines.
The Filipino people in their homeland are
waging a vigorous people's war of national lib-'
eration against the domination and control of
U. S. imperialism and its puppet Marcos clique.
The Philippines is the site of two large
U. S. military bases, key to U. S. imperialism's designs to dominate Asia and prepare for war with the Soviet Union for
world dot;nination. The U. S. monopoly capitalists -hope ,to:use cthe cas:e of the, Filipina
nur ses :in; AilrulA.roo.rl to ·kill. tw9 jbi~ds .\\!i,th (m& .,
stoni)'; Wiwbitewash their 'decadent health care
system ~dJtC>-IQreate",ehauvinist hyst,e tia against
Filipinos "B.II!l.ORg' tlie 'Anlerican people in ordel"
to prepare public opinion for U. S. aggression .
against the Philippines to protect U. S. imperialist interests there.
But this fascist campaign is backfiring. Support for the two nurses is growing among the
Filipino people in the Philippines and in the U. S.
and among the rest of the American people as
well. Fewer and fewer people believe the government's cbarges and the government has been
forced to bring in a "high-powered" psychiatrist
to interview the hospital staff to prepare a
"psychiatric" case against the two women. When
the federal judge finally reduced the women's
bail, it was raised in 24 hours by Filipino and
American supporters. The Filipino nurses have
the sympathy and support of large numbers of
oppressed workers and national minority people,
who hate the U. S. imperialists and their criminal health care system.
The two nurses have been subjected to inhuman
harassment by the capitalist state machine.
They have been forcibly removed from their
patient-care jobs and have had their citizenship
applications held back. They have been interrogated intensely by the FBI, frequently for
hours at a time. From the beginning the FBI
has tried to intimidate them into maldng false
confessions. The government has invested
-over one million dollars in the success of this
"legal" lynching and has assigned as many as
50 FBI agents at one time to make trumped-up
charges, which carry a possible life sentence,
stick.
Let us look at the government's fraudulent
case against the nurses.
The government's most embarrassing problem has been the lack of any reasonable motive
to pin the charges on the two nurses. None of
the women's co-workers, friends, relatives
or other acquaintances believe for a minute
that they committed the "poisonings" they are
charged with. Instead, they have all testified

'J

to the complete selflessness of the nurses in
caring for their patients. But what the'government has dreamed up as a "motive" is the most
vile, Hitler-type big lie imaginable!
The government claims that the nurses'
"poisoned" the patients in a protest over the
gross under-staffing of the hospital by the government bureaucrats. In the spring of 1975, 57
nurses at the hospital signed a petition denouncing the under-staffing of the hospital and demanding the hiring of more nurses. The bourgeOisie has admitted the criminally l:-ad conditions under which the nurses worked: "Conditions were especially hectic in the 11 bed
intensive care unit," the Detroit Free Press
corifessed. "Many members of the VA hospital
nursing staff were working extra shifts and
giving up one weekend day each week ••• to keep
up with the high number of patients in intensive
care." Filipina Narciso and Leona Perez did
not sign the petition because they feared that
the government would reject their citizenship
applications in retaliation, but they expressed
their support for the nurses' demands to their
fellow workers. But now the government is
trying to turn this mass indictment of its abominable hospital conditions into an all-out attack
on the Filipina nurses and other workers. The
government claims that the supposed "mass
murder" is the two Filipina women's contribution to the protest!
This is possible, these liars explain, because
doctors and nurses come into contact with sickness and death constantly and become "hardened
to the death of a patient" so that "a death to
. them would be just another corpse"! What
fascist logic! The protest of the masses of
nurses t supported by the Filipinas, was for
better"conditions' for both workereS and patient·s.Now the bourgeoisie wants to turn truth on its
head and accuse thE! Filipina nurses of killing ·
patients' to ":coiltribUtetl to the protest!
There are so many other obvious contradictions
in the government's trumped-up" case" against
the two women that the Free Press (August 22) .
admits that the government is having difficulty
,maintainiIig an air of reality around the whole
thing.
For example, during the period from July 1
to August 15, 1975, there were 51 breathing
failures among the VA hospital patients, eleven
of whom later died. Neither of the two :Fiupina nurses, who worked in the intensive care
ward, were even on duty for 32 of these 51 -well over half! So the FBI, which has carried
out the entire "investigation", arranged for
,the hospital authorities to (they claim) "feed
millions of tiny bits of information" regarding
the br~athing failures into a computer to pick
out which ones were " suspicious" and which
were not. Presto! Like a magician with a
deck'fun of aces, the FBI "determined" that
20 cases were" suspicious" • No explanation
is given why these are" suspicious" and the
remaining attacks (the majority) are "unsuspicious". The government has charged the
nurses with 15 acts. 15 or more of the 20
breathing failures the FBI labelled" suspicious"
just happened to take place when the two nurses
were on duty (as were a number of other nurses
with a similar work schedule). Why is there
no explanation of the 36 breathing attacks the
nurses were not charged with? The two nurses
are not even charged \\lith half of the failures
which resulted in death! Isn't it the FBI's
"investigation" and the hospital's conditions
that are really suspicious?
The government claims the nurEes injected
Pavulon (a muscle-paralyzing drug) into the intravenous solutions of the patients in the intensive care ward in order to pOison and murder
them. The FBI actually dug up the bodies of
four dead patients in order to be able to announce

the presence of Pavulon in their body tissues.
Although for years there has been a positive test
for the presence of Pavulon in body fluids, no
one up till now has been able to develop such a
test for the drug's presence in body tissues
(fluids are missing from a dead body). But
wonders never cease! .A doctor assigned by the
FBI has found such a test in a mere few months!
And 10 and behold -- Pavulon is indeed present
(according to the FBI's doctor) in the body tissue
of the four exhumed bodies! (Why the body of
the fifth patient the nurses are accused of killing
was not exhumed is never e~lained. But one
body here or there makes little difference to the
FBI •••• ) May we say that the evidence on this
pOint was just a little ••• doctored?
The government is also trying to base its
"case" largely on "testimony" from its two "key
witnesses", John McCrery Jr., a former patient
in the IC ward, who was dying at the time of the
attacks and is now dead, and Richard Neely, also .
a former patient in the IC ward, who is dying of
cancer.
The FBI actually hypnotized both these "witnesses" in orner to "refresh" their memories of
whom they might have "seen" at their bedsides at
the time of their breathing arrests. (The government first specially selected certain patients wh~
the bourgeois. press admitted, "cQuld be SU/3C~- ,
tible to hypnosis".). Neely. who has. along ,
medical history of memory problems, admitted
that during the hypnosis session he gave a name
other than that of either of the nurses and only
repeated the" correct" t>(\me of Leona Perez
after having been told it by the FBI interrogator.
He had never said a word regarding either nurse
prior to hypnosis. During the hearing at which
Neely testified in April, simply repeated what the
FBI Had suggested to bini While he waS"under
~ypnosis!

McCrery was hypnotized too and, it is admitted,
changed his ' story several times -- at first claiming it was a man he saw at his bedside, and finally ending by saying he was foggy on the whole
thing and just didn't remember. At one point he
told Leona Perez that he had written her a note
telling her he knew nothing at all about how he
had stopped breathing. Yet, up until McCrery's
death this June, the goverrunent was hell-bent on
using even this as the "testimony of a key witness"!
Nurses and doctors at the VA hospital have ex'pressed outrage that the testimony of any dying
patient would be used as "evidence", let alone
two who have been hypnotized by the FBI. The
dying patients in IC ward are constantly pumped
with pain-killers which keep them in an extremely foggy and disoriented state of mind. Many do
not reGognize their nurses after being in the hospital for two months. The lights are on and off
at odd hours so that these patients many times
literally have a hard time telling if it's day or
night. These patients, who many times cannot
remember such basic facts as whether or not
they have had their daily medicine yet on a given
'day, are to be the government's "key witnesses" !
All this aside. what is so unusual about a
nurse adjusting a patient's intravenous solution
in the intensive care ward? Anyone knows that
patients in the IC ward require constant care,
nurses are in and out quite often, and IV's need
to be checked extremely often. Whether or not
these patients saw Filipina Narciso or Leona
Perez at their bedsides is completely irrelevant. If anything, a nurse's constant presence
at a patient's bedside shows only her desire to
care for the needs of her patient.
These simple facts expose the complete bankruptcy of the government's charges against the
two nurses.
Throughout the "investigation", the state has
.>," ... t,#
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GOVERNMENT ORGANIZES RACIST ATTACKS
AGAINST BLACK PEOPLE ON HOUSING QUESTION IN CHICAGO
Frequent vicious racist attacks are being organized against Black people in a number of
sections of Chicago. The most publicized and
intense area for these attacks is Marquette
Park. This is a matter which is being widely
discussed among the working people of Chicago
these days.
The bourgeois news media has given widespread publicity to certain of the racist attacks
which have been organized by the Nazis and the
KKK. What the bourgeois media has completely
covered over and mystified is that the source
of these racist attacks is none other than the
monopoly capitalist class. In particular, careful investigation reveals that behind the Nazis
and KKK stand the whole government including
the police, Daley's machine, and the courts,etc.
Racial discrimination and violent repression
against the Afro-American people is an inherent
feature of U. S. monopoly capitalism. Today,
on top of what already exists, the U. S. monopoly capitalists and their government are consciously organizing further vicious attacks on
the Afro-American people. They are organizing
a section of white working people and youth to
violently attack Afro-American people in an attempt to wipe out even the limited gains made
by the Afro-American people in their struggle
against racial discrimination, drive the AfroAmerican people back into the worst features
of Jim Crow and rigid segregation, and further
split the American worldng class. Racial discrimination and violent repression against the
Afro-American people is inherent in the U. S.
capitalist system. However, the monopoly capitalist government has even more reason to organize these attacks at this time -- to Wldermine
the growing resistance by the working class to
the capitalists shifting the burden of economic
crisis onto the workers' backs and to the monopoly capitalists' preparations for a new world
war. These attacks on Afro-Am.erican people
are attacks on the whole work:ing class and the
whole working class has a duty to oppose them.
White working people have a special responsibility to oppose these racist attacks in order to
remove the centuries-<>ld barriers of mistrust
between Black and white workers caused by the
capitalists' racial discrimination and violent
repression against Black people.
The largest and most widely publicized of the
recent racist attacks in Chicago was on Swlday,
JWle 6. The Nazis and KKK mobilized aroWld
200 white youth, according to the bourgeois
press, for the purpose of attacking an expected
march by a Black organization into the Marquette Park area to protest racial discrimination in housing. The Black people's demonstration was cancelled that day, but this racist gang
marauded through the streets of the area for
several hours attacking Black people passing
through the area. The Nazis have been visibly
active in the Marquette Park area for a number
of years spreading their vile fascist trash and
organizing racist attacks. Last fall they organized racist gangs t\\ice with the annoWlced
purpose of marching into the Black commlUlity.
However, fearing the mighty anger of the
Afro-American people against these avowed
racists and fascists, the Nazis each time allowed their brother fascists the Chicago police
to stop them before they got to the Black community.
FASCIST MOVEMENT AIMS TO PREVENT
THE INTEGRATION 0 F HOUSlNG
Black families moving into houses on Bell,
Oaldey, and Claremont have long been subject
to racist attacks, including fire-bombings, windows on their homes and cars being broken,
and physical attacks. Sixty or more such attacks have taken place in the last 15 months,
the bourgeois press has mostly ignored them,
and the police have arrested almost no one for

them.
The avowed aim of the racists and fascists is
to prevent Black people from buying homes in
the area or even passing through the area. All
kinds of racist slanders against Black people
are being spread to "justify" these racist outrages against the democratic rights of Black
peopl~

The demand for integrated housing is a democratic demand of the Afro-American people.
The working class supports this demand because
it is a matter of winning what limited democratic rights are possible for the Black people and
the workers as a whole Wlder the dictatorship
of the monopoly capitalist class. The development of integration in housing furthers contact
among the working class of different nationalities and assj$s them in Wliting against their
conUllon enemy -- U. S. monopoly capitalism.
Such democratic demands can only be won in a
very limited way Wlder monopoly capitalist rule
because of the vicious opposition of monopoly
capitalism to their implementation. To even
achieve tllem in a limited way sustained and
vigorous struggle must be waged against the
bourgeoisie and its state --police, courts, laws,
etc.
Besides the racist attacks by the Nazis and
the KKK, other fascist organizations are organizing meetings, Circulating petitions and
calling demonstrations to deny Black people the
democratic right to live in certain areas or to
attend integrated schools. These include the
"civic" associations and "home-owners" associations. These organizations have as one of
their main aims opposition to the democratic
rights of Black people.
One organization, the' Southwest Parish and
Neighborhood Federation, a "liberal" org'a nization, called a demonstration to demand that the
capiialists who own Talman Federal Savings and
Loan Association support its plan to maintain
segregation in the Marquette Park neighborhood;.
This plan is to tear down the whole area between
63rd and 75th. from Western to Bell and replace
it with "townhouses, apartments, and condominiums" that would act as a "buffer zone" between the Black West Englewood neighborhood
and Marquette Park. It should be noted that the
area to be torn down is the area where there is
now integrated housing.
Demagogic propaganda is also being developed
by some of these organizations and some media
that the problem is the real estate brokers and
the banks because they are "panic-peddling" in
the neighborhood. In fact, the real reason these
racists rant and rave about "panic-peddling" and
"redlining-" is to oppose Black people buying
homes in the ne~ghborhood. These racists talk
about defending the "stability" of certain (segregated) neighborhoods by which they mean that
Black people should keep out.
The government is also calling into being the
fascist and racist anti-busing movement in
Chicago and the same "civic" associations and
"homeowners" associations are organizing this.
ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT
The first important point to notice about the
racist attacks is that the government is organizing them. One fact that shows this is the way the
police allow maximum opportunity for the racists
to carry out their attacks. Nazi-organized
youth were allowed to rampage through the Marquette Park area all afternoon, Sunday, JWle 6,
with only a token opposition by the police. Almost
no suspects have been arrested in the numerous
attacks on the Black people who live on Bell,
Oakley and Claremont and on their homes and
property. The police patrol the area quite heavily, but somehow they never seem to be aroWld
when one of these attacks takes place. Gangs of
white racists are allowed to congregatc on corners all day and half the night for the purpose of
;,.' d:,J.
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attacking Black people who might pass by, but
any group of three or more Afro-Americ'ans is
inullediately broken up. Police and other cogs
in Daley's machine went aroWld in bars and elsewhere organizing for white racists to attack any
Black people in Marquette Park on July 4. PUSH
wanted to have a picnic in the park on July 4 but
the city refused to give them a permit. The
police have organized meetings supposedly to
"improve commWlications". In fact these meetings are forums for racist propaganda and for
the racists to organize themselves. Only people
who live in the 8th police district can attend
these meetings. Only a very few Afro-American fantilies live in this area. So in fact AfroAmericans are in practice barred from these
meetings. Afro-Americans involved in patrolling
the neighborhood against the racist attacks have
actually been tlu.'O\\n out of a meeting for not
living in the district. Daley and the courts appear to be "lUlable" to close down the Nazi storefront. These same Nazis have been organizing
violent attacks on the Afro-American people for
at least the last 1 0 years. They lawlChed violent
attacks on demonstrations led by Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. in 1966 to oppose racial discrimination in housing. After making a big noise
about how he was going to close do\\n the Nazi
storefront, Daley let them slide with just a
meaningless promise not to do the very things
which are fimdamental purposes for their organization -- that is not to openly call for violent
attacks against Black people and not to partiCipate in such attacks. The Nazis themselves admit that this does not really hamper them. And
in fact this court-ordered "promise" has not
stopped the attacks on Afro-Americans, their
homes and property in the area.
Another aspect of the activity of the government and particularly the police, is to attempt
to suppress resistance to these a.ttacks'by'*froAmericans. The police have harrassed Black
people who have been patrolling the area where
attacks are taking place in cars .\\ith CB radios.
They have many times arrested the leaders of
demonstrations by Afro-American people to protest racial discrimination and violent repression
in the l\larquette Park area.
A brief look into the events at the time of the
marches in 1966 will show further the role of the
government and press. Some of these marches
took place in the very same area of the city w
where racist attacks are concentrated at this
time. The Nazis and other fascists organized
violent attacks on the marches. The police did
little and made few arrests. Spokesmen for the
government and other brougeois spokesmen
were rabid. The Chicago TribWle printed an editoria} frenziedly attacking the marches, claiming
that the marches themselves were the cause of
violent racist attacks -- that the marches were
violating the "peace" of the neighborhoods they
went through, and calling on the Black people to ,
throw Dr. King out of to\\n. When asked his
vie\\' of this editorial Mayor Daley said "Pm for
anythin~ that \\ill put an end to what is happening
in our city". In a further editorial the Chicago
l'ribWlc said" Tinle and again the effects of
'peaceful' demonstrations here and in other
cities, have been to arouse false hopes among
Negroes and animosities between the white and
Negro people. II Really! According to the Chicago
TribWle to oppose racial discrimination is to
raise "false hopes" and opposition to racial discrimination is itself to be blamed for racial discrimination and violent repression.
The s,tate machine, including the police, the
courts, and Daley's apparatus, tries to maintain
the fiction that it is some neutral body a.bove
the conflict, trying only to maintain "peace".
This flimsy mask is ripped off when wc look at
their actual activity. On the one hand, the state
machine gives ma..\imum opportunity for the
Continued on page 1e
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Central Committee of Communist ~arty of Poland
Issues Appeal to Polish Workers and Labouring People
Peking, Jul} 8. 1976 (Hsinhua) -_. Th.: C .:ntral C(llllmiltcc ,'f the C"IllIllUnist Party (If Pnland in an appeal
<1n June 26 In thc wnrkers and nthcr labouring people '
of Poland calls on them to ),;o;ep vigilance, unite as one
and rely on their own for.:es tn answer Ihe counter-revolutionary attack of the ruling circles with revolutionary
counter-attack and ':llnsolidate by new struggles the ·vic- .
tories already won.
The appeal says. "In thl: past live ycars. the Gierek
clique has made a big stcp in the direction of turning
Poland into a semi-colo,IY of Russian social-imperialism.
The country has been brought under the imperialist yoke
of debts and turned into a cileap market of international
capital. Bourgeois ideology and ,'uhure occupy a dominant pllsition in the cl1untry:'
Little .more than Ihc ycurs ha\c elapsed sincc thl'
Polish ruling Clique massacred coastal workers cold bloodcdly. the appeal says. This tllr.e, it was again the workers
who' were the first to plunge themselves intn the battlc
aga'inst counter-revolutionary forces indelcncc of the interests of the working c1a~s and all the expl,)ited labour·
ing people. The proletariat has achieved a brilliant victory by this militant and resolute action. The deci.~ion
llll price increases fell flat even b4!fore it was' put into
effect.

Th.: appeal says. "In 1<)70. Gomulka. acting like H
thief. attempted to ,teal IS.COO million Zlotys from th.
workers' pockets through price increases. only to invitt
a slap in the face. Now Gierek produced a bill before
the proletariat to the amount of 97.000 million Zlotys at
one go, with the planned rise of the cost of living ex·
ceeding 16 per cent. Despi'c his unique demagogy. he
received not money. but a slap in the face too:'
Praising the great rev(,lutionary victory won by thl
Polish workers. the appeal says. "The tight has not ended
but this victory is of momentous significance. 1t show!
the great might of' the proletariat and its unity tn tht
struggle and has made the whole working class truly mi·
litant and revolutionary. It has unmasked the Gierek
b,~urgCl'is ,'i.ique. sllllwcd Ul' Gicrck', wcaknc,' and elk.:·
lively shatter.:d his prest igc among t h.: re\ "lul innary
masses. The btlurg.:nisio! has been fl)rccd \<1 rctre'lI . under
the pressur~of the re\'oluti\.~nary proletariat. but .it · has
• not given up its attempt for a second try. It· has declared
that ~a new proposal on price increases will be subil1itt~d:'
The app.:al · points o,u t."The ccono,mic situation in
Poland under the dnminatiOI1 of then.:w bourg,,:ois dil;tatorship cao.notbe improved but . will only deteriorate
yearby year. Therefore. jt the working class should beIiew in the demagogicPTOpi1ganda (If the renegades to
communism and act like meek sheep •. the Gierek clique
would seize everything you have mercilessly .' . . It is
neither a compromise nor class reconciliation. but a life-,

and-death .:lass struggle wag.-.d by the proletariat against
the bourgenisie that will determine the tinal victory:'
It continues. "At the very outset the Polish Communist
Par!, called on the working class to keep vigilance and
unit~ as one in the struggle. The proletariat can be emancipated only by itself! Therefore it should first of all
rely on its own forces. As to counter-revolutionary onslaughts. the working dass can only and should answer
them with revolutionary ccunter-attacks. The working
das:;, make revolution or remain penniless!" "The class
enemy will retreat only in face of power. The Gierek
clique was. compelled to extemf the period of price-freeze
for basic foodstuffs absolutely not by any concern for
the interests of the working class. but by the militanc:y
and preparedness of the proletariat to . wage a resolute
struggle to defend its own rights."
The appeal calls on the Polish workers and . other
labouring people "to safeguard with full strength the victory already won".
.
The appeal says: "Only by organizing themselves in
a revolutionary party will th~ Polish proletariat be able
to become a powerful force. Only in tbis way it will be
able not only to retaliate su(.cessfully the counter-revolutionary attack of the revisionists. but also to win filial victory in combating the dictatorship of the bourge'oisie and.
grasp in its own hands · the whole political power;':

What Forced Indira Gandhi to Declare the "National Emergency','?
(Editorial of Lok Awaz, newspaper of the East
Indian community in Canada, July 9, 1976.)
It is one year since the declaration of the
state of "National Emergency" by_the Indira
Gandhi government. The whole issue behind the
imposition of open terroristic dictatorship has
been made very clear by the practice of the Indian revolution in this one year.
Why did Indira Gandhi declare the "National
Emergency" in June of last year? Was it because she merely wanted to suppress the agents
oru.8'. imperialism trying to overthrow her?
Or was it that she .simply wanted to escalate
the suppression and explOitation of the Indian
people?
Both these answers are only partly correct,
and do not deal with the principal reason as to
why she imposed the open terroristic dictatorship. If she had the chOice, she would have
preferred to merrily carry on her brutal
suppression and exploitation of the Indian people
in the service of foreign imperialist powers,
under the mask of "democracy". The reasons
she had to shed the last vestiges of the facade
of "democracy" and resort to open terror was
that she could no longer rule India in the old way.
The armed struggle of the peasantry under the
leadership of CPI(ML) was intensifying in
various parts of .India. The spontaneous mass
struggles were developing an extremely militant
stance against which Indira Gandhi had to constantly dispatch her state forces hither and
thither to keep control of the situation. The
revolutionary situation in India as a whole was
becoming too much for Indira Gandhi.
It is in recognition of this increasing resistance to her dark rule that she ·declared the
"National Emergency". She was forced by the
march of the Indian revolution to bare the real
features of the Indian state -- a state of big
landlords and foreign dependent capitalists, run
in the service of foreign powers. In order to
continue the exploitation and suppression of the
Indian people in the service of foreign imperialist powers, the Indian ntling classes had to
bare their true fascist features for every one to
see and impose their. open terroristic dictatorship. The declaration of "National Emergency"
was an open admission of the fact that Indira
Gandhi could continue her tottering regime's
services to foreign imperialist powers only by
resorting to naked suppression.
Another factor leading to the declaration of
"National Emergency" is the split within the
ruling classes. One section of the ruling classes
led by Jaya Prakash Narayan, representing the

u.s. imperialists, was using the mass discontent of the people as a vehicle to overthrow
Indira Gandhi. They wanted to reverse the trend
of increasing Soviet social-imperialist domination.under Indira Gandhi's regime in favour of
U. So impenali st hegemony. This split and dogfight within the ruling classes on "which master
to serve?" was getting in the way of intensified
repression of the people. In order to facilitate
the intensified looting and plunder of India by the
Soviet Union, Indira Gandhi had to settle contradictions within the ruling class as a prerequisite
to escalating the suppression of the people. The
rounding up of U. S. imperialist agent J. p.
Narayan and others was a result of this.
The imprisonment of htmdreds of thousands of
people under one pretext or another is designed
to terrorize the broad masses of people into
subjugation so that Indira GancLl}i can escalate the
sell-out of the land and labour of the people to
the Soviet social-imperialists and other foreign
powers.
To say that Indira Gandhi declared the "National Emergency" merely to suppress the agents
of U. S. impenalism would be to say that the
dogfight within the ruling classes moves history
forward. On the contrary, it is class struggle,
the struggle of the toiling oppressed people
against the exploiting classes, that moves his-:tory forward. The deepep.ing split within the ruling classes is itself a result of the advancing
revolutionary struggle's of the Indian people.
Until 1967, the Congress party, a party of the
big landlords and foreign dependent capitalists
was able to carry on without severe dogfights
vlithin 'ts ranks. As long as the revisionists of
the "c" PI ("Communist" Party of India) were
having their heyday obstructing the advance of
the Indian revolution with the poison of "parlia- ;
mentary road to socialism", the Indian ruling
classes carned on their exploitation and suppression of the Indian people with the mask of
"democracy" hiding- their ugly features. But
with the Naxalbari armed peas:mt uprising led
by Comrade Charu Mazwndar, the resounding defeat of the "parliamentary road to socialism" and
the revisionism of "C"PI, and the big stride forward taken by the Indian revolution, the split
within the ruling classes became sharper. The
Cong-ress party split in 1969. In the ensuing
years, the Indi:m revolution has marched forward along the path shown by Naxalbari, along
the way, deepening the split within the ruling
classes and intensifying their dogfight. The declaration of the "National Emergency" showed
that this contradiction within the ruling <:lasses

had become very deep. directly as a result of
the revolutionary situation in India. The increasing disorder, chaos and confusion in the
camp of the enemy is a testimony to the fact that
the revolutionary situation in India is advancing
rapidly.
It is incorrect to say that the declaration of
"National Emergency" and the imposition of open
terroristic dictatorship is "giving birth" to
revolutionary struggles. This is turning truth
on its head. It is the widespread mass struggles
and the intensified Armed Agrarian Revolution
led by CPI(ML) that "gave birth" to the "National Emergency". The imposition of naked terroristic dictatorship is in turn arousing even greater
resistance.
Continued on page 14
MEETINGS HELD TO SUPPORT THE
STRUGGLE FOR PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC
INDIA
On the occasion of the first armiversary of
Indira Ga:ndhi I s declaration of a state of "national emergency", the Indian Progressive
Study Group organized a number of mass
meetings l!J. Boston, New York City, Ithaca
and New Have':..':\ to denounce the "national
emergency" and b~lpport the struggle for P~o
pIe's Democratic Indl~. The Indian Revolution
is receiving increasing si.:oport. 100 people
attended the meeting in New i"ork on June 26th.
This meeting was co-sponsored b;r IPSG,.
COUSML(New York Branch) and Afro~-A~~an
People's Solidarity Forum (Newark). Solidarity messages were also received from the
Patriotic Front of Bangladesh Nationals
Abroad, the Jamaican Youth Forces for National Liberation, theProletar~ Group of
the Turkish People's Liberation Front, and
from Comrade Chitunda of the NatiO!lal Union
for the Total Independence of Angola (~'NlTA)
who received a prolonged standing ovation.

UNITA's Comrade Chitunda receives
protracted standing ovation as he delivers · solidari ty message at NewYork City meeting, June 26. See p. 7
i
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MAO TSETUNG THOUGHT OR SOCIAL· CHAUVINISM
A Comment on the October League's Call for "Unity of Marxist-Leninists"

" !~

In the past year, the October League (Marx"ist-Leninist) has issued loud calls for "unity of
Marxist-Leninists". At its third congress in
July 1975, Mike Klonsky, OL Chainnan, declared that all the conditions for the formation
of a "Marxist-Leninist Party" were then in ex"istence. Since then, two "unity" calls have been
issued by OL and affiliated groups. A "congress" to fonn the "partylt has been announced
for later this year.
What is the nature of the "party' the October
League is organizing? Will this bring about the
long-cherished goal of the advanced workers,
the re-creation of the revolutionary Party of
the U. S. proletariat?
The Central Organization of U. S. MarxistLeninists holds that Marxist-Leninists should
not cooperate \\ith the OLI s "party-building"
efforts. Put most briefly, the OL's "partybuilding" efforts are not aimed at building a
revolutionary proletarian Party based on Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought and proletarian internationalism, but at building an opportunist, bourgeOis party based on socialchauvinism and neo-revisionism. "The October
League "(Marxist-Leninist) does not even include Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought
in its seven "basic principles of unity" around
which it "calls on all Marxist-Leninists to
unite in the new party" (first "unity" call,
November 1975). How can one be a MarxistLeninist and "forget" Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung Thought?
FIightened by the growing danger of world
war between the two imperialist superpowers,
KIonsky and the OL leaders have openly abandoned revolution and have sought refuge on the
side of the U. S. imperialist bourgeoisie in its
war preparations against its Russian rivals.
In their red, white and blue publications, the
OL leaders call upon the U. S. Marxist-Leninists and working class to direct their "main
blow" at the U. S. S. R. (The Call, May 31,1976)
This means that the American worki):lg class
should give up the proletarian revolution
against its own oppressors, the U. S. monopoly capitalist class, and instead it should
unite v.ith them to jointly direct their "main
blow" at the U. S. S. R. This is nothing but
counter-revolutionary social-chauvinism (socialism in words, chauvinism jn 1eeds). By
giving up revolution in the Ur,~. the OL gives up
the main contribution of t!le American workers
to the world revolutiC';a, the soul of proletarian
internationalism. Should the American and
Russian worJr..ers slaughter each other for the
profits o~ > the U. S. and Soviet monopoly bourgeoi~ies, thereby splitting the international pro]:':!tariat? By diverting the U. S. ' MarxistLeninist and workers' movements towards
a foreign enemy, the social-chauvinism of
the OL is a big help to the U. S. imperialists
in their increasingly urgent war preparations.
It especially helps the "liberal" bourgeois Carter and.. ihe "pro-labor". Democratic Party in
the>~r task of deceiving the "w orkers in order to
';'restore confidence" in the U. S. government
so as to free the hands of the U. S. imperialists
to wage aggressive war.
The social-chauvinism of the OL leaders is
by no means accidental. They oppose Mao Tsetung Thought, oppose the revolutionary role of
the U. S. working class and oppose the proletarian socialist character of the U. S. revolution.
They capitulate to and ally themselves with the
"liberal" bourgeoisie in the U. S. in its dogfights
with the "conservative" bourgeoisie. Now they
are simply allying with the whole U. S. imperialist bourgeoisie against its foreign rivals.
The OL leaders, who are now calling for
"unity", have a long history of splitting the rev-

olutionary people. They have never remolded
their bourgeOis world outlook since the days
when, as leaders of Students for a Democratic
Society, 'they worked to split and liquidate the
youth and student movement of the 1960's. The
formation of the October League in 1971-2 meant
that Klonsky and company merely adapted their
New Leftism, itself an offspring of revisionism
and social-democracy, to Marxism - LeninismMao Tsetung Thought in order to oppose it. They
waved the Red Book to hide the fact that they
were opposing the Red Book. Their bourgeOis
world outlook and political line placed them in
sharp opposition to the interests of the proletariat and oppressed people. As a result they
always worked to split the revolutionary movement. They rebuffed every effort of the genuine
Marxist-Leninists, led at first by the American
Communist Workers Movement (Marxist-Leninist) and later by the Central Organization of U. S.
Marxist-Leninists, to unite the Marxist-Lenintsts, opposing the call "Marxist-Leninists,
Unite!" first raised by us in November 1972, as
well as earlier attempts at principled unity. Instead, the OL leaders took up the Khruschevite
revisionist line of labelling "ultra-leftism" as
"the main danger" and incessantly slandered the
genuine Marxist-Leninists as "ultra-leftists" and
"CIA agents". In their present "party-building"
efforts, the OL has continued on the same path,
arbitrarily including some groups and excluding
others, while giving up all proletarian principle.
For such activities, the OL leaders have won for
themselves a richly deserved reputation as big
right-wing sectarians and splitters.
The COUSML is firmly in favor of unity, but
only unity of Marxist-Leninista based on Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought and proletarian internationalism. Only a Party built on
this basis can lead the proletarian revolution in
the U. S. and make a contribution to the world
revolution. The party the October League leaders
are building is a party to kiss the feet of the U. S.
imperialist bourgeoisie. The question raised by
the~OL' s calls for "unity" is: Mao Tsetung
Thought or social-chauvinism?
Let us look at the social-chauvinist andneo- '
revisionist stand of the October League on several fundamental questions of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought.
I. THE OL OPPOSES MAO TSETUNG THOUGHT
AND REFUSES TO LEARN FROM THE
EXPERIENCE OF THE GREAT PROLETARIAN
CULTURAL REVOLUTION IN CHINA
The Marxist-Leninist movement in the U. S.
was re-invigorated in the 1960' s. In the midst
of the mass struggles, the thunder of the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution brought the
American revolutionaries Mao Tsetung Thought,
the highest development of Marxism-Leninism~
the Marxism-Leninism of our era. Just as the
American revolutionaries of 1917-21 had rebelled against the old-style revisionism of the
Second International, took up Leninism and
built the Communist Party J so the revolutionaries of the 1960' s rebelled against the Khruschevite revisionists who had destroyed the Communist Party, and against all their offspring,
took up Mao Tsetung Thought and the lessons of
the Cultural Revolution and set out to re-create
the Communist Party of the Ameriqan proletariat. This was the stand taken by the American Communist Workers Movement (MarxistLeninist) and other genuine Marxist-Leninists
right from 1969. At that time to stand up for
Mao Tsetung Thought meant to go against the
heavy tide of reactionary' New Leftism, trotskyism, social-democracy and revisionism.
The October League was fonned in 1971-72.

By this time the work of ACWM(M-L) had led to
m311yvictories for Mao Tsetung Thought in the
U. S. In this situation the OL "boldly" declared
itself, too, a "supporter" of Mao Tsetung
Thought and the Cultural Revolution. But instead
of taking up Mao Tsetung Thought and working to
build the Party, the OL leaders were only adapting their New Leftism to Marxism-LeninismMao Tsetung Thought, waving Chairman Mao's
red flag to oppose Chairman Mao1 s forces.
As soon as it was formed, the OL promptly
"forgot" about Mao Tsetung Thought for four
years. No articles appeared in OL's press discussing its significance. The name even disappeared and Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought became only Marxism-Leninism. The
OL Constitution was adopted in August 1975 and
stated: "The October League takes MarxismLeninism as the theoretical basis guiding its
thinking." Then the OL dumped Marxism-Leninism altogether. In November 1975, OL issued
its docwnent "Marxist-Leninists Unite to Build
the New Party", which claimed to put forward
fla minimal basis for unity at the present time".
Out of seven "points of unity", neither Marxism-Leninism !!2!: Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought is put forward as one of the "basic
principles of unity around which we call on all
Marxist-Leninists to ~te in the new party."
What a fraud! How can Marxist-Leninists even
begin to think of uniting to build the Party if the
party's principal point of unity, Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought is not even mentioned?
How is it possible to consider someone a Marxist-Leninist if they "forget" the the~retical
basis of our Party?
'
In fact, someone must have noticed the "ommission". Suddenly, in ensuing months, the
editorial columns of The Call began to insist that
the party would be built, "on the basis of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought". And when
the second "unity call" appeared in July 1976,
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought had
been inserted as the first on the list of points of
unity. From "forgotten" to first principle -- it
seems that to Klonsky and company MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought is something
that flies in and out the window as the need
•
arises to restore their neo -revisionist camouflage. For the "party" Klonsky is building,
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought is an
optional accessory, like a tape deck in a new
car.
Thus, after pledging allegiance to Mao Tsetung Thought, for years OL does not mention or·
deal with it at all. When they decide to call for
the "party", Marxism-Leninism is "forgotten"
altogether. When reminded of the "ommission",
it shows up again. This is a sharp exposure of
OLI s bourgeois eclecticism. To them, the words
"Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought"
mean nothing; the real ideas in their heads are
bourgeois ideas. HOW, then, can the OL leaders
claim to be uniting people "on the basis of
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought"?
(Second "unity" call, July 1976).
We are living in one of those times in the U. S. "
of which Chairman Mao wrote:
"THE CREATION AND ADVOCACY OF
REVOLUTIONARY THEORY PLAYS THE
PRINCIPAL AND DECISIVE ROLE IN THOSE
TIMES OF WHICH LENIN SAID, 'WITHOUT
REVOLUTIONARY THEORY THERE CAN BE
NO REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT.'" ("On
Contradiction" )
But the October League leaders are trying to
kick aside Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought.
Further evidence of the OL leaders' hostility
to Mao Tsetung Thought can be seen in their
Continued on page 31
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AGAINST THE REVISIONIST
YELLOW JOURNALISM OF THE GUARDIAN
PART 1
not the brutal Soviet-Cuban aggression! Why the
In the past year Soviet social-imperialism
Guardian is behaving just like the rabid Amerihas opened another offensive against Mao Tsecan chauvinists and anti-communists who disrupt
tung Thought and the international communist
mass meetings denouncing U. S. aggression with
movement, as well as stepping up its aggression
shouts of "What about Tibet!" But this is not all.
around the world. With the attempt of Russian '
Having itself defined the subject of its attention
imperialism to take over Portugai via its fifth
as "China's Foreign Policy", the Guardian then
column, the revisionist party (treacherously
refuses to discuss this question and instead procalling itself "Communist', of Portugal, and esmotes a stream of gossiP. slanders, lies arid
pecially with the Soviet-Cuban invasion of Ansheer fabrications. The Guardian wishes to togola, international opportunism has again retally mystify what proletarian internationalism is
vealed its rotten nature, acting as the publicin order to be able to present the Soviet fascist
relations spokesmen for this Soviet aggression.
aggression as fraternal "aid" and as "internaThus international opportunism has once again
tionalism". Actually the basis of China's consiscapitulated to the world system of imperialism
tent foreign policy has been repeatedly stated in
(of which social-imperialism is one part). Inpublic documents over the years -- but you won't
ternational opportunism, follO'.ving the baton of
find it in the pages of the Guardian. (1) The
Brezhnev and Kosygin, created a "debate" on
which liberation organization in Angola was
Guardian, having insisted on opening a "debate"
"socialist" and which "reactionary", refused to
on "China's Foreign Policy" rather than desupport the national liberation struggle of the
nouncing Soviet aggression, is hiding the revoAngolan people as a whole and in fact vilified it
lutionary line of Chairman Mao on foreign afwith the aid of slanders, rumors and gossip from
fairs. This exposes the desire of the Guardian
the Soviet KGB rumor-mills. And today the opto throw mud at Mao Tsetung Thought.
portunists see fit to be silent on the contimling
"Independent Radicali sm"
heroic resistance of the Angolan people led by
Means Slavish Revisionism
UNITA (National Union for the Total Independence
of Angola) to the Soviet-Cuban army of occupation
The Guardian wishes to replace Mao Tsetung
during the on-going SECOND ANTI-COLONIAL
Thought with "independent radicalism". Guardian
WAR OF THE ANGOLAN PEOPLE.
Executive Editor Irwin Silber believes in the reThe revisionist "independent radical newsvisionist theory of "polycentrism" (many centers,
weekly" the Guardian has earned particular noi. e. no center) and he writes of " ••• the absence
toriety with its support for Soviet domination. of
Portugal and Angola and its repetition of Hitlerite - of an agreed-upon center to the world revolutionary movement ••• II (2) \Vhen the politically experlies against the Angolan people. The Guardian
ienced
Guardian talks of "independence" it is just
bas slmm~ress1y used all the tools of revisionist
political
deception. The Guardian says that it is
yellow journalism, relying on emotionalism, sen"among
China's
foremost supporters" (3) while
sationallies concocted by the KGB and CIA,
actually
it
is
attacking
China and Chairman Mao,
forged documents, saying one thing today and an-:and
similarly
it
says
on
every masthead that it is ,
other tomorrow, making rabid chauvinist attacks
"independent" while actually it is a public relaon communists as "flunkeys", etc. The Guardian
tions agent for Soviet social-imperialism and folhas drawn out the political implications of its
lows Khrushchovite revisionism. In today's
stand on Angola very clearly so all can see by
world, there are two forces in contention. On
coupling its coverage of Angola with a campaign
one side are the forces of world imperialism.
to "criticize" China and replace Marxism-LeninThese forces have definite leadership and are led
ism-Mao Tsetung Thought by "independent radiby
U. S. imperialism and Soviet social-imperialcalism". The Guardian is thus seeking to undo
ism.
On the other side are the forces of the world
the gains of the last decade of revolutionary
proletarian
socialist revolution. These forces instruggles in the U. S., during which the clearest
clude
the
socialist
countries, tlw proletarian
and most consistent activists came to the view
movements
in
the
capitalist
and revisionist
that only Mao Tsetung Thought can light the path
countries,
and
tre
national
liberation
movement
forward for the American revolution. The Guardof the oppressed nations. These forces also have
ian will thus serve as a useful teacher by negative example in learning about the nature of inter- definite leadership. The international communist
national opportunism and revisionism. With this
movement is leading the forces of socialism, and
article The Workers' Advocate is beginning a
it is led by the Communist Party of China and
series to take up in detail th,e features of the pro- Chairman Mao and the Party of Labor of Alhania
and Comrade Enver Hoxha. This movement is
imperialist stand of the Guardian.
guided by Mar}..ism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought. Comrade Enver Hoxha has put it very
BElllND THE "DEBATE" SUPPOSEDLY ON
w~:
.
"ClllNA'S FOREIGN POLICY" STANDS A VILE
"The
Albanian
people
and
all
the
people
of
PLOT AIMED AGAINST INVINCIBLE
the world nurture an ardent love and place deep
MARXISM-LENINISM-MAO TSETUNG THOUGHT
trust in great socialist China, in her glorious
Party and in Mao Tsetung, the great and beloved
In order to attack People's China.and comleader
not only of the Chinese people and communism, the Guardian has started a "debate"
munists,
but also the dear and respected leader
on "China's Foreign Policy" , mainly centered
of
all the peoples and communists oLthe world.
on Angola. Imagine that! The Soviet-Cuban inThis infuriates modern revisionism which, with
vaders trample Angolan soil, massacre the Anthe Moscow renegadesj at its head, and in colgolan people with rockets, jet planes and artillusion with US imperiausm, is waging a fierce
lery, ani set up a neo-colonial government of
and diabolical struggle to oppose the peoples
national betrayal in Luanda. The sOViet-Cubanand China. The greatest enemy of US iinperiMPLA neo-colonial governme~t mak,es a deal
alism and of Soviet social-imperialism are
with the racist and fascist Un~on of South Africa
the peoples of the world, '\ith great Mao Tseffi1,d promises to protect South 'African interests
tung's
China at the head. The struggle is being
in! the Cunene Dam and to hunt; down Nam~bian
waged
between
freedom and socialism on the
fr!e edom fighters in Southern Angola. And the isone
hand,
and
slavsry
and aggressive imperisue for the Guardian is ••• China's (not Ru ssia' s)
alism
of
the
two
superpowers,
on the other.
foreign policy! China's supposed "tnistakes" and

All the peoples of the world have pinned their
hopes of liberation, independence and wellbeing on their efforts and on Mao's China••••
The peoples of the world who feel and suffer
on their back the oppression of the two superpowers, see and feel that Mao Tsetung, the
great Marxist-Leninist, is on their side, they
see socialist China stands them in good stead
with sincerity and fraternal love •••• Old and
young should feel and realize that socialism,
revolution, the liberation of the peoples make
headway because great socialist China marches
unswervingly along this road." (4)
The Guardian is part of the fierce and diabolical
struggle that Comrade Hoxha denounces, a struggle by modern revisionism in collusion with U. S.
imperiali.sm to oppose the peoples and China.
The Guardian nourishes bitter hatred against People's China and Chairman Mao, and is too much
of a great-power chauvinist to even take notice of
"tiny" Albania!
What does the Guardian's "Independence" mean
in practice? Another glance at the content of the
witches' brew of lies and concoctions that the
Guardian calls a "debate" on "China's Foreign
'Policy will be instructive. The Guardian officially opened this "debate" in its issue of May 5,1976
with the two sides represented by W. Burchett
and W. Hinton. The two positions were: capitulate to Soviet social-imperialism under the hoax
that U. S. imperialism is "the main enemy" or
capitulate to U. S. imperialism under the hoax
that Soviet social-imperialism is "the main
enemy". The Guardian promotes this "debate"
because both positions are basically consistent
with the Guardian's outlook. For a political prostitute like the Guardian, the only "real" debate is
which imperialist power to sell out to. The two "sides" in this debate are not fundamentally contradictory, but are simply aspects of the same
position of capitulation to world imperialism. It
is very significant that both champions of capitulation, with which the Guardian starts its debate,
advocate that the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution was "ultra-left". It simply never enters
the minds of these revisionist slaves to take the
side of freedom and socialism -- revolution is
"ultra-left" and there only remains the eminently
practical business of calculating whose imperialist Patron Saint offers the best deal! The essence of the campaign against China and Mao Tsetung Thought is capitulation to imperialism.
A CONSISTENT HISTORY OF REVISIONISM
The Guardian's "debate" on China has revealed
its anti-communist, rotten nature to many activists. This anti-communism is of long-standing. The Guardian has always apologized for
Soviet social-imperialism on all crucial issues.
The Guardian has a consistent history of Khrushchovite revisionism and capitulation to U. S. imperialism. For reasons of lack of space and
time, we will restrict ourselves to the period after April 29, 1967 when the Guardian re-organized itself into an "independent radical newsweekly". What role has the Guardian played
since then?
During the '60's many revolutionary mass
movements surged forward. There was the youth
and student movement, the Afro-American
struggle against racial discrimination and violent repression, the movement against the U. S.
imperialist wa'r of aggression in Viet Nam, the ,
workers movement against capitalist explOitation,
and othersJ But there was tremendous confusion
on all funrulmental questions. There was no comContinued on page 28
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"

FOLLOW
'HE
PATH
OF
'HE
GREAT
On the Tenth Anniversary of the 16· Point Decision

Mao Tsetung Thought is the Marxism-Leninism of our era. It was the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution that was a most important
sign that Marxism-Leninism had developed to an
entirely new stage, that of Marxism-LeninismMao Tsetung Thought. The Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution was the earth-shaking event
that brought Mao Tsetung Thought to the entire
world and that re-invi,gorated the struggle of
the international communist movement against
modern Khrushchovite revisionism. The Workers' Advocate hails the tenth anniversary, August 8, 1966, of the Decision of the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party on
the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. This
great programmatic document, also known as
the 16-Point Decision, was drawn up under the
personal guidance of Chairman Mao. The Political Report to the Ninth National Congress of
the Communist Party of China pointed out:
-"Policies for the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution were early stipulated explicitly in
the Circular of May 16,1966 and the 16-Point
Decision of August 1966." (1)
The 16-Point Decision shows the role of
struggle on the cultural front in the class struggle of the proletariat against the bourgeoisie.
Under the hoax that culture, literature, art,
science, education, etc., are "above classes"
and reflect" eternal lwman nature", the bourgeOisie and all other exploiting classes use
these fields to attack the worldng class and revolutionary forces. A fierce class struggle is
waged on the cultural front. For example, in
the U. S. in the '60's the youth and students opposed the bourgeois decadent educational system and rejected the bourgeOis mores and culture on a mass scalf;l. And the U. S. monopoly
capitalists attacked the youth and students with
the "youth culture", "drug cul~e" and other
decadent capitalist culture. Various opportunists aided the imperialist cultural counterrevolution of the '60's by echOing the ordinary
bourgeois philistine views that culture was
"above classes" or by promoting the bOlJUs
Trotskyite theory of "revolutionary politics-bourgeois culture". After the working class
seizeJLBta.te power, this struggle on the cultural front continues under socialism. The bourgeoisie tries to use its entrenched positions in
the cultural superstructure to regain its "lost
paradise". The 16-Point Decision went to the
heart of the matter, pointing out: "Although the
bourgeoisie has been overthrown, it is still
trying to use the old ideas, culture, customs
and habits of the exploiting classes to corrupt
the masses, capture their minds and endeavor
to stage a come-back. " The Cultural Revolution is in fact a great political revolution carped out under the conditions of socialism by
the proletariat against the ~urgeoisie and all
other exploiting classes. The I6-Point
Decision set forth the tasks of
"struggle-critlcism-transformation" in this revolution as follows: "At present, oUr objective is .
to struggle against and overthrow those persons
in power taking the capitalist road, to criticize
and repudiate the bourgeois reactionary academic
'authorities' and the ideology of the' bourgeoisie '
and all other exploiting classes and to transform
education, literature and art and all other parts
of the superstructure not in correspondence with
the socialist economic base, so as to facilitate
the consolidation and development of the isociaIist system. "
Of exceptional importance in the 16-Point Decision is it~ call "to boldly arouse the masses" ,
to "trust the masses, rely on them and respect
their initiative", "to make the fullest use of
big-character posters and great debates to argue
matters out, so that the masses can clarify the
correct views, criticize the wrong views and ex-

pose all the ghosts and monsters", and to use
"a system of general elections, like that of the
Paris Commune, for electing members" to cultural revolutionary groups, committees and congresses. The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution was a profound movement of hundreds of
millions of people, enhancing the political consciousness of the broad masses and drawing them
into political life on an unprecedented scale.
Chairman Mao pointed out: "NEVER BEFORE IN
ANY MASS MOVEMENT HAVE THE MASSES
BEEN AROUSED ~ THOROUGHLY AND ON SO
BROAD A SCALE." New methods of mass revolutionary criticism, of great debates, in short
of mass democracy, flourished. The Constitution of the Chinese People's Republic says:
"Speaking out free~y, airing views fully, holding
great debates and writing big-character posters
are new forms of carrying on socialist revolution created by the masses of the people. "
The question of mass democracy, of the methods and forms of arousing the masses against
the exploiting classes and developing extensive
democracy, is of great significance. Comrade
Lenin stated: "TO DEVELOP DEMOCRACY TO
THE UTMOST, TO SEEK o.UT THE FORMS FOR
THIS DEVELOPMENT, TO TEST THEM BY
PRACTICE, AND &) FORTH -- ALL TillS IS
ONE OF THE CONSTITUENT TASKS OF THE
STRUGGLE FOR THE ~CIAL REVOLUTION. "(2)
Chairman Mao inherited, defended and developed
Marxism-Leninism. In dealing with this problem
he stated in Feb. 1967, "IN THE PAST WE
WAGED STRUGGLES IN RURAL AREAS, IN
FACTORIES, IN THE CULTURAL FIELD, AND
WE CARRIED OUT THE SOCIALIST EDUCATION MOVEMENT. BUT ALL THIS FAILED 1:0.
~LVE THE PRo.BLEM BECAUSE WE DID NOT
FIND A FORM, A METHOD, TO AROUSE THt
BROAD MASSES TO EXPOSE OUR DA1U{ A.SPECT OPENLY, IN AN ALL-ROUND WAY AND
FROM BELOW. " Led by Chairman Mao, 'the international communist movement has f01Uld that
form -- it is the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution!
Whether to trust the masses, rely on them
and boldly arouse them or to place restrictions
on them and suppress them like reactionary
scholar-despots, big-Party tyrants and bureaucrats, is a fundamental question for making revolution. All the capitalist-roaders in the Party
held that" the masses are backward." China's
Khrushchov, the counter-revolUtionary renegade Liu Shao-chi, stated during the socialist
education movement "The masses, like wijd
horses, will provoke trouble once they are mobilised," (3) He held that "production should be
put in command'. that the broad masses should
restrict themselves to production, and not be
concemed with politics. As for the mas.s of
cadre, Liu Shao-chi held that the communists
should be "docile tools" who should unCritically
obey the commands of the big Party tyrants and
capitalist-roaders. The capitalist-roaders held
that in order to "oppose" the imperialists and
Russian social-imperialists one must imitate
them and develop big bureaucracies, big imperialist-style armed forces and a big, ~p- :.
pressive state machine. They had no. fai~ at
all in the revolutionary initiative of the masses.
One way this cameup was the theory that to oppose the Khrushchovite revisionists what one
needed was "expert anti-revisionists" who would
"self-cultivate l1 themselves into becoming experts at defeating the revisionist lines. Then
the" expert anti-revisionists" and the revisionist experts, both equally detached from the
masses and equally living by exploiting the
masses, would debate each other while the masses engage in production.
But such "anti-revisionist experts" would in
fact just be a new breed of revisionists them-
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selves. The I6-Point Decision firmly put forward: "In the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the only method is -for the masses to
liberate themselves, and any method of doing
things in their stead must not be used." and
"Let the masses educate themselves in this
great revolutionary movement and learn to distinguish between right and wrong and between
correct and incorrect ways of doing things. " It
further added: "The masses of the workers,
peasants, soldiers, revolutionary intellectuals
and revolutionary cadres form the main force
in this Great Cultural Revolution." And itis the
Communist Party that leads the ma:sses in the
Cultural Revolution. The task for the Party
leadership was to "Put daring above everything
and boldly arouse the masses", to "thoroughly
apply the mass line of 'from the masses, to the
masses' ", and to use Mao Tsetung Thought as
the guide to action.
The extensive democracy of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution is absolutely essential to weed out the capitalist-roaders, establish
and maintain the leadership of the worldng class
in all fields of work, and strengthen the dictatorship of the proletariat. This shows the vast
superiority of the socialist system over the
capitalist system. It is only under the dictatorship of the proletariat that there is real freedom
for the masses, which is inseparable from exercising dictatorship against the tiny minority
that comprises the exploiting classes and bad
elements. While under capitalism the masses
languish in subjection under the dictatorship of
the bourgeoisie, and there may be "bourgeois
democracy" for the handful of bourgeois and rich.
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought i$
universally applicable. The IQ(JsOJ;ls ,f!f ~ ~
Proletarian Cultural Revolution must be applied .
to the practice of th6
reVol¥ti()~ · This
task is particularly urgent for a 'number fof reasons:
---The complete ascendance of Khrushchovite
revisionism in the "Communist" Party of the
U. S. has deprived the American working class
of its Marxist-Leninist Party. It was the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution that led to the
re-establishing of Marxist-Leninist panies in a
number of countries around the world. The genuine Communist Party of the American proletariat can only be re-established on the theoretical basis of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought.
---A number of American Marxist-Leninist
groups have come to grief because of the contradiction between espousing "anti-revisionist theory" and having revisionist methods of work.
For example, in 1962 the Progressive Labor
Movement (which became the Progressive Labor
party in 1965) was founded .as the first national
anti-revisionist center in the U. S. But it reached
a point where it stOpped fighting revisionism and
adopted the entire revisionist method and style
of work, hidden under "left" phrases. It then degenerated into the Trotskyite sect it is today. It
is the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution that
has opened a path against the "anti-revisionist
experts"and developed the new mass democratic
method and style: of work.
---The U. S., along·with the Soviet Union, has
the most degenerate, racist and chauvinist culture in the world, Struggle on the cultural front
was particularly sharp in the '60's, during the
decadent imperialist cultural c01Ulter-revolution.
The imperialists use the decadent bourgeois culture to sap the fighting spirit of the masses and
corrode the revolutionary movement from within.
It is only the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution that gives correct orientation :md direction
to struggle on the cultural front against the

American

Conqnued on page 27
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PROLETARIAN CULTURAL REVOLUTION!
DECISION OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTr
CONCERNING THE GREAT PROLETARIAN CULTURAL REVOLUtION
(Adopted on August 8, 1966)
1. A NEW STAGE IN THE
SOCIALIST REVOLUTION

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution now unfolding is a great revolution
that touches people to their very souls
and constitutes a new stage in the development of the socialist revolution in ou;'
~ountry, a stage which is both broad~r
and deeper.
At the Tenth Plmary Session of tiie
Eighth Central Committee of the Party,
Comrade Mao Tsetung said: To overthrow a political power, it is always necessary first of all to create public opinion, to do work in the ideological ·sphen'.
This is true for the revolutionary cla~s
as well as for the counter-revolutionary
class. This thesis of Comrade Mao
Tsetung's has been proved entirely correct
in practice.
Although the bourgeoisie has bt'l'n
overthrown, it is still trying to use tht'
old ideas, culture, customs and habits of
the exploiting classes to corrupt the
. masses, capture theil' minds and endeavour to stage a come-back. The proletariat
must do the exact opposite: it must mel't
head-on every challenge of the bourgeoisie in the ideologi.cal field and use
the new ideas, culture, customs and habits of the proletariat to change thc mental outlook of the whole of socicty. At
present, our objective is to strugglc against
and overthrow those persons in power
~ng the capit ••list road, to criticize
and repudiiltc ' the bourgcois . rcactionary
academic "authorities" and the ideology
of the bourgeoisie andnll other exploiting .classes and to transform education, literature and art and all other
parts uI the superstructure not in correspondencc with thc socialist economic
base, so as to facilitate the consolidation
and devdopment of thc socialist system.
2.

TilE !\lAIN CURRENT AN» TilE
TWISTS AND TURNS

The masses of the workers, peasants,
soldiers, revolutionary intellectuals and
revolutionary cadres form the main force
in this Great Cultural Revolution. Large
numbers of revolutionary young people, previously . unknown, have become
courageous and daring pathbreak('rs.
They are vigorous in action and intelligent. 'I1l1"uugh thc media of big-character
postel:s and great dcbates, th<,y argue
things ou.t, expo!'il' and criticize thoroughly, and launch resolute attacks on thc
open and hiddl'n representativt's of
the bourgeoisie. In such a great revolutionary movement, it is hardly avoidable
that . they should show shortcomings of
Ol1e kind or another; howcver, their general revolutionary orientation has becn
correct fl'om the beginning. This is the
main cUrl'ent in the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution. It is the general direction along which this revolution continu('s to advance.
Since the CUl(Ul'al Rcvolutlon is a rev- ,
olution, it inevitably meets with resistance. This resistance comes chiefly from
those persons in powel"taking the capitalist road ''''ho havc worml'c! t ill'ir way
into the Party. It also comes fl'om the
force of habits from the old society. At
present, this resistance is still fairly
strdng and stubborn. But after all, the

Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution is
an irresistible general trend. There is
abundant evidence that such resistance
will be quickly broken down once the
masses become funy aroused.
Because the resistance is fairly strong,
there will be reversals and even repeated reversals in this struggle. There is no
harm in this. It tempers the proletariat
and other working people, and especially
the younger generation, teaches them
lessons and gives them experience,
and helps them to understand that the
revolutionary road zigzags and does not
run smooth.

fore seek every possible pretext to suppress the mass movement. They resort to
such tactics as shifting the targets for attack and turning bl~c.k into white in an
attempt to lead the movement astray.
When they find themselves very isolated
and no longer able' to carryon as before,
they resort still more to intrigu~s, stabbing people in the back, spreading rumours, and blurring the distinction between revolution and counter-revolution
as much as they can, all for the purpose of attacking the revolutionaries.
What the Central Committce of the
Party demands of the Party committees
at all levels is that they persevere in giving correct leadership, put daring above
'everything else,
boldly ar'ou~e the
masses, change the statc of weHkness and
incompetencc wherc it exists, . encourage
those comrades who have madc mistakes
but are wiHing to correct them to cast off
their mental burdens an'd join in the
struggle, and dismiss from their leading
posts all those in power taking the car-italist road and so make possible the recapture of the leadership for the proletarian revolutionaries.

3. PUT DARING ADOVE EVERYTIIING
ELSE AND nOLDLY AnOUSE
THE l\IASSES

The outcome of this Great Cultural
Revolution will be determined by whether
01' not the Pal·ty Icader:>hip daz'cs boldly
to arouse the masses.
Currently, thcre are four difCerent situations with rega~d to the leadership
being given to thc lJlovement of Cultural
Revolution bi Party organizations at various levels:
(1) There is the situation in which
the persons in chm"i~c of Party organizations stand in the van of the movement
and dare to arouse the masses boldly.
They put daring abovc everything else.
they are dauntless communist fightel's
and good' pupils of Chairman Mao. They
advocatc the big-character posters and
great dcbates. They encouruge the masses
to expose every kind of ghost and
monster and also to criticize the shortcomings and ClTors in the work of the
persons in charge. This correct kind of
leadership is the result of putting proletarian politics in the forcfront and Mao
Tsetung Thought in the lead.
(2) In many- units, the persons in
chargc have a very poor understanding
of the task of leadership in this- great
struggle, their lcadership is far from being
conscientious and effective, and they accordingly find thcmselves incompetent and
in a weak position. They put fear above '
everything l:lse, stick to outmoded way~
and regulations, and are unwilling to
break away from conventional practices ,
and move ahead. They have been taken
unawares by the new order of things, the
revolutionary ordcr of the masses, with
the result that their INldership lags behind the situation, lags behind the
masscs.
(3) In some units, the persons in churge"
who made mistakes of one kind or
another in the past, are even more prone
to put fear above everything else, bl'ing
afraid that the masses will catch them
out. Actually. if they make serious 8elfcriticism- and accept the criticism of the
masses, thc Party and the masses will .
make allowances for thcir mista.kes. But
if the persons in charge don't, they will
continue to make mistakes and become
obstacles to the mass movement.
(4) Somc units arc controlled . by pt'rsons taking the capitalist road who have
wormed their way into thc Party. Such
persons in power arc extremely afraid of
being exposed by the . masses and· therc-

C. LET THE l\JASSES EDUCATE
THEl\JSELVES IN TilE
MOVEl\JENT

I

In the Great ProlC'tarian Cultural Revolution, the only method is for the masses
to liberatethemselves, and any method
of doing things in their stead must not
be used.
Trust the masscs, rely on them and respect their initiative. Cast out fcar. Don't
be afraid of disturbances. . Chairman
Mao has oftcn told us that revolution
cannot be so very refined, so gcntle, so
temperate, kind, courteous, restrained
and magnanimous. Let the masses educate
thcmselves in this great revolutionary
mOVt'nlent and karn to ' distinguish
between right ancl wrong and bet \\'een
corred and incvlTccl w~,ys of doing things',
Make the fullest use of big-character
posters and great debates to argue matters out, so that the masses can clarify
the correct views, criticize the wrong
views and expose all the ghosl$ and
monsters. In this way the masses will be
able to raise their political consciousness
in the course of the struggle, enhance
their abilities and talents, distinguish
right from wrong and draw a clear -line .
betweell ourselves arid the enem;,.
5. FIRl\ILY APPLY TilE CLASS LINE
OF TOE PAnTY

Who are our ('nemies? Who arc our
;friends? This is a question of the first
importance (or the revolution and it is
likewise a qucstion of thc first importance
for the Great Cultural Revolution. '
Party leadership should be good at
. discovel"ing the Left and developing and
strengthening the ranks of the Left: it
should firmly. rely on the revolutionary
Left. During thc movement this is the
only way to isolate the most reactionary
rightists thoroughly, win over the middle
and unite with the great majority so that

'Continued'on next page
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by the end of the movement we shall
achieve the unity of more than 95 per c('n t
of the cadres and more than 95 per cent of
the masses.
Concentrate all Corces to strike at the
handful of ultra-reactionary bC)\,.Irgeois
rightists and counter-revolutionary revisionists, anel expose and criticize to the
Cull theil' crimc's against the Party,
against socialism and
against Mao
Tsetung Thought so as to isolate them to
the maxi ilIum.
The main target 'of the present movement is those Party persons in powcr
taking the capitalbt road. .
The strict (.' st care slwuid be tak('n to
distinguish bc,tween thc anti-Party, antisocialist rightists and those who support
the Party and socialism but have said or
done somdhing wrong or hav; written
some bad articles or other works.
The strictest care should be taken to
distinguish bel ween the bourgeois reactionary scholar-tyrants and "authorities"
on the one hand and people who hai,'e the
ordinary bourgeois academic ideas on the
other.
6.

CORRECTLY IIANDI,r: CONTRADlCTIOXS A:\IONG TilE PEOPLE

A strict distinction must be made betwccnJhe two dirrerent types of contradictions: those among the people and thOf;e
betWl'C'n oursclvc.:; and the enemy. Contradictions among the people must not be
. made into contradic! ions between ourselves and the enemy; nor mu st contradictions between ourselves and the en emy be
regarded as contradictions among the
people.
It is normal for the masses to hold different view3. Contention between different
views is unavoidable. necessary and beneficial. In the course of · normal and full
debate, the masses wi11 affirm what is
right, correct what is \\Tong and gradually
reach unanimity.
The method to be used in debates is
to present the facts, reason things · out,
and persuade through reasoning. Any
method of forcing a minority holding different vie\vs to submit is impermissible.
The minority should 'be protected, because
sometimes the tt'uth is with the minority.
Even if the minority is wrong, they should
still be allowed to argue their case and
rt'Sl'rV0 their vkws.
When then' is a debate, it should be
conducted by rl'asoning, not' by coercion
oi' forct'.
In the course of debate, every revolutiunary should be good at thinking things
out for himsdf and should develop the
communist spirit of daring to think, daring
to sp<'ak and dari ng to act. On the premi, 0
th1.t t1wy han' the same general orientation, revolution:1I'Y corriradC's should, for
the sake of strengthening unity, avoid
endless debate over side issues.
1. BE ON GUAnO AGAISST TIIOSr: WIIO
BRAND TH;;'; UEVOLUTIO:--:l\HY 1\I,\'JJES
AS "COUNTEIt-UEVOLUTIONAlUES"

In certain schools, units, and work teams
of the Cultural Revolution, some of the
persons in charge have organized counterattacks against the mas!;('s who put up
big-character posters criticizing thcm.
These p('ople have eVl'n advanced such
slogans a~: OPi)(,';i!ion to the l( ' ;l~h-rs I,r
a unit or a \\'ork team means opposition to the Central CommittC'e of tbl: '
Party, mC'ans opposition to the Party
and socialism, means counter-revolutirm .
In this way it is inevi 1able that thrir bb\,,'·;'
\Vmi'allort sorrle'rCl:ll1} rc'olliliOriary ac:tiv-

ists. This is em error on rl1atters of ori('nt:>.tion. an error of line, and is absolu,dy
impermissible.
A number of persons who suffer from
serious ideological errors, and particularly
some of the anti-Party and anti-sociali., t
rightists, are taking advantage of certain
shortcomings and mistakes in the mass
movement to spread rumours and gossip,
and engage in agitation, deliberately branding some of the masses as "counterrevolutionaries". It is necessary to beware
of such "pickpockets" and expose their
tricks in good time.
In the course oC the movement, with
the exception oC ca::ies of active countel'revolutionaries wht:'rc there is clear evidence of crimes such as murder, arson,
poisoning, sabotage or theft of state secrets, which should be handled in accordance with the law, no measures should
be taken against students at universities;
colleges, middle schools and primary
schools because of problems that arise in
the movement. To prevent the struggle
from bdng dive1'll:d from its main target,
it is not allowed, under whatever p.retext,
to incite the masses or the students to
struggle against each other. Even proven
rightists should be dealt wUh on the merits
of each case at a later stage of the movement.
8.

TIlI~

QUESTION OF CADRES

The cadre~; fall roughly into the following four categories:
(1) good;
(2) comparatively good;
(3) those who have made serious mistakes but have not become anH-Party,
anti-socialist rightists ;
(4) the small number of anti-Pa rty,
anti-socialist right isIs.
In ordinm'y situations, the first two
categories (good and comparatively good)
arc the ,great majority.
The anti-Party, anti-socialist rightists
must be fully exposed, refuted, o\·('rthro'.\'n·
and completely discredited and thc:ir influence eliminated. At the same time. they
should be given a chance to turn over a
new leaf.

,

9.

CULTURAL REYOLUTIONAny
GROUPS, CO:.\I)IITTEES AXD
CONGnESSES

Many new things have begun to emerge
in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. The cultural revolutionary groups,
committees and other organizational forms
created by the masses in many schools
and units are something 'new and of gl'eat
historic importance.
Thel"e cultural l'('\'olutionary groups,
committees and cong'resses arc excdknt
new Corms of organization whereby the
masses educate th"msl'lvl's undel' the
leadership of the Communist Party. They
are an excellent bridge to kl'Pp our Party
in close contact. with the m.usses. Thev are
organs of power of the Prolc'larian Cuitul'al
Revolution.
The struggle of the proletariat against
the old ideas, culture, customs and habits
left over by all the exploitin~ classl's ovel'
thousands of years will necessarily take a
very, very long time. Thl'I'dol'l" till' cultural revolutionary groups, clllllmittl'l'S and
congresses should not be tempo)'(lry organizations but permanent, standing mass
organizations. They are suitable not only
for colleges, schools and govel'l1nll'nt and
other organizations, but gencmlly also Cor
factOlies, mines, other entcrprises, urban
districts and Villages.
It is ne(:l'ssary to institute a system of
I!<'ne>ral, ell (:!ifln!'. Jib, that of tho Paris
Commune, for d( 'ct in!! member'.... to lhr.'

cultural l'('voluticmaI'Y group:, and committees and deJcgatl's to the cultural revolutionary congresses. The lists of candidat es
should be put forward by the revolutionary
masses aftc'r full di ~cu ,.;,.; i()n, and the ekctions should be hpld afkl' the masses havc
discussed th!} lists OV,l' r and over again.
The masses arc entitled ;11 any time 10
criticize nu'mbcrs of the cultural revolutionary groups and committees and delegates elected to the cultural revolutiOlnry
congresses. If these membel's or delegates
prove incompetent, they c.'m be rcpla('ed
through election or r('called by the ma ~ !>e,;
after discussion.
The cultural revolutionary groups, committees and congresses in . colleges and
schools should consbt 'mainly of representatives of the revolutionary students. At
the same time, they should have a certain
numbel' of reprcsentatives of the revolutionary teaching and administrative staff
and workers.

10.

EDUCATIONAL REFORiU

In the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution a most imp()J'tant task is to transform
the old educational system and the old
principlc..'S and methods of teaching.
In this Great Cultural Revolution, the
phenomenon of our schools being dominated by bourgeois intellectuals must be
completely changed.
In every kind of school we must apply
thoroughly the policy advanced by Comrade Mao Tsetung of education serving
proletarian politics and education being
combined with productive laboul',; so as
to enable those receiving an education to
develop morally, intellectually and physically and to become labourers with $0clalist consciousness and culture.
The period of schooling should be shortened. Courses should be fewer and better.
The teaching material should be thoroug hly transformed, in some cases be bcr innil1"
with simplifying complicated mal!'rial.
While their main task is to study, students
should also learn other things. That is ·tll
say, in addition to their studics thC'y shou~d
also learn industrial work, farming and
military affairs, and takl' part in th 0 s !nl "gles of the Cultu ral Revolulio!1 :() ('ritici ~,'
the bourgeoisie a 5 th e.'iC' strtig~l('s flCC'tll' .
~

11. TilE QUESTION OF CnITiCIZIXG
BY NA:\IE IX THE PitESS

In the course of the ma ss mon'ment of
the Cul~ural Revoluticn, the critici:,m of
bourgeois- and feudal ideology should be
well combined with the disseminatic n of
the proletarian world outlook and oC
Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsctung Thought.
Criticism should be organized of'typical
bourgeois representatives who have wormed their way into the Party and typi~al
bourgeoisl'eactionary academic "authorities", and this should includl' criticism of
various kinds of l'l'act iontlry views in philosophy, history, political economy and ·
education, in works and theories of liter~
ature and art, in throries of natural sckncl',
and in othcr fields.
Criticism of anynnc by name in the' Pl'l'SS
should be decided after discussion by the
Party committee at the same level, and in
some cases submitted to the Party committee at a higher level Cor approval.
12. POLICY TOW AltoS SCIENTISTS,
TEcm'ICIANS ANn Oltllll'l:AIty
l\-1E1UmmS OF WORKIN" Sl'AFl'-S

As regards scie'ntists, technicians and
ordinary nll'mbers of working staffs, as
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long they are patriotic, work energetically, are not again.c;t the Party and socialism,
and maintain no illicit relations with any
foreign country, we should in the present
movement continue to apply the policy of
"unity, criticism, unity". Sp~ial care
should be taken of those scientists and
scientific and technical personnel who have
made contributions. Efforts should be made
to help them gradually transform their
world outlook and their style of work.

13. TilE QUESTION OF ARRANGE)IENTS
FOR INTEGRATION WITH TIlE SOCIALIST
EDUCATION lUOVEl\IENT IN CITY AND
COUNTRYSIDE

The cultural and educational units and
leading organs of the Pal·ty and government in the large and medium cities are
the points of concentration of the present
Proletarian Cultural Revolution.
The Great Cultural Revolution has, enriched the socialist education movement in
both city and countryside and raised it to
a higher level. Efforts should be made to
conduct these two movements in close combination. Arrangements to this effect may
be made by various r~gions and d('partments in the light of the specific condit ions.
The socialist education movement now
going on in the countryside and in enlt'rprises in the cities should not be UPSl't
where the original arrangemeAts arc appropriate and the movement is going wcll.
but should continue in accordance with the
original arrangements. However, the questions that are arising in the present Gn'at
Proletarian Cultural Revolution should be
put to the m~sses for discussion at the
proper time, so as to further foster vi .~
orously proletarian idcology and eradicate
tiOul'geois ideology.
In 'some places, the Great Prolet:'U'inn

Cultural Revolution is being used as the
focus in order to add momentum to the
socialist education movement and clean
things up in the fields of politics, ideology,
organization and economy. This may be
done where the local Party committee
thinks it appropriate.

U.

GRASP REVOLUTION. l'UOi\IOIE
PRODUCTION

The aim of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution is to r~volutioni7.c people's
ideology and as a consequence to achieve
greater, faster, better and more economical
results in all fields of work., If the masses
are fully aroused and proper arrangements
are made, it is possible to cayry on both
the Cultural Revolution and production
without one hampering the other, while
guaranteeing high quality in all our work.
The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution is , a powerful motive force for the
development of ·the social productive forces
in our country. Any idea of countel-posing, ,
the Great Cultural Revolution to the development of production is incorrect.

15. TilE AR:\IED

FOnCI~

In the armed forces, the Cultural Revolution and the socialist education movement
should be carried out in accordance with
the instructions of the Military Commission
.
of the Central Cemmlttee of the Party and
the General Political Department of the
Peoplc's Liberation Army.

,

16. MAO TSETUNG TIIOUGlll' IS TilE
GUIDE TO ACTIO:\" 1:'1 TIlE GltEAT
PROLETARI,\:\" CULTUItAL
REVOLUIION

In the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, it is imperative to hold aloft the great
red banner of Mao Tsctung Thought and
put proletarian politics in command. The ·
'movement for the· living study and appliea:'
tion of Chairman Mao TsctWlg's works
should be carried for';vard among the
masses of the 'workers, peasants' and soldi('rs, the cadres and the intellectuals,
and Mao Tsetung Thought should be taken
as the guide to action in the Cultural
Revolution.
In this complex Great Cultural Revolution, Party committees at all levels must
study and apply Chairman 1\-1ao's works all
the more conscientiously and in a living
way. In particular, they must study over
and over again Chairman Mao's writings
on the Cultural Revolution and on the
Parly's methods of leadership, such as
On New Democracy, Talks at the Yenan,
FOrtLTIl on Literature and Art, On the
Correct Handling of Contradictions Among
the People, Speech at the Chinese Communist Party's National Conference on
Propaganda Work, Some Questions Concerning Methods of Leadership and
Methods of Work of Party Committees.
Party committees at all levels must abide
by the directions given by Chairman Mao
over the years, namely that they shQuld
thoroughly apply the mass line of "from
the masses, to the m<lsses" and that they
should be pupils before they become teachers. They should try to avoid being onesided or nan-ow. They should foster materialist dialectics and oppose metaphysics
and scholasticism.
The Great Proletarian Cultural Re\'olution is bound to achieve brilliant victo,'y
under the leadership of the Central Committee of the Party headed by Comrade
Mao Tsetung.

...

MALIK CHAKA
Continued from page 19
misdeeds, the more it prepares for more
crimes against the people. So now the government has re-instated its discredited, 5-yearold charges against Malik Chaka.
The arrest of Malik Chaka also shows the
fear of the monopoly capitalist class in the face
of the growing unity between the African and
Afro-American peoples. The African and AfroAmerican peoples' struggles support each other
and are an inspiration to. each other. Malik
Chaka spent his time in Africa supporting the
national liberation struggles of the African people and, throu~ the medium of journalism.
bringing news of these struggles back to the
Afro-American people. He thus became a living
embodiment of that ullity between the African
and Afro-American people that the U. S. imperialists are so scared of.
Malik Chaka' s BackgroWld
In the 1960's, the Afro-American people all
across the U. S. rose up in a great rebellion
against racial discrimination and violent repression and for complete emancipation. Chairman
Mao pointed out at the height of this upsurge
that the struggle of Black people in the U. S. had
become "A STORM NEVER BEFORE SEEN IN
THE mSTORY OF THAT COUNTRY". Malik
Chaka, a YOWlg Afro-American student in the
'60' s, came from this storm of struggle and in
turn made a contribution to developing it.
He began his involvement in the struggle
while a sophomore in Atlantic City (New Jersey)
High School in 1962. He was elected President
of the Atlantic City NAACP Youth Division and
led it to a broader level of activities than it had
previously Wldertaken. He took part in a number
of protests and demonstrations.
In 1965 Malik Chaka came to Camden, New

Jersey to attend Hutgers UDlVerSlty. At Rutgers,
Malik participated in the anti-racist struggle of
the Black students against the reactionary administration and for increased admission of
Black students. Chaka also participated vigorously in the struggles of the Afro-American
community aroWld the questions of poor housing,
high Wlemployment and against other burning
injustices.
He was one of the leaders and fOWlders of the
Black People's Unity Movement (BPUM) in Camden. BPUM led a number of struggles. It took
up advocating the right to armed self-defense
against racist attacks. BPUM was marked for
repression by the government; BPUM was on
the list of Black organizations and leaders that
were targeted for harassment in the COIN TELPRO operations. Malik Chaka became a target
for persecution. He was banned more than once
from Rutgers, although he was an instructor.
consultant and student in good standing.
In 1970 the struggle reached a very intense
level. The Mayor of Camden assumed emergency powers as a repressive measure against
the Black community in late 1970. Malik Chaka
gave an important speech against this. Two
weeks later the police staged a 2 A. M. raid on
his home ,,1th the intention of killing him. Their
plans were frustrated because Malik Chaka
fought back with armed self-defense and shot
back at his attackers. The police wOWlU,ed him
and arrested him on fake charges. The Black
community raised $10,000 bail for him, but the
persecution continued. Finally Chaka was forced
to leave the COWltry and continue his revolutionary activities temporarily in Africa.
Thus in 1971, Wldaunted by the terror used
against him and still facing the bogus "charges"
arising out of the police raid on his house,
Malik Chaka went to Africa to support the African liberation movements. There he became
well-Imown for his activity on the journalistic

front. He specialized in reporting on the struggles in southern Africa, and in particular the
struggle of the Angolan people against Portuguese colonialism. While inside Angola, Malik
Chaka became a strong supporter of UNITA,
the liberation movement which has led the struggle first against Portuguese colonialism and
now against Soviet neo-colonialism.
Malik Chaka decided to return to the U. S. at
this time in or.der to tell the American people
the truth about Angola, a truth which U. S. imperialism fears. U. S. imperialism is today
making deals \\1th the colonial government in
Luanda. Gulf Oil Co. is paying royalties to the
Luanda government of national betrayal and is
thus financing the Soviet-Cuban aggression
against the Angolan people. The neo-colonial
government has also entered into a notorious
pact \\ith the U. S. imperialist-backed racist
Union of South Africa. It thus comes as no surprise that U. S. imperialism is attacking the Angolan patriots headed by UNITA and seeking to
silence the American friends of Angola, such as
Malik Chaka.
All progressive people should condemn the unjust persecution of Malik Chaka. The fraternal
bonds between the American and Angolan people,
symbolized by Malik Chaka, will grow ever
stronger.
End.
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Korean Central News Agency Statement on u.S. Provocation
at Panmunjom
Pyongyang, August 19,1976 (Hsinhua) --The
Korean Central News Agency was authorized to
make public a statement today on the provocation committed by the U. S. forces in the joint
security area of Panmunjom yesterday. The
statement reads as follows:
.
As already reported, the U. S. imperialist
aggressors running wild to start a new war of
aggression in Korea committed a gTave provocation against our side in the joint security area
of PanmlUljom on August 18.
Around 10 hours 45 minutes on the mOrning
of August 18, the U. S. imperialist aggressors
. suddenly sent out 14 bandits carrying axes and
lethal weapons to fell a tree at random in the
joint security area.
The tree was planted and tended with much
care by our side for a long time. Seeing the
act of the enemy, four security personnel of
our side went to the spot and repeatedly told the
enemy that the tree must not be felled arbitrarily v.ithout a prior consultation with our side
as the tree is controlled by our side.
The enemy who came with the aim of committing a provocation from the outset, far from
complying with the just demand of our Side,
committed the unbearable insulting act of hurling invectives and spitting at the security personnel of our side and, counting on their numerical superiority, collectively pounced upon
and beat the security personnel of our side and
injured them by throwing an axe.
This critical situation compelled the security
personnel of our side to take a step in self-defence.
The security personnel of our side put up a
death-defying resistance against the enemy,
throwing back the axe hurled by the enemy.
When things developed in this way, the enemy
reinforced their force with more than 30 hooligans they had kept waiting in advance.

In this incident provoked by the enemy, five
security personnel of our side were wounded
heavily or lightly.
This is the truth of the incident. This notwithstanding, now the U. S. imperialists and
their lackeys are distorting the fact to make it
appear as If our side has caused the inCident,
carrying axes. But, this can fool no one. The
axe used by the enemy when a free-for-all took
place is now in our hands. It is an Austrianmade axe used in the U. S. army units.
The attempt of the U. S. imperialist aggressors to shift the responsibility onto our side
after openly committing a provocation in the
joint security area in broad daylight itself exposes that they had plotted this incident in a
planned manner to find a pretext for starting a
war.
As has already been ascertained, this is
crystal clear from the fact that while this incident was taking place, the assistant security
officer of the U. S. army, the U. S. duty officer
and a captain of the south Korean puppet army
directly commanded it, watching the scene on
hill no. 3 opposite PanmlUljom, having made
even preparations for photographing it, and
more than 100 heavily armed military personnel
were waiting in three trucks behind them.
That the U. S. imperialists provoked the incident under a premeditated plan was made plain
\vhen such highest authorities of the United
States as Ford and Kissinger as well as the
South Korean puppet clique were all mobilized,
as soon as they began the provocative act, to
raise at the same time a large-scale clamour
and hurl groundless slanders and calumnies
against our side, sent an ultimatum-style notice
to our side and issued an "order of emergency
alert" to the U. S. forces occupying south Korea.
As soon as this incident occurred, we urgently called for a security officers' meeting,

considering it natural to deal with it at that
meeting first as it took place in the joint security area.
But the enem~r was arrogant enough to refuse
this just proposal of ours and came out with a
demand for the convocation of a meeting of the
military armistice commission, raising a frantic row of viciously slandering our side, like
the thief crying" stop thief!".
We are ready to call a meeting of the military
armistice commission at any time after a
security officers' meeting to make clear the
truth of the incident and bar the U. S. side from
committing such provocative act again.
Facts make it as plain as noonday to what extent the U. S. imperialists and the Pak Jung Hi
puppet clique have gone in their reckless and
vicious manoeuvres to increase tension in Korea
and start a new war.
The Korean Central News Agency is authorized
to sternly condemn the brutal provocative outrage of the U. S. imperialists and the South
Korean puppet clique against our side as a
planned criminal act deliberately committed by
them to incite antagonism and hostility and
heighten the tension between north and south
Korea and lead the situation to the brink of war,
and an unpardonable challenge to the Korean people and the world peace-loving people.
We strongly hold that the U. S. imperialist
aggressors must severely punish the prime
movers who planned and provoked the incident
and the criminals involved in the provocative
outrage, and take appropriate measures against
the recurrence of similar incidents.
The U. S. imperialists and the South Korean
puppets must look straight at the reality and
act with discretion.
If the U. S. imperialists persist in the reckless acts and ~rovocatlons in Korea, they will
have to bear full responsibility for all the consequences arising therefrom,
End.

KOREA
Continued from page 1

aggressors out of their country. The Korean
people will surely realize their national aspiration for the independent and peaceful reunification of their fatherland.
If the U. S. imperialists do dare to start another war ~ they shall be completely defeated at
the hands of the Korean people. As pointed out
in the Korean Government statement: "Of course,
the Korean people do not want war. But the
Korean people are never afraid of war. If the
enemy provokes an aggressive war at last in
spite of the repeated warnings of the Korean
people and the peace-loving peoples of the world,
the Korean people will resolutely answer it v.ith
a just war and annihilate the aggressors to the
last man." A U. S. imperialist war of aggres-

sion in Korea would also be met by the strong
opposition of the American people who waged
tremendous struggles against the U. S. war of
aggression in Viet Nam.
The Workers' Advocate; in the name of the
American working class aad oppressed people,
strongly condemns the recent grave provocation and all the war provocations and war hysteria of the U. S. imperialists against the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. The U. S.
occupation forces and aU their aggressive war
machinery must be completely removed from
Korean soil. We firmly support the just struggle of the Korean people for the ihdependent
and peaceful reunification of their fatherland.
End.

of war preparations." While the U. S. imperialists are hysterically babbling about the "threat
of invasion from the north", it is clear that it
is the U. S. imperialist aggressors who are
threatening an invasion of the north from the
south.
In June of 1950, the U. S. imperialists invaded the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea in a vain attempt to seize all of the Korean peninsula as its colony and throttle Peopie's China which had only just been liberated.
The heroic Korean people under the leadership
of Comrade Kim n Sung and the Korean Workers' Party, and the fraternal support of the
Chinese People's Volunteers, sOlUldly defeated
the U. S. aggressors. July 27 this year marked
the 23rd anniversary of the victory in Korea's
Fatherland Liberation War and the signing of
the armistice.
However, U. S. imperialism continues to
occupy the southern part of Korea as its colony
and has set up the fascist puppet Pak Jung Hi
dictatorship there to do its bidding. It still
maintains in south Korea over 40,000 occupation troops and huge quantities of sophisticated
weaponry in complete violation of U. N. resolutions and the armistice. While there is, only one
Korea, the U. S. imperialists continue to conspire to create "two Koreas" and maintain the
north-south division and confrontation. And as
can be seen from the recent grave provocations,
U. S. imperialism has not given up trying to
start another war in an attempt to gobble up all
of Korea.
This tense situation cannot last forever. Under the leadership of President Kim n Sung and
the Korean Workers' Pa,rty, nothing can prevent
the heroic Ko'i'eiUl people from driving the U. S.

NATIONAL EMERGENCY
Continued from page 7
Thus, the declaration of "National Emergency"
by Indira Gandhi, the agent of Soviet socialimperialism, was principally due to the advance
of the revolutionary struggles of the Indian
people, far beyond her control.
This is also obvious from the fact that Indira
Gandhi has been incessantly strengthening her
armed forces. New jails are being built.
"Stepped up" drives against communist revolutionaries are being organized. Loud propaganda
for the armed suppression of people's struggles
is being done in various forms, in particular
through the "debate" on "constitutional amendments". In this one year Indira Gandhi has made
it amply clear that the principal reason behind
the declaration of the "National Emergency" is
the rising tide of the revolutionary struggles of
the Indian people.
In this one year, she has also found out that
even this open terroristic dictatorship is not
,gOing to save her tottering rule.
End.
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"RECOVERY"
Continued from page 3
for every economic ill. While increased productivity provides bigger profits for the capitalists, it is just the opposite of a "cure" for the
economic crisis, which is a crisis of overproduction.
In a certain sense, the crisis is of too much
producti vity. Highly socialized production,
which is controlled by a handful of rival monopolies, blindly produces for a market that cannot keep pace with the production of goods. On
the one hand, the workers are ever more productive, and, on the other, capitalist exploitation makes them poor, restricting the market
for the absorption of commodities, which they
cannot buy. This inevitably leads to a collision,
a crisis of over-production. Today, because of
an over-abundance (for the restricted capitalist
market) of manufactured goods, fuels, clothes
and food, industries are running at 72% of their
capacity and production is stagnatini.
DEEP CRISIS IN TINANCES OF STATE
AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
The financial crisis has broken out particularly sharply in the finances of state and local
governments. Since World War TI, the monopoly capitalists have rapidly expanded the public sector of the economy as a safe field of
investment, always guaranteed by the working
masses' tax money, and as a cushion against
the effects of economic crisis. The big banks
and financial houses now have hundreds of billions of dollars invested in loans to the state
and local governments, from which they collect high rates of tax-free interest. However,
with the severe industrial CrisiS, the public
sector has itself become a sphere of deep crisis. In New York City, Detroit, San Francisco, the state of Massachuesetts, etc., the local
and state governments have been carrying but
countless 3;ttacks on the public sector workers,
including massive lay-offs and attacks on
wages, in an attempt to stabilize their finances
and continue to payout the billions of dollars
of interest on the loans from the big banks. Tax
rates have everywhere been increased to finance these loans. The financial crisis in the
public sector further aggravates the economic
crisis as a whole by further impoverishing the
masses and by wreaking havoc in this formerly
safe field of investment for finance capital,
driving interest rates up.
CRISIS INTENSITIED BY U. S. -SOVIET
RIVALRY FOR WORLD DOMINA nON
The U. S. monopoly capitalists face severe
difficulties not only at home but also abroad,
where their markets are shrinking and becoming less and less stable. The U. S. imperialists are desperately struggling against their
rival imperialists and are trying to further
subjugate the weaker nations and peoples in
order to control territory, sources of raw
materials and markets for the export of capital and commodities. However, the U. S. imperialists are finding the going tougher and
tougher. Their ill-fated drive for world domination has itself become a cause of deepening
crisis.
Presently, the U. S. imperialists are locked
in a fierce rivalry with the Soviet social-imperialists for spheres of influence and b"trategic positions and ultimately for the re-division
of the world. The two superpowers, the United
States and the Sovie(Union, are engaged in a
wild arms race, as each tries to overpower the
other, leading to a world war between"them.
The U. S. monopoly capitalists are trYing to
shift the burden of the present crisis onto the
oppressed nations of Asia, Africa and Latin
America and onto the weaker industrialized
countries. They are stepping up the plunder of
the developing countries by such means as
using their control of entire markets to force

down the prices of raw materials and selling,
at very high prices, the surplus manufac~red
goods which they trade in return. But the U. S.
imperialists are meeting powerful resistance
to their plunder and domination. Last year,
Cambodia, Viet Nam and Laos militarily defeated the U. S. aggressors and drove the U. S.
imperialists completely out of their camtries.
Many raw-material producers such as the oilproducing countries, have united together to
struggle against the forcing down of the prices
of their raw materials. The people throughout
Asia, Africa and Latin America are rising up
against the two superpowers. The powerful resistance to plunder and control is causing the
U. S. imperialists great difficulties and they
are preparing for further wars of aggression
against the peoples.
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The. capitalists are trying to suppress the
masses with both force and deception. They tell
the workers to give up the class struggle because "it will only upset recovery". Instead of
waging revolutionary struggles the workers
should have "confidence" in the "vitality" of the
monopoly capitalist system and need not fear
unemployment and hardship. They say that the
workers should have faith in the Democrats and
the elections while they go on the offensive
against the workers and oppressed masses. But
where there is oppression, there is resistance.
The working masses will never accept the boqrgeoisie's myths. They insist on waging the class
struggle and will surely carry it through to the
complete destruction of the disease-ridden capitali st sy stem.
End.

DEEPENING GENERAL CRISIS
OF WORLD CAPITALISM
The present crisis is taking place under conditions of the deepening general crisis of capitalism. All the basic contradictions in the
world are intensifying, shaking the roots of the
capitalist-imperialist system. Proletarian revolutions and national liberation struggles, imperialist rivalries and imperialist wars have
brought about the instability and shrinking of
the worIq capitalist market. Even in the "best"
of times, industries work at under-capacity.
The reserve army of unemployed has become in
a large part a permanent army of unemployed,
as reflected in the ever-increasing unemployment figures and welfare rolls over the last
decades. The periodic economic crises take
place with greater frequency, are deeper and
more prolonged. The present crisis, the sixth
since World War TI, broke out in the fall of
1973, before the economy had climbed out of
the crisis of 1970. The present crisis is the
d~epest and most pro~onged crisis since the
Great Depression.
MONOPOLY CAPITALISTS SIDFT THE BURDEN
OF THE CRISIS ONTO THE SHOULDERS
OF THE WORKING CLASS AND
OPPRESSED MASSES
The monopoly capitalists are trying_to disentangle the:rp.selves from the deep crisis at the
expense of the working masses by increasing
the exploitati9n and impoverislunent of the working population. The workers face a faster and
faster pace of work and ever more hazardous
working conditions. While millions of workers
are unemployed or on short work weeks, others
are being forced to work long hours, often times
60 or 70 hours a week. Real wages are being
cut year after year as the result of.spiralling
price increases and the masses suffer ever
more poverty. Unable to make ends meet on
the husband's wages, many wives have been
forced to seek work. Unemplo.yment compensation benefits are running out and welfare and
food stamp programs are being cut back. The
monopoly capitalists are reaping huge profits
at the expense of the working masses whose
situation is becoming ever more intolerable.
THE WORKING MASSES INSIST ON STRUGGLE
The working class is herOically combatting
the monopoly capitalists' offensive. A powerful
strike wave is developing. The determined
strike of 68,000 rubber workers against the giant rubber monopolies has entered its fifth
month. The wildcat strike of 100,000 coal miners was a fierce class battle aimed right at the
capitalist government. The cannery workers in
California and the hospital workers in New York
City recently waged important strikes. There is
developing resistance among the workers to
speed-up and unemployment. Students are waging
struggles against tuition hikes and cut-backs in
education. Opposition is developing to utility
rate increases, high prices and cut-backs in
social services. A high tide of resistance is
breaking out.

MINERS cont. from p.2
resist man-eating explOitation.
To resist the capitalists, the miners also
have always had to fight the capitalists' government. They have had to defy congressional
legislation, executive orders, the police 3:Ud
the national guard. In this recent wildcat, for
two months the miners carried on their struggle
in complete defiance of the federal courts,
which attempted to suppress the strike with inmunerable fascist measures.
At the Cedar Coal Co., where the strike originated, the same federal judge who claimed he
didn't have time to issue an injunction against
the company when it violated the courts' own
arbitration, had plenty of time to grant the company an injunction "outlawing" the miners'
walk-out. The judge imposed a $50,000 fine on
Local 1759, with an additional $25, 000 for each
day the strike continued, amounting to over
$300,000. He also threatened all 213 members
of the local with jail sentences and suspensions
from work for "contempt of court". Similar
fascist measures were initiated by the courts in
other areas.
However the miners were not to be intimidated. 100,000 strong, they showed tremendous
defiance and "contempt" for the courts and persisted in their strike. They refused to return
to work unless there were no reprisals against
any striking miner. According to reports, the
strike only ended after the courts withdrew the
huge fines on Local 1759 and the threats of
jailing the strikers. The miners' militant defiance of the courts shatters the myth that
"you can't fight the government". It is a great
example for the entire working class.
The UNWA leadership worked hand-in-hand
with the coal monopolies and the courts, who
bitterly fought the strikers. Labor traitor Arnold Miller, president of the UMWA, used
union money to buy radio time to order the
miners back to work. He repeatedly moaned
about the loss of "labor-peace" and that the
strikers were trying to "destroy the union".
This sabotage by the union mis-leaders was
completely rejected by the masses of workers
who in,sisted on waging the struggle.
The coal miners' wildcat strike, which
brought U. S. soft coal production practically to
a standstill, was a big blow to the monopoly
capitalists. The coal monopolies and capitalists
in related industries such as the railroads, lost
hundreds of millions of dollars in profits. Presently, the U. S. imperialists are developing .
energy resources, including coal production, in
order to prepare to wage aggressive imperialist
world war with Soviet social-imperialism. The
disruption of the coal industry by the miners'
strike disrupted the imperialists' efforts to
develop coal to prepare ~or war. Once again
the coal industry was thrown into chaos by
fierce class struggle.
The working-class movement in the U. S. is
on the rise and a national strike wave is developing. The coal miners have a glorious history of struggle. They have always stood in the
front ranks of the workers' movement. The
coal miners' wildcat strike against the coal
capitalists and the courts and their vigorous
spirit of defiance are an inspiration to the entire working class.
End.
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SEA TTLE NURSES
SIS, wInch began In 1974, IS the sl)"ih SInce
and wide scale propaganda justifYing racism in
World War II and the deepest of them all. As a
reporting the murder of a white woman during
Continued from page 3
result, sections of the working class and other
the big storm of June 13th,1976. It is well
overtime pay.
knO\m that one of the results of the exploitation
working people are now waging economic strugEmployers have tried desperately to keep
and oppression forced onto the masses of the
gle against the capitalists who had not done so
health care workers ignorant and confused on the
in the past and were previously not well-known
extent of how the workers are used to make profpeople by monopoly capitalism in Chicago is
for their militancy. Among them are office workit for those who own and control the health care
the formation of gangs in oppressed communers, teachers and other government employees,
institutions. To quote from an article in the Inities. These gangs prey on the people of their
and now in Seattle, registered nurses, techniternational Journal of Health Services, "The
community -and are often dire.ctly linked to the
cians and other health care workers.
United States health system is controlled by and
state machine, as when large amounts of govThe entire working class is going into motion.
run in the interests of an elite consisting of hosernment money was given to the leaders of
pital and nursing home employers, an upper ,
Strikes Q,f large sectors of the working class
the Blackstone Rangers. The reason the
stratum of the medical profession, and the large
government gave these gangs moqey was
have occurred this year. Earlier, the Teamcorporate capitalists of the pharmaceutical, into bribe them into acting as police. Bribed
sters Union truck drivers struck for the first
surance and medical supply industries." The
time ever on a nation-wide basis. Recently,
gangs in Afro~American communities played
cannery
workers
in
California
threw
a
big
an iniportant role in suppressing the
money spent on health care in the U. S. accordscare
into
the
bourgeoisie
by
walking
out
when
Afro-A.merican people's rebellion in 1968.'
ing to 1974 statistics 'Xas $104 billion. This is
the fruit was "on the vine". Meanwhile 68,000
equivalent to the military defense budget. The
The storm presented some of these gangs
rubber workers are persisting in their prohealth care system is one of the most lucrative
with new victims and resulted in the death of a
tracted strike struggle which began on April 21,
and profitable. According to early 1970 statiswoman and the wounding of her husband.' This
1976.
Coal miners are continuing their wild-cat
tics, drug companies earned over $600 million
story was given wide publicity for several days
walk-out in West Virginia and other Eastern
in profits per year and spent $1.5 billion more
straight in all the nev,'spapers and on radio and
states fighting for the right to strike. And in
in adve~tising. Proprietary hospitals, nursing
TV for the sole purpose of whipping up racist
New York City, 40,000 members of the National
homes and medical supply companies together
hysteria against the Afro-American people.
Union of Hospital and Health Care Employees
earned $600 million per year in profits. Both
This murder clearly resulted from the exploistruck for 10 days against 33 private hospitals,
the pharmaceutical and medical supply
tation and oppression caused by the monopoly
and for 6 days against 14 private nursing homes
'. companies, particularly the largest such
capitalist class. It is the monopoly capitalists
and 10 city hospitals. 100 strikers were aras Libby, UpJohn, Johnson and Johnson,
who are the cause of poverty, oppression and
rested and 100 more injured from police attacks
Squibb and many others have branches
decay and thus are the cause of social problems
on their picket lines, which the \\'orkers milior subsidiaries all over the world. In regard to
such as gang attacks. Thi s murder can in no
tantly 're si sted.
health insurance companies, Americans paid
way be counted as equivalent to the large numWith this strike the RNs of Seattle have
$29 billion according to 1973 statistics just to
bers of government-organized, explicitly racist
joined
the entire vllOrking class in fighting the
private insurance companies alone. Even though
attacks which have been directed tmvards Afroeffects of the capitalist economic crisis, which
a good portion of this money is returned in health
American people, and which the bourgeois
is weighing heavily upon the shoulder of all the
care services, the insu~ance companies, through
media have largely ignored.
toilers in America. This strike, now almost
The bourgeois media is working hand-inshort term investments make substantial profits,
two months old, is one of the longest health
glove with the police department and the whole
which is then reinvested to make more profit.
care strikes in the U. S. and will surely be an
Furthermore, to quote again from the Internastate machine to' try to shift the blame for the
encouragement to health care workers around
tional Journal of Health Services, "The major
racist attacks away from the avowed racists onto
the country.
source of the high profits and incomes of the elite
the Black people themselves. They are frantical(The above article was based on reports
ly pushing the absurd thesis that any organized
of the health industry lies in the labor of the
carried in Seattle Worker, vol. 4, #3 and #4. )
opposition to these racist attacks by Black people
nursing labor force." This means that much of
End.:
such as a demonstration or even a picnic in
the money paid by the health care consumers
cmCAGO RACIST ATTACKS
Marquette Park is an "incitement" to the Nazis
goes into profits for the hospitals, insurance
Continued from page 6
and their ilk. They compare opposition to the
companies, drug and medical supply companies.
Nazis with the Nazis and say both are "inCiting
racists to organize attacks on Afro-American
How do non-profit hospitals fit into the profitracial violence". This is turning truth on its
people and covertly encourages this. On the
making scheme? Take Group Health as an examhead! The government has organized and instiother hand Afro-Americans trying to resist
ple. Group Health is referred to as non-profit,
gated
the racist movement for the express purthese
attacks
or
protest
them
are
harassed
and
as are many of the hospitals in the Seattle area.
pose
of
attacking Black people. It is the fascist
arrested.
In
fact
this
situation
merely
proves
However, the term non-profit is a term that
nature
of
racists to fly into a rage when they are
again
that
the
state
machine
is
the
tool
of
the
merely refers to a tax status. It does not mean
opposed.
monopoly capitalist class to enforce its rule
that Grou.p Health does not make profit. Nonover the working and oppressed people of
profit merely means that the profits do not go
POLITICAL DECEPTION USED TO SUPPRESS
America. Racial discrimination and violent reexternally into dividends for individual stockRESISTANCE
AGAINST RACIST ATTACKS
pression against Afro-American people is inholders. Instead, the profits go internally 0 back
into Group Health for maintenance and expansion
herent in the monopoly capitalist system, and
Various spokesmen for the government, parof services, high salaries for administrators,
the monopoly capitalists are the ones who bene- ,
ticularly
various police offiCials, are pushing
bonuses for doctors, buying land for future clinfit from the e),.'tra load of oppression which has
the
treacherous
proposal that the solution to
ics. In regard to expansion of services, much
been placed on the backs of the Afro-American
this
problem
of
racist
attacks is -f or the police to
people and from the splitting of the working
of the profit goes into capital investment for new
enforce
the
law
more
vigorously.
The bourgeois
class.
facilities, such as the $18 million E. Side Medinews
media
as
well
as
various
"liberal"
spoke~
cal Center at Redmond, the $7 million new Promen
for
the
monopoly
capitalists
are
also
activeN'EWS
MEDIA
PLAYS
ITS
PART
gressive Care Facility on Capitol Hill, the new
ly
promoting
this.
These
tricksters
want
to
Federal Way cliniC, and buying land for new
cover up the fact that the entire state machine of
clinics. It takes huge profit to expand such as
The bourgeois news media, including the
the monopoly capitalist class is behind the racist
Group Health has done since 1947 to include the
newspapers, TV and radio, have gone all out to
attacks.
They want us to believe that the problem
main hospital in Seattle, a new hospital in Redserve their monopoly capitalist masters in
is a few "crazy" racists running around indemond and 10 clinics all over the Seattle area,
promoting racist attacks and covering up the
pendent of the government and perhaps that some
and all the way to Olympia.
role of the state machine. The bour~ois media
individual white policemen may not have carried
has
given
wide
coverage
to
certain
of
the
racist
One argument which the employers always
out
their duties properly. Therefore the police
put forth when the nurses demand big salary
attacks which have taken place. They mystifY
department says it will give "civil rights"
increases is that it would be inflationary to the
the cause of this problem. On the one hand
training to its men and step up patrols)in the
already exhorbitant cost of health care. This
these mouthpieces for the bourgeOisie promote
, areas where attacks have occurred. The "libargument is erroneous. For example at Group
racist attacks by saying that the problem for
erals" say that in addition the police patrols
Health, since 1968, the premiums for 1 adult
, white working people in Marquette Park is that
should be integrated.
have nearly trippled from $10. 75/month in 1968
Black people are moving into the area. On the
All of this is sheer demagogy and deception.
to $26.71 in April, 1976. Meanwhile, nurses'
other hand they picture the Nazis and other
The problem does not orignlate with a handful
salaries have not doubled or trippled, but have
racists as somehow isolated and independent
of "independent" racists or with some indivibarely kept up with the' cost of living during this
and even opposed to the state machine and the
dual racist police. It co:rnes from the conscious
time. The starting salary for a staff nurse in
monopoly capitalists. The press also develops
plan
of the monopoly capitalist state machine to
1968 was $3. 50/hour. In 1976, the starting
the propaganda that the reason why there are
step
up
racist attacks at this time. Already unsalary for a staff nurse is $5. OO/hour. In other
racist attacks now is because of the marches
der the guise of opening up "communications"
words, Group Health's perpetual premium inled by Martin Luther King Jr. in the area 10
the police have organized two meetings as
creases cannot be blamed on an increase in
years ago. Again turning truth on its head! -forums for racist propaganda and for the racists
nurses' wages.
Accusing opposition to racial discrimination as
to organize themselves. The "beefcd.,.up" police
The strikes of over 2400 registered nurses in
itself being the cause of racial discrimination
patrols are cruising right by gangs of white
Seattle are one indication of the deep and proand violent repression.
racists and breaking up any group of :.: or more
found nature of the economic crisis now gripping
The bourgeois media did particularly vicious
Afro-American youth. The Widely trumpeted
the U. S. monopoly capitalist system. This cri-
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grand jury "investigations" by State' s Attorney
Bernard Carey are an excuse to harass organizations standing up to the r3.9ists.
No cure will come from the gods of plague.
By putting forward this deceitful slogan of
relying on the police to stop racist attacks, ~e
spokesmen for monopoly capital are trying to
prevent the Afro-American people from organizing to defend themselves. A tremendous
amount of deceptive propaganda is being aimed
at Black people to divert them from the path of
relying on themselves for defense against racist
attacks. However, all these tricks are doomed
to failure. Already the Afro-American people
have organized themselves in a number of ways
for their self-protection, and they are bound to
continue learning from their experience and developing stronger and stronger defense against
racist attacks.
Nationally, as pointed out in the editorial, the
state machine of the monopoly capitalists is organizing a fascist mass movement to violently
attack Afro-American people. The monopoly
capitalists are trying to use a section of white
working people as cannon fodder to attack their
Afro-American class brothers. This scheme is
part of the overall drive by the monopoly capitalists to impose all-round fascism on the American people. However, wherever there is oppression there is resistance. Resistance to these
racist attacks is already taking place. It is
bound to grow. The monopoly capitalists are
picking up a rock only to drop it on their m\n
feet. This resistance to the government-organi2ed fascist movement against the Afro-American people is bound to grow into a revolutionary
torrent which will greatly advance the revolutionary struggle of the American working class
to overthrow monopoly capital and establish the
dictatorship of the proletariat.
End.
FILIPINA NURSES
Continued from page 5
subjected Filipina Narciso and Leona Perez to
extremely fascistic harassment and intimidation
tactics. Before being released on bond this past
,June 30th, they had been hand-cuffed and chained
together whenever they would leave the jail for
court. Both nurses have been removed from their
patient-care jobs at the hospitals where they work
and have had their citizenship applications held
back. They were imprisoned in Washtenaw County Jail from June 16 to June 30 this year. Filipina Narciso was denied bond, while Leona Perez
was held on $500,000 bond -- an amount impossible to raise on :;l.ny worker's pay, let alone the
pay of a hospital worker. (We are supposed to
consider the granting of $500, 000 bond to Leona
Perez as an act of "leniency" by the judge due
to her pregnancy.) After many protests from
the people and a formal complaint from the government of the Philippines, bond was finally
lowered to the still exhorbitant sum of $7,500
each, which was raised in 24 hours by supporters of the·nurses.
The FBI has harshly interrogated the nurses
in closed quarters several times ,\ithout permitting them to have their lawyers present, and
has tried to browbeat the two women into making false confessions. Filipina Narciso was
once intei'rogated in this nazi manner for six
hours straight and denied the right to leave the
room three times. The FBI told her she would
'either have to confess or take a lie detector
test to clear herself. An FBI agent told Filipina
Narciso during one of the sessions: "You are
29 years old. Before that 29 years you had a
happy life ••• But ;liter 29 years, there's no
more. That's it. Your life is over if you don't
confess. " But the nurses refused to be intimidated, declaring firmly: "I didn't do it. "
Many of the nurses at the VA Hospital have
denounced the FBI's harrassment of them during the time they wer-e questioned by FBI agents.
They have pointed out that the only desire of
the FBI was to try from the very beginning to incriminate the two Filipina women. All questions

centered around the two nurses. None of the
facts of the matter were ever looked into. Many
other Filipina nurses and at least one white
nur.se have resigned in protest of the FBI harrassment of themselves and the two nurses.
The fact that the monopoly capitalists' government has assigned as many as 50 FBI men at
one time to thls frame-up and has invested over
one million dollars in it shows that it is a very
important case for the monopoly capitalist class.
At times they have even arrogantly cast aside
the cloak of their own bourgeois laws to try to
prove their case. They boast with great pride
that in April they threw out their own legality
and, for the first time, "testimony" (Neely's
hypnotic suggestions) was taken against people
not even yet charged with a "crime". (The nurses' arraignment was not until June.) Even the
monopoly capitalists' own courts had never before allowed" evidence" acquired under hypnosis
to be admissible as testimony.
Why is the persecution of the two Filipina
nurses so important to the government? It is because the monopoly capitalist class needs desperately to hide its m\n responsibility for the
deaths and near-deaths of the VA Hospital patients and to pin the blame on Filipino workers.
Aside from its absurd case against the nurses,
the government does not even claim to explain
the cause of the remaining large majority of
breathing failures or the majority of deaths -most of which took place while neither of the two
nurses were on duty. What, in fact, did cause
the unusually large number of breathing failures
-- 51 -- to take place? They were caused by
the decaying system of health-care under monopoly capitalism. Many doctors and nurses at the
VA Hospital believe that contamination of the intravenous solution by the drug companies was
the immediate cause. Hospital workers know that
whole shipments of IV solution are frequently recalled by the drug companies when their contamination is exposed and that hospitals frequently
cancel contracts with one drug company and
switch to others for this reason. The admitted
fact of the gross under-staffing at the Ann Arbor
VA Hospital means a smaller likelihood of discovering such defects in time, and is a further
indication of decaying health care conditions. But
to admit such a thing would be too great a selfindictment of the monopoly capitalist governmental
bureaucracy, drug companies and health care
system. So the state machine is blaming
their own crimes on the workers.
Filipino workers are arbritrarily selected as
the target because they are immigrants coming
from an Asian country ,vhich is waging a vigorous
national liberation struggle against U. S. imperi3.Iism. Immigrant workers, the state machine
wrongly assumes, will be defenseless against attack. Public opinion is prepared against them by
reciting the tiresome litany of the monopoly capitalists' campaign against immigrant workers,
that "illegal aliens" are "taking American jobs".
The Filipinos are from an Asian country and are
therefore considered "non-white" by the American bourgeoisie. So they are subjected to the systematic racialdiscrimination the monopoly capitalists' practice to suppress and super-exploit
certain sections of the workers and people and
split them from the others. This practise is
being intensified ill the present economic crisis
in order to split the workers and weaken their
resistance to the capitalists' shifting the burden
of the crisis onto their backs.
But most important, the U. S. imperialist government is attacking the two nurses to threaten
and prepare public opinion against the Filipino'
people. Under the leadership of the Communist
Party of the Philippines, the Filipino people are
waging a vigorous national liberation struggle
against U. S. imperialism and the fascist Marcos
clique and Filipinos in the U. S. widely support
this struggle. This threatens U. S. imperialism
in one of its crucial spheres of domination, in
particular its maintenance of the Clark Air Force
Base and the Subic Bay Naval Base (and 20 or so
smaller bases there) as bases for U. S. imperial-

ist aggression. The revolutionary struggles of the
people of Asia, especially since the stunning victories of the people of Viet Nam, Laos and
Cambodia has driven U. S. imperialism back
considerably in the area, and while the
U. S. imperialists still strive to dominate
all of Asia. Contention between U. s.. imperialism and Soviet social-imperialism
for world domination is heating up and
both are scrambling for pOsitions for a
new world war. Just as the Panama Canal is
militarily crucial for U. S. imperialism, so is
the Philippines.
Thus the U. S. imperialists need to create
public opinion among the American people
against the Filipino people, so as to make it.
,easier to "justify" U. S. imperialist domination of the Philippines and weaken resistance
against it. So the image is created in the
bourgeois press here that two modest, quiet,
hard-working and upstanding young Filipina
immigrant nurses are actually -- beneath this
deceptively mild exterior -- evil mass mur. derers. As an illustration of the effects of this
campaign, Filipina nurses in other parts of
the country have suddenly faced suspicion from
patients influenced by the bourgeois propaganda.
Thus the monopoly capitalists and their government hope to kill two birds with one stone-blame their criminal health care system on
others and prepare national chauvinist public
opinion against the Filipino people. But they
cannot succeed in this vicious endeavor. Filipina Narciso and Leona Perez courageously
stood up to the intimidation of the government,
have refused to be pressured into making false
confessions and have often joked about the
flimsiness of the government's concocted case
against them. Support for the two nurses has
developed rapicD.y among the Filipino and
American people, who are refusing to allow the
U. S. imperialist state to disunite them. 150
people packed the court-room for their arraignment in Detroit in June, to show their support. Committees have formed in many cities
throughout the U. S., in Canada and in the Philippines to support them. One committee, the
Narciso-Perez Legal Defense Committee, based
in Ann Arbor, which is made up of many Filipino
immigrants and Americans, including university students, doctors and nurses from the VA
Hospital, was instrumental in raising $15,000
bail money for the two women in just 24 hours.
Many people offered to post their homes as
bond to gain the release of the two women from
jail. The Philippine Nurses' Assoication of
Chicago has taken up the struggle, and the
nurses have gained popular support from the
Filipino people in the Philippines. Two Filipino
lawyers flew to Michigan from the Philippines
this July to express the support of the Filipino
people and to offer their help on the legal front.
The extent of the support the two nurses have
gained has even forced some local bourgeois
papers to moan about the flimsiness of the government's case against the two.
The American workers and other progressive
people \\111 not be fooled by the bourgeois goverrunent's campaign to "legally" lynch the two
Filipina nurses, Filipina Narciso and Leona
Perez, and to create national chauvinist public
opinion against the Filipino people. The U. S.
monopoly capitalist class and its state machine
are the real pOisoners of the VA Hospital patients and are the common enemy of both the
Filipino and American people. The two peoples
\\111 unite to defend the nurses and in the great
struggle to overthrow and eliminate U. S. imperialism.
End.
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"Russian social imperialism has dUg its own· grave
THE RIVER CUANZA' MANIFESTO OF UNITA
The governing bodies of the National Union
for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA)
having met on the Cuanza River from May 7 to
10,1976, have carefully examined the politico- .
military situation created by the aggression and
invasion of the country by the Soviet Union and
CUba.

President JOM.'> Savlmbi explained to '.;he p2,rticipants at the conference the causes of our
temporary defeat in urban areas and about the
eJq>ansionist nature of Russian social imperialism using Cuban soldiers as cannon fodder.
The conference then synthesized the interaction
of the objective and subjective conditions favorable to our popular revolutionary armed
struggle of resistance to foreign domination.
For 14 years the Angolan people fought to
liberate the country from the Portuguese colonial domination. After the downfall of colonialism
on April 25,1974, the Angolan people only
hoped for peace and unity of all the sons and
daughters of Angola to face the gigantic task of
national reconstruction.
UNITA has vigorously pursued all possible
steps to consolidate peace and national unity,
without which economic national reconstruction
is in fact impossible. The Angolan people and
the world cannot deny the fact that all attempts
at unity among the three liberation movements
emanated from the governing bodies of UNITA :
1. Agreement for Reconciliation and Cooperation between UNITA and FNLA, Kinshasa
/ '

UNITA COMMUNIQUE

FINAL COMMUNIQUE OF TH,E CONFERENCE
OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU OF THE CENTRAL
COMMITTEE WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF
THE POLITICAL AND MILITARY CADRES
Held in Cuanza, Angola, May 7-10, 1976
1 • . Considering that the gravity of the political
and military situation in the country originated
with the Soviet-Cuban invasion, on the heels of
the 14-year anti-colonial war;
2. Considering that the minority and puppet regime of Agostinho Neto has sold our country to
foreigners to turn it into a colony again, demonstrating once more that it cannot represent the
Wishes of the majority of the oppressed and exploited population;
3. Considering that the Neto regime has now embarked on methods of fascist repression as
shown by: the creation of repressive institutions
such as the Directorate of Information and Security of Angola (DISA) which is fashioned after
and manned mostly by former PIDE (the colonial PortUguese Gestapo) agents; the suppression
of the justified demands of the Angolan workers
now exploited by Cubans; and the intimidation _
and harassment of patriots who are committed
to freedom and total independence;
4. Considering that the creation of the so-called
' 'People's Tribunals" to hound, incarcerate and
liquidate patriots opposed to neo-colonization
by Russia and Cuba further confirms the lack of
popular support for the Neto clique;
5. Considering the dilatory but unfulfillable
promises Neto has been making to normalize the
Benguela Railway traffic (thereby trying to establish his credibility with his foreign financial
backers), having first bluffed about reopening
the Railway in May, then in June, and now in
September;
THE CONFERENCE HAS DECIDED:
1. To reorganize the governing body of VNITA
which from now on is a POLITICAL PARTY,
guided by revolutionary political principles, and
with an armed force.
,2. To reo1" a anize the command of the Armed

(Zaire), 11/25/1974;
2. AgreemEmt for Reconciliation and Cooper~
tion betw'een UNITA and MPLA, Luso (Angola),
12/22/1974;
3. Agr~ement among the three liberation
movements on a common platform for negotiations with the Portuguese government, Mombasa (Kenya), 1/5/1975;
4. The Alvor Agreement between Portugal
and the three liberation movements and the formation on 1/31/1975 of the Transitional (coalition) Government in Luanda;
5. With the civil war already in progress,
UNITA once more managed to call for a peace
conference of the three liberation movements ill
Nakuru (Kenya) on 6/15/1975.
The MPLA Neto faction has violated and torn
to shreds all the agreements and imposed a disastrous civil war on the Angolan people and
has invited the intervention of Russia and Cuba.
Whatever the passionate but false argwnents
of the Neto clique to justify the mortgaging of
independence and freedom to Russia, history
will acknowledge the truth that it was Neto who
was wholly responsible for the civil war.
The present policy of the Luanda puppet regime is not just an accident of eJq>ediency. Since
November 1974, Neto has been saying loudly and
clearly to UNITA that he could not lose time
eJq>laining himself, and in Dar-es-Salaam he
said his final objective was to copy in Angola
the Russian-dominated Cuban regime with its

Forces for the Liberation of Angola (FALA), in
order to clearly redefine the politico-military
aims of our army of sons and daughters of workers and peasants to fulfill our Party's minimum
programm'e (liquidation of the minority regime
of the Luanda traitors) and then to begin the long
march towards our Party's maximum programme (the installation and consolidation in
Angola of a government of national unity to implement and execute our socialist economic policies).
3. To intensify the armed struggle against the
regime imposed by Cuba and Russia. Dialogue
is not possible with the Neto regime as long as
it depends for survival on the protection of
foreign troops. As long as this continues, it is
impossible to establish a policy of non-alignment, Africanism and true democracy.
4. To appeal to all patriots unjustly taken to the
Neto's fascist tribunals not to waiver and to continue denouncing the presence of foreign troops
on which the Neto's oppressive regime depends.
5. To solemnly affirm to all countries concerned that the Benguela Railway will never be
opened under the Neto. regime no matter what
protection is provided by the Soviet-Cuban forces. Our systematic and paralyzing attacks on
the railroad are not acts of hostility to the
neighboring sister nations of Zaire and Zambia,
but are unavoidable in our struggle against the
Soviet imperialism.
The Workers' Advocate has received the
two important documents from the National
Union for the Total Independence of Angola
(UNITA): "The River Cuanza Manifesto" and
the "Final Communique of the Conference of
the Political Bureau of the Central Committee
with the Participation of the Political and
Military Cadres~'. We reproduce them here in
support of the st'r uggle of the Angolan people
for genuine and total independence, which is
being waged today ag;;tinst the Soviet-Cuban
aggressor troops and the Soviet-Cuban-MPLA
neo-colonial government. The armed national
liberation struggle of the Angolan people led
by UNIT A is an important part of the struggle

repressive police state.
.
.
.
The African apologists 9f the Neto clique
continue to try to demonstrate 'that Neto' s
"MPLA only appealed to the ClJban troops after
South African troops invaded Angola, siding
~ith UNITA." This is .the foulest of lies, like
so many others fabricated by these false African revolutionaries. These are the same
shameless charlatans that stole 93 tons of
weapons consigned UNITA by the friendly PeopIe's Republic of China in 1975. Can they explain why the MPLA-Neto and their Cuban
masterminds had to negotiate with South Africa
in Ochikango (on the Namibian border) in April
1976? It was of course to guarantee protection
to all South African economic investments in
Angola.
Our victories over the last three months are
proof that the majority of the Angolan people,
frustrated in their legitimate hope for freedom
and independence, are still backing UNITA.
This leads us to declare to the world that 'Russian social imperialism has dug its ov,n grave
in Angola and the people shall bury it there.
Power to the majority of the people of Angola !
TO WIN OR TO DIE, UNITED WE SHALL WIN !
The Political Bureau of the Central Committee
The Central Committee
The Armed Forces for the Liberation
of Angola (FALA)
End.

It is an unpardonable oversight to ignore that
South Africa's main economic interests in Angola are in the south, and that it was to defend
them that South African troops entered Angola.
It was not necessary to invite them or to negotiate with them as Neto did at Ochikango.
These gentlemen who stole UNITA's arms can
never state how many combat engagements have
been fought by Cubans against South Africans in
Angola (as would fit those who had come to expel South Africans from our country)! No, they
cannot, because not ONE engagement took place.
Cubans were consistently afraid to confront the
South Africans. The Cuban mission was solely
to kill black Angolans. Since the South Africans
have withdrawn (or switched sides) after a NetoCuban-South African reconciliation banquet at
Ochikango in April 1976, the Neto apologists
cannot explain why Cubans are still in Angola.
The Neto clique, the Cuban agents, the Russian social-imperialists and their agents in
Africa keep trying to forget the interaction of
factors which make our fight not only possible
but also ultimately victorious:
. a. a vast territory which Portugal could never
completely control for 500 years;
b. a population two-thirds favourable to
UNIT A as a result of the mobilisation and organisation of the masses;
c. an extended system of roads and railways
Continued top of next page

of the world's people against the two superpowers and all reaction, in particular the expansiOnism of Soviet social-imperialism, and
hinders the superpowers' war preparations.
On the facing page appears an article on the
arrest by the U. S. imperialists of Malik Chaka, an Afro-American activist and journalist
and friend of the Angolan people. Chaka was
arrested upon his return to the U. S. from Africa t6 propagate the truth about UNITA and
the Second Anti-Colonial War of the Angolan
People. His arrest demonstrates once again
that the U. S. imperialists and Soviet socialimperialists are collaborating against the interests of the Angolan people.
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in Angola and the people shall bury it there."
with 43 ,of the main bridges destroyed, crossing
as a general rule remote zones where sabotage
and ambushes are easy;
d. an economy destroyed by civil war and by
the massive exodus of the Portuguese;
e. a civil service that simply does not work;
f. the continued presence of a foreign army
of occupation, now reinforced with' 8,000 Cuban
settlers, of which more than 100 families have
taken possession of the Portuguese-developed
farms in the rich agricultural area of Cela;
g. unemployment and complete lack of essential products in all villages, towns and cities of
Angola;
h. the bourgeois. character of the Luanda
clique, absolutely unable to unite with the exploited and oppressed masses of the people;
i. the existence of UNITA as the vanguard of
the poor farmers, the workers, the intellectuals of rural or worker origin, the small traders
who aspi ro to a better life., and all the patriots
opposed to the presence of foreign troops in our
country;
j. the existence of FALA (UNITA Armed
Forces), tempered by 10 years of fighting side
by side with the rural population without foreign
aid, always self-reliant and always backed by
the creative initiative of the exploited masses;
k. the leadership of UNITA and FALA, with
deep roots among the people and rich experience
in warfare conducted from the interior of th'e
country, is equipped to make correct analyses
of the situation, internal and external, and to
establish a political line most realistic to guide
the people of Angola to their true liberation and
national independence.
RUSSIAN SOCIAL-IMPERIALISM
CAN BE BEATEN
The history of the Arab Republic of Egypt in
Africa, the People's Republic of China in Asia
and of the Democratic People's Republic of Albania in Europe, are examples of countries
that fought against those that dare call them-

selves Socialists but who are really imperialists against other countries they consider small
or weak.
Our policy of fighting Social-imperialism by
arms is the only correct line as opposed to any
compromise with the Luanda regime which was
given power by Cuban troops and Russian weapons.
In contrast with the opportunistic compromise
of the African countries that recognised' with
immoral haste the Luanda regime, we maintain
that the only possibility of co-existence v.ith this
Luanda regime is armed co-existence. The
trend to reinforce defence in the neighbouring
countries is a tacit admission by the respective
governments that the Neto regime does not inspire trust. The nature of imperialism does
not change and its mainspring is expansionism
and defence of its flanks. If our land of Angola
is today a target for conquest, deeply coveted
by Russian irilperialism, it should be obvious to
all our neighbours that their own countries are
the flanks of this theatre of conquest by Russian
imperialism.
The only guarantee of peaceful co-existence in
the southern half of the continent is to smash the
Trojan Horse Luanda regime, which was installed in this area by the Cuban pseudO-internationalists and the Russian ExpansiOnists. To
UNITA the time of neutrality is over. Our
friends are only those that in one way or another
concretely back our struggle for the freedom of
our people. Neutrals play into our enemies, and
many of them the world over have recognized
the minority regime installed in Luanda to profit quicldy from the situation and defend their
own interests.
There will be no peace in Angola! no econo-·
mic development! no railroad traffic! no working harbours while the Luanda regime 'hangs
on to power by means of Cuban soldiers and
Russian armour and fighter planes.
In order for UNITA to eventually accept a dialogue with the minority regime in Luanda,
1. foreign troops must be immediately and

completely \vithdrawn from Angola;
2. all the MPLA's official repressive agencies
such as the" People's Court", the "Directorate
for Information and Security" and the Neto regime's secret police fashioned after the Portuguese Gestapo (PIDE) must be dissolved;
3. all cadres, members and supporters of
UNITA as well as all the patriots jailed by the
repressive Luanda regime whose only crime is
to have wished for the people of Angola true
freedom and independence, must be released
from incarceration. They include patriots who
f~)Ught the Portuguese regime and were jailed in
colonial times, like comrades Joaquim Pinto de
Andrade, Carlos Aniceto Vieira Dias, Gentil
Viana and other members of the MPLA-Active
Revolt who continue to l'esist in the dungeons of
the Luanda regime;
4. MPLA must accept unequivocally the principle of the formation of a government of national unity in Angola as the sole guarantee of real
national reconciliation and national unity.
The analysis of the inner nature of Soviet imperialism indicates that soon we shall see on
the one hand contradictions between the Russian
imperialists and their hound dogs from Cuba as
they dispute over the bone of the riches of our
country. And on the other hand contradictions
between the Russians and Cubans and the Neto
clique as the Russian puppets try to present to
the Angolan people a facade of independence and
a false claim to being masters of their own decisions. Intelligence reports received from Luanda clearly point to the sharpening of the first
contradictions between Cubans and the armed
forces of M:pLA, which stem mainly from the
fact that Cubans are now refusing to go to war
zones \\ithout rwming water or ~lectricity.
The Angolan people know and the world should
not forget that MPLA did not win the battles for
the cities against UNITA. Any temporary military success they had achieved was won by regular forces from Cuba \vit~ weapons and money
Continued on page 22

Why Is U.S. Imperialism Trying to -Silence Malik Chaka?
On June 16,1976, Malik Chaka (formerly
Michael C. Edwards), progressive Black journalist and active fighter for the Afro-American
people, was arrested at Kennedy Airport in
New York City. He was returning to the U. S.
from the southern part of Africa, where he had
lived and worked for the last five years reporting on the African liberation struggles for
numerous African and Afro-American newspapers, in order to tell the American people the
truth about the national liberation war in Angola
led by the National Union for the Total Indep~n
dence of Angola (UNITA). The U. S. government
has arrested him both as part of its systematic
harassment, imprisonment and murder of
militant Afro-American leaders and to protect
its campaign of lies about UNITA and the An' golan people froin exposure. They have moved
him from jail to jail, put him in solitary confinement for over a month, forbidden journalists to talk to him, and only recently has he
managed to be released on bail. The U. S. imperialists are trying to silence Malik Chaka!
What are the U. S. imperialists so scared of?
For one thing, Malik Chaka hflS spent a long
time in Angola. He has seen the Angolan civil
war and the second anti -colonial war of the Angolan people against ·Soviet neo-colonialism
first hand. He has been to the UNITA base areas
and seen first-hand UNIT A, the liberation
movement leading the Angolan revolution. And
he is resolved to bring this truth to the American people, to puncture through the lies from
hack journalists who sat in bars in Luanda and
Lusaka, never venturing to the battlefields or

Malik Chaka, Afro-American activist and
journalist and friend of the Angolan people.
to UNITA base areas, passively absorbing the
tall tales manufactured by the KGB and CIA
rumor-mills, to break through the total silence
the imperialist" press has maintained about the
official statements and actual aims of UNITA,
a silence combined with the noisy propagation
of the most absurd and shameless fabrications.
U. S. imperialism, to hide its collusion with the
Soviet-Cuban aggres.sion against U.NITA. and the

, freedom and independence of Angola, has con- '
cocted a myth about UNITA being "pro-West".
If that is so, then why do the U. S. imperialists
arrest Malik Chaka, friend of the Angolan people, staunch supporter of UNITA, and dedicated
journalist? By arresting Malik Chaka, the U. S.
imperialists are shov.ing their hatred and fear
of UNITA and the armed struggle that UNITA is
waging and that is irresistibly leading to a truly
liberated Angola.
The arrest of Malik Chaka, a long-time activist in the Afro-American movement in the
'60's, shows that U. S. imperialism is still set
on oppressing, enslaving and subjugating the
Afro-American people, is still racist to the
very core, and in fact is in the midst of organizing new attacks on the Afro-American
people. Malik Chaka had been forced to leave
the U. S. in December 1970 after much government persecution culminating in an attempt to kill him by police during a 2 A. M.
rai9- on·his home and the placing of a number
of~mped-up ,charges against him in revenge
for his militant and successful armed selfdefense of his life. Since then there have been
many public revelations concerning government
harassment, frame-ups, and murders of AfroAmerican leaders and concerning the FBI and
CIA. Many facts have been revealed concerning
FBI attacks on the organization Malik ,Chaka
worked in. Yet this does not mean that the U. S.
imperialists have become sensible. On the contrary, the more the bourgeoisie boasts of its
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AZANIAN PEOPLE FIGHT ON AGAINST RACIST S. AFRICAN RULE !
Over the last two months, the Azanian people's rebellion against the racist apartheid regime of South Africa has become even more
powerful and determined. From one end of the
country to the other, the struggle of the Azanian people against white minority rule and for
national liberation is surging forward. ·
On August 4, a fresh wave of revolt broke out
in the African working-class township of Soweto
outside of Johannesburg. According to press reports, over 20,000 BJack people held a demonstration demanding the release of their comrades arrested during the uprising that took
place in June. Defying bullets, police dogs and
tear gas, the demonstrators smashed through
police lines in an attempt to march on Johannesburg where their comrades are imprisoned at
'the police-prison complex in John Vorster
Square. The fascist police opened fire on the
unarmed demonstrators killing and wounding
several.
But the savage terror of the racist authorities
has only aroused the masses to rise up in ever
greater fury. In Soweto, Alexandra, Tembisa
and other working-class townships around Johannesburg, the African masses engaged the
police in pitched battles for days on end. Tens
of thousands of demonstrators organized concerted actions throwing up barricades, stoning
the racists, overturning and burning police cars.
The masses stormed police stations and government buildings, burning some of them to the
ground.
The rebellion quickly spread to over 70 townships and all four provinces of South Africa.
Fighting like that in Johannesburg has broken
out from Pietersburg in the northeast to Cape
Town in the southwest. In the townships around
Cape Town, the masses staged a militant antigoverr.ment protest in solidarity with the uprising in Soweto, 800 miles away. The protest
was ferociously attacked by the pOlice who once
again opened fire with automatic weapons, killing 33 unarmed demonstrators. The Azanian
people in Cape Town responded to this bloody
massac;re with two days of fierce battles against
the racist authorities.
On August 17th fierce fighting started in the
industrial districts of Port Elizabeth. The Black
masses stormed factories and destroyed several
government buildings. A chieftain of the racist
regime, Kruger, who claims he is going to
"teach the Blacks their place", dispatched
special police forces to Port Elizabeth where
they gunned down over 40 Black people. However, the Azanian people are not to be cowed.
The racists' efforts to drown the Azanian people's struggle in blood has only aroused the
Black people in Port Elizabeth'to rise up in ever
j~reater fury.
In the Johannesburg area, on August 22, the
African workers held a three-day general strike,
practically shutting down production in South
Africa's largest industrial center. Supported by
Black youths and students~ the workers struck
in support of the rebellion. The racist authorities, who had made the absurd claim that the
workers were against the apartheid struggle,
lashed out desperately at the strike, massacring
large numbers of people, further fueling the
flames of struggle in the townships around Johannesburg.
Throughout the country the Azanian masses
have been fighting valiantly, defying death,
meeting reactionary violence with revolutionary
violence and persevering in their struggle.
Two months ago, in mid-June, in Soweto and
other working-class townships around Johannesburg, tens of thousands of Black students
held protests against the mandatory use of Afrikaans in the schools (Afrikaans is t4e hated
language of the Boer section of the colonialists),
and against the apartheid regime. The racist
and fascist apartheid government was thrown
into total panic, and lashed out desperately killing 176 and wounding over 1,000 unarmed dem-

onstrators. At that time the authorities claimed
they had "the situation under control".
However, the racists' guns and their treacherous promises for "reform" have not intimidated the Azanian people nor confused them. The
rebellion has become more determined and
widespread than ever. The demonstrations are
bigger and better organized and the Azanian
masses are more clearly aiming their blows
against the entire apartheid system and for nationalliberation. The racist authorities have
changed their tune, now screaming that "the
situation is explosive" and is "like a brush fire".
Gripped with mortal fear, the government has
enacted a series of "emergency measures", has
jailed thousands, including hundreds of white
students who demonstrated in support of the
struggle, and ha s resorted to wholesale slaughter of the African masses. The South African
racist regime is making a last-ditch effort to
save its skin.
The South African racists are not the only .
ones panic-stricken by the recent events. The
u. S. imperialists, who along \\lith the British
imperialists are the racists masters, are also
in a frenzy over the situation. The white minority regimes in southern Africa are U. S. imperiali sm r S main footholds in Africa. Economically,
politically and strategically, the maintenance of
the white minority regime in South Africa is extremely important to the U. S. impertalists.
Over 300 U. S. monopoly corporations have set
up operations in South Africa to exploit the cheap
Black labor. While the British imperialists are
the biggest investors in South Africa, U. S. imperialism also profits from this through their
influence over British monopoly capital. The U. S.
monopoly capitalists are very intent on maintaining control of South Africa's plentiful supply
of gold, diamonds and strategic metals. Strategically, . the southern tip of Africa, which divides
the Indian and Atlantic oceans, is vital for the
control of the sea routes between the Middle
East oil fields and the U. S. and Europe, especially in the event of the world war between
the superPowers, Wr,::;1 is brewing. In U. S.
imperialism's rivalry with Soviet social-imperialism for world domination, southern Africa has become an area of sharp contention.
In recent months, the U. S. imperialists have
been frantically trying to shore up their weakening position in southern Africa. U. S. imperialism is all of a sudden posing as a "friend of the
Africans" and as "mediator" in the c·::mflict. U.S.
Secretary of State Kissinger is cooking up various "plans" ho!)ing Lo bring about" detente" between the o?pressed Africans and their oppres-

sors and to make worthless "concessions" to the
African majority.
After the uprising broke out last June, Kissinger met in West Germany with the chief of
the racist South African regime, Vorster, to
discuss what can be done to save racist rule
from extinction. Frightened by the fresh wave
of rebellion, Kissinger recently announced that
he is going to South Africa to have further talks
with 'lis friend Vo:t'si;ero HO',vever, no plots these
two arch-fasl!ists e'i. l lutch, no .':!haap reform
schemes, no amount of face-lifting will pacify
the Azani.an p .~ople Or prevent th,3m fro~ wilming
their co~plete lih3 ration.
As the ongoing rebellion shows, the Azanian
people are determined to win their liberation
through struggle. They are not interested in
worthless "reforms", "reconciliation" and "dialogue" with their oppressors. The 20 million
African people will never allow themselves to
be treated like slaves and imprisoned in the big
concentration camps called "homelands" ~ the
wastelands which the Africans are forced onto
in the name of "separate development". They
will not tolerate the minOrity rule of 4 million
whites. The fascist clique of Vorster and company, which practices the most brutal racial
discrimination, depriving the Black people of
all political, economic and social rights, 'hill
surely be completely buried by the indomi table
Azanian people.
TIle Azanian people do not have illusions that
the racist regime and its U. S. imperialist masters will change their nature o They have a great
deal of eJq>erience \vith the savagery of South
African racist rule. In March of 1960, the Pan
Africanist Congress (PAC) organized a campaign against the hated "pass laws" which are a
key part of the apartheid system. On March 21,
the PAC led a national protest which was feroCiOUsly attacked by the police who gwmed down
over 70 Africans in the town of Sharpeville, igniting massive upheaval throughout the country.
This incident, known throughout the world as
the "Sharpeville massacre fr , was a turning
point in the Azanian people's struggle. It strengthened their resolve to meet the reactionary
violence of the racists with revolutionary violence. It proved that the South Africnn apartheid
regime, like all oppressive regimes, is a paper
tiger, inspiring the masses to persevere in the
struggle. Since Sharpeville, under the leadership of the PAC, the Azanian people have been
carrying on the armed struggle (recently, in
just one week, 20 reactionary police were annihilated), determined to completely demolish

.

Continued on bottom of next page
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THE LIBERATOR, Organ of the Marxist Revolutionary Party of the Congo <Kinshasa}

"The armed struggle according to Mao Tsetung Thought is the
sole way to liberate . our people"

(The following document is an editorial from
The Liberator, organ of the Marxist Revolutionary Party of the Congo (Kinshasa), No.4,
July 1976. It is reproduced in full.)

Since the betrayal of Marxism-Leninism by
the Soviet revisionists, the parliamentary way
of struggle is brandished as the best means
through which revolutionary forces can take political power and restore socialism. This betrayal of Marxism-Leninism is propagated today in Africa by the Revisionist Party of South
Africa, which has accused our Party as being
"ultra-left", in the pay of China and Albania.
Along with their counter-revolutionary line
revisionists have sold off the interests of the
people's liberation movement.
We know that in the countries of the Third
World, social contradictions are developing
between the reactionary classes in power and
the great masses of the people. Instead of supporting and encouraging the revolutionary
movement of the n'nllutionary masses, modern
revisionists and social-imperialists only back
the governments headed by the exploiting classes. This traitorous policy of collaborating with
the imperialism and the' reaction has been denounced by Comrade Enver Hoxha, the great
leader of the Albanian people and one of the
greatest defenders of Marxism-Leninism's
purity. Comrade Enver Hoxha pOinted out that:
"Our policy complies with the interest of the
peoples, not \vith those of the cliques and ideologies that oppress the peoples. It seeks friendship with the peoples, not with their oppressors.
It is not a conjunctural policy, but a principled
proletarian policy. "
.
We MarXist-Leninists of Congo have known
the counter-revolutionary role played by the
Soviet revisionists against our revolutionary
struggle. We will never forget that the American imperialists and the Soviet revisionists used
the United Nations flag that killed Patrice Lumumba. We particularly will not forget the perfidious role played by the Soviet revisionists
against our armed struggle in 1961. In this year
modern revisiOnists took advantage of our inexperience and advised us to abandon the armed
struggle, to reconcile with the reactionary government and to participate in the elections.' As
consequency of this theory, most of Lumumba's
followers were arrested, jailed and killed. Their
political parties were outlawed.
As the historical errors cannot be repeated,
the Congolese revolutionaries have understood
that to make the revolution one must have a
Continued from previous page
the Vorster racist regime and win their complete liberation.
The ongoing powerful rebellion of the Azanian
people is a great development in the anti-racist,
anti-colOnialist, anti-imperialist struggle of
the African people. The American working
class, which also suffers under the rule of U. S.
imperialism, fully supports the heroic Azanian
people valiantly fighting the racist apartheid regime of South Africa. The struggle of the Azanian people is a great inspiration to the Black
people's struggle here in the U. S., as well as
for the struggle of the entire working class and
people against the monopoly capitalists. The
Azanian people are bound to "win!
End.

Vanguard Party. And that this Party must be
guided by Marxism, Leninism and Mao Tsetung
Thought.
The theory of Comrade Mao Tsetung on people's war is the only valid one for all the proletarian revolutionaries and for all the people who
want independence and social liberation. We, the
people of the Third World, we are not going to
wait, as the revisionists advise, until our proletariat reaches first the level like that of capitalist countries. So that with it we go on strike, we
struggle with the trade-union, we ".rin victory in
the elections and we take power through the parliamentary channel. Whoever will follow this
,scheme indicated by the revisionists will be a
traitor to the cause of the revolution.
In our countries the peasantry constitutes more
than 70% of the population. It lives in misery,
explOitation and pauperism. To free this class
and at the same time liberate the other exploited
classes, we must start the war from the rural
areas as' indicated by Mao Tsetung Thought, encircle the towns from the countryside and finally
liberate them. The head of this movement must
be a Vanguard Party of the proletariat. This
shows that our struggle is a peasant revolution ,
under the leadership of the proletariat.
In Viet Nam, Cambodia, Laos, Algeria and in
the ex-Portuguese colOnies, people have liberated themselves through armed struggle that was
started from the countryside. This is a great
proof of the correctness of Mao Tsetung Thought.
Actually in different rural areas of Africa,
Asia and Latin America, people are making revolution. In the advanced capitalist countries,
Marxist-Leninist parties have reconstituted
themselves on the basis of Marxism, Leninism
and Mao Tsetung Thought.
Mao Tsetung Thought is just politically, ideologically, strategically, and is on principled
ground. Politically: it indieates that before making the revolution one must have a proletarian
revolutionary party that can educate the masses
and mobilise them. This party must be MarxistLeninist. Ideologically: it advises to wage a victorious struggle against the reactionary ideologies of the bourgeoisie and arm the masses with
revolutionary theory of Marxism-Leninism.
Strategically: it teaches the revolutionaries that
in order to fight a powerful enemy and defeat
him, it is compulsory to have a strategic line
and resort to differenttactics. This strategic
line is a protracted war, whereas the tactics
are guerrilla ' warfare and mobile war. These
tactics enable the revolutionary forces still weak
to capture weapons, use the enemy, become

powerful, launch the offensive and finally win
the victory. On principled ground: it is in conformity with the Marxist-Leninist theory of the
proletarian revolution, the theory of taking
power through violence.
As for the parliamentary struggle advocated
by the modern revisionists, we consider this
type of struggle as a buffoonery aimed at diverting the people from the revolution. The experience shows that whatever the form adopted by
the bourgeois domination, be it fascism, monar:chy or bourgeois democracy, it is always the different form of bourgeois dictatorship, it always
represents the state machinery that capitalists
and all reactionaries use to repress the working
class and pursue their oppression. In this case,
despite what modern revisionists claim, the
power is not held by the parliament. It is held
by the repressive organs of the state power,
namely: the armed forces, the police, the law,
the prisons and the bureaucracy sumptuously
paid. That is why Marx and Engels have taught
that the only way leading to the emancipation of
the working class and other toiling masses consists in destroying the repressive state machinery of the bourgeoisie and replacing it by
the proletarian state machinery which they called: dictatorship of the proletariat. It is only
through the arrn.ed struggle and not through the
parliament that this dictatorship can be realised.
The parliament is but an ornament, a veil
aimed at covering the capitalist dictatorship.
The liberty granted by the bourgeoi s democracy
aims at lulling the masses, paralysing their
class conscience and diverting their attention
from the chair of power; the armed struggle.
It is therefore an attempt to create divisions
amongst the working class, dissimulate (hide)
the cruel repression towards this class and set
up illusions on the possibility of the parliamentary way. It is also an attempt to substitute the .
armed struggle by a verbal struggle; an attempt
aimed at corrupting all petty-bourgeois leaders
and making of them the achnirers of constitutionalism and parliamentarism.
Despite his majority in the parliament Lumumba was ousted by the reactionary armed
forces and killed. This is a great lesson which
shows the falseness of the so-called parliamentary way and teaches that" POLITICAL POWER
GRo\VS OUT OF THE BARREL OF THE GUN".
Our epoch being that of imperialism and
the proletarian revolution, we must follow the
teaching of Mao Tsetung Thought and carry the
revolution through to the end.
End.

UNITA COMMUNIQUE
Continued from page 19

to all the heads of the Party and mass organisatio~s; to :ill Party representatives abroad; to
all our compatriots, especially aU, patriotic "
forces that have refused to acc~t the shame of
becomillg the first Russian colonY on the Africm continent:
'. :...

from Russia. Therefore, NETO'S GOVERNMENT DOES NOT REFLECT THE WILL OF THE
PEOPLE OF ANGOLA. It is a government of the
will of Havana and Moscow.
The Conference thus concludes that all activities of-the internal and exiernal reactionaries
and lackeys of Soviet social-imperialism against
Angola not only will be defeated but MUST be
defeated.
The Luanda clique has Russian money, Russian tanks, Russian planes and Cuban soldiers.
But all thi s superiority is fleeting. The rejection of a foreign army of occupation by the cnormous majority of the Angolan people and the
popular and revolutionary character of our
struggle will be the determinant factor in the
final outcome.
To achievc our objectiYcs within a limited
period of time we appeal to our Party in general; to :ill members of 0'.11' Armed Forces for the
Liberation of Angola (FALA); to :ill the cadres,

,,'

a. to keep vigUance against the~#ogate Angolans infiltrated among us and:WQ~king for
Russian social-imperialism;
?'?'
b. to maintain vigilance againsftbEifalse mediators which are ill thc pay of the 'new tsars, as
the unity and reconciliation of the Angolan people must respect the principles 01 freedom,
real democracy, Africanism and non-aliglllnent;
c. to, cooperate with us:nnd our armed forces
wherever they go in their task of cleaning our
COtUltry of foreign troops and traitors. Those
who have weapons, however rudimentary, should
form guerrilla groups to harass the enemy until
regular FALA mnts take over from them;
d. to sabotage all communications -- road,
rail, telephone, etc. -- to accelerate the disinContinued on page 22
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tegration of the reactionary regime in Luanda;
e. to disturb nonllal working schedules, damage
machinery, boycott classes, paralyse town
council services in order to make the enemy
feel he is sitting on top of an anthill;
f. to deny all forms of cooperation \\ith the occupying foreign forces, feeding thein only false
information and denying them food and shelter;
g. to always help FALA units with information
and intelligence of enemy activities, giving them
food and never revealing the presence of wounded guerrilla fighters or regular anny members
left behind because of sickness or any other incapacity;
h. to increase yields of maize, potatoes, maniOC, rice and other staples in zones away from
the main lines of communication so as to feed
the people and the armed forces. You should
encourage the production, di'Stiibution and consumption cooperatives to utilize rationally the
products of our labor;
i. to organise the "People's Militia" to protect
the production zones;
j. to develop, in the bases and in the liberated
.zones, agricultural production, cattle raising
and at the same tinle be thrifty in the use of
resources;
k. to train efficiently the liberation forces,
adapting them to the most efficient use of the
. weapons to fight the &>Cial-inlperialists from
Cuba and Russia;
1. to complete th~ education of all soldiers,
making them conscious of their historical duty
to redeem the country, giving back to Angola
and its people their honour and dignity;
m. to prepare all the nation for popular, generalised resistance.
Our friends must be with us now in this hour
of fighting social-imperialism. UNITA and the
people of Angola won't accept any more apologies in the hour of victory, as in 1974 when we
saw them in the eyes ef some of the people who
came out first to embrace us after having hu• miliated and persecuted us for eight years.
We are certain we shall triumph! Those who
doubt our possibilities underestimate man's
creative capacity when inspired by noble, just
and collective goals. Those that refuse to be
counted with us, let them stay away and behind,
which is better than dealing \vith someone who
plays the double game of the opportunists. We
sould prefer those masters of deception and lies
to remain on the side of the puppet Neto regime.
We shall go our way as we have done before.
We are not and have never been agents of &>uth
Africa. We have never been lackeys of American imperialism. And we also refuse to be lackeys or puppets of the Russian social-imperialism. Imperialism, wherever it comes from and
wearing whatever garb. is always imperialism,
alienator of peoples and their national independence •.
UNITA has the courage to fight openly -the
Russian social-imperialism and we will surprise Africa and the world as we did in 1974
when our classical detractors grudgingly called
us "the smallest force in Angola". Those who
have the people on their side are never small,
even when faced with the giant Russian imperialist invader. With the people you always win.
Against the people you always lose.
Comrades in anns, countrymen, friends all
over the world, we know that our task is hard
and_our road long and difficult, but we also know
that our efforts )¥ill bring the day w.hen our bcloved country shall emerge from the darImess of
social-imperialist oppression and we will once
more live as free hwpan beings, having the right
to ehoose our goven1ment and our own political
system. The military victories which we scored
in the last two short months of popular resistance ar~ proof that we shall win and we shall
meet again Ollr friends, our families and our

countrymen in a single Angolan fan1ily. We shall
be free, ,,-e shall be united, we shall be independent.
Attacks against the Russian-Cuban invaders
shall continue allover the country.
DO\m with the Neto clique! Down with
social-impelialism!
Hail the government of National Unity
in Angola! 'Hail Angola truly free
and independent! Power to the Angolan
majority!
Victory or death, united we shall "in.
Signed: POLITICAL BUREAU OF THE
CENTRAL COMMITTEE
Jonas Savimbi (President)
IVIiguel Puna (Secretary General)
Ernesto Mulato (Pennanent Secretary)
Antonio Dembo (Secretary)
F.A.L.A.
Samuel Chiwale, Commander General
Lt. Col. Chindondo, Chief of the
General Staff
Lt. Col. Smart Chata, Commander
Eastern Front
Lt. Col. Antunes Cahali, Commander
Central Zone
Cuanza River, May 10, 1976

Interview with ·Malik Chaka
(Below are reproduced excerpts of an interview
conducted recently with Malik Chaka while he was
in jail.)
Q.: Could you please characterize your politi-

cal, not organizational but political, relattonship to UNITA?
oChaka: UNITA and I have the same ideology and
political line. I am a staunch supporter Of

UNITA. UNITA is the revolutionary leadership
of the Angolan people. UNITA has creatively applied Marxism-Leninism to the concrete conditions of the Angolan revolution. They (UNITA)
enjoy the overwhelming support of the Angolan
workers and peasants.

go to Rutgers. These struggles were against the
administration and for increased Black admissions for students. In all these struggles I participated on the basis of moving the masses to
the left. Later in BPUM we also took up these
struggles and also advocated the right to anned
self-defense.
Q.: Let me please clarify something. When you

say you are a Marxist-Leninist do you mean
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought?
Chaka: I support Mao Tsetung. My problem is
\\ith certain so-called followers of Mao Tsetung
Thought in the U. S. such as the Revolutionary
Communist Party and the October League (Marxist-Leninist) who refused to support UNITA in
anned struggle against &>viet social-imperialism. What do you think of these organizations?

*

*

*

Q.: What are your views on what the monopoly

capitalists' state is doing to you?
Chaka: I am being incarcerated solely because
of my political beliefs and political activity.
This (attack on myself) is a continuation of the
repression of FBI/CIA begun in the 1960's
against the masses and against the rising-revolutionary movements.
Q.: Could you characterize this as fascist?

Chaka: No. I do not believe we are in a fascist
stage at this time.
Q.: Do you see this repression of you as related to your U. S. activity or your support for
Angola or both?

Chaka: Yes, both~ The two are linked. The U. S.
imperialists are afraid of the linkup~ between
progressive people in the Ur.S.and.abroad. They
are definitely scared of the international united
front against imperialism.
Q.: Would you agree that the U. S. imperialists
are also afraid of the growing unity between the
Afro-American people and African people?

Q.: How would you characterize yourself politi-

Chaka: Yes, very definitely.

cally, would you call yourself a progressive
Afro-American journalist, a supporter of African liberation struggles, or what?

Q.: How are you being treated in prison?

Chaka: I am a Black communist. In the final
analYSis, national struggle is class struggle.
Q.: The defense committee stresses the refonn

a~ct of Black People's Unity Movement and its

relationship to various goven1ment programs.
Could you please characterize the content of
your activity in the U. S. and give some of your
history in Camden?
Chaka: I came up out of the mass struggles of
the '60's, that is, the struggle of Black people
against racial discrimination and violent repression by the U. S. imperialists. I did work among
the masses and joined the Black People's Unity
Movement. Our line was to unite the many to defeat the few. The reason I worked in an allBlack organization was because the groups calling themselves Marxist-Leninist such as Progressive Labor Party were chauvinist, giving
the line that "all nationalism is reactionary".
I came to Camden in 1965 to attend Rutgers Uni""
versity. At the time I came around there was
very little mass activity going on. We fonned
the Camden Coalition and took up struggles
around various questions such as housing, jobs,
education, welfare, etc. We also invited Black
speakers from SNCC, for example, Stokely Carmichael and later H. Rap Brown. This split the
coalition between moderates and militants. I
also participated in the struggles of Black students at Rutgers. I came to Camden in 1965 to

•

Chaka: I have been in solitary confinement for
the last 31 days, for 23 hours and 55 minutes a
day in the cell. They give you five minutes for
a shower if they want to. Also there has been
some evidence that they are messing with my
mail.
Q.: WPen will you be transferred to C~unden?

Chaka: There is a bail hearing on the 11th (August) and we are trying to get it reduced. Right
now they want $50,000 cash.
Q.: Is there anything I can do for you right now?

(Malik Chaka asked for literature from the U. S.
Marxist-Leninist movement. )
End.
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erst strike, continuing with the tenacious strike
of 68,000 rubber workers, the strikes of the
Massachusetts state workers, the New York
City hospital workers, the California cannery
workers, and most recently the daring wildcat
strike of 100,000 coal miners -- this strike
movement is growing and developing. The capitalists are moaning that the workers are hurting "economic recovery" but the workers want
to shift the burden of the capitalist economic
crisis back onto the capitalistR themselves. In
the case of the miners' wildcat strike, the
workers have made the bourgeoisie's federal
courts, a key part of their state machine, the
target of their attack as well as the capitalists
themselves.
The working class is plunging into struggle.
The Afro-American struggle against racial discrimination and violent repression is rising.
The struggles of other oppressed nationalities,
of the immigrant workers and of the youth and
students are also growing. Th~ situation is very
pro~sin~ for th,~ working class a~d "ther ot>pressed people: big storms of class struggle lie
ahead. Internationally, the oppressed nations
and peoples of ASian, African and Latin American cOlUltries and the workers of the
capitalist cOlUltries dominated by U. S. imperialism have stepped up their struggles for liberation and social revolution, and the people of
the whole world are going on a counter-offensive against the two aggressive superpowers,
hindering their war preparations. While gloomy
for the capitalists, the situation is very promising for the cause of the workers and oppressed
people.
Let the capitalists rant and rave in the present election campaign and go on a rampage of
attacking the peq,le! The workers and other
oppressed people must and will reject the Ulusions spread by the capitalists: denounce the
capitalist political parties and wage resolute
revolutionary struggle against the capitalists and
their fascist offensive. The working class's answer to the capitalists' election fraud must be:
DON'T VOTE -- THEY'RE ALL THE SAME!
RESIST GROWING FASCISM!
Let us look at the programs of the two capitalist parties and their junior partner, the revisionists.
REPUBLICANS: OPEN TOOL
OF FINANCE CAPITAL
The Republicans are the open tool of finance
capital in its offensive against the working masses. Discredited by the war of aggression
against Viet Nam, Laos and Cambodia, by the
Watergate scandal, the "energy" crisis and the
continuing economic crisis, the Republicans
are claiming through their robot Ford that under
his administration America has made an "incredible comeback", that" America is at peace"
and is :'in the full surge of sound recovery to
steady prosperity" and that "confidence has returned" (Ford's acceptance speech at the Republican Convention). This Neanderthal Ford
must be living in the Stone Age! Everywhere
the masses want to hang him and he talks about
having regained their "confidence"! Even the
Democrats can see the absurdity of this claim
and are basing their propaganda on how they
will "restore confidence"! Actually the Republicans' talk about having "recovered' is propaganda for continuing and deepening the bourgeois offensive against the masses.
As the bourgeois economists themselves admit. far from recovering, the economy remains deep in crisis. The monopoly capitalist
class and its state machine (presently headed by
the Republican Ford administration) are shifting
the burden of the crisis onto the workers and
oppressed peoplc. On the economic front, the
monopoly capitalists are imposing intense

speed-up of the labor of the employed workers.
prolonged and massive unemployment, outright
wage-cuts and so-called "moderate" (meager)
contract settlements, galloping inilation, cutbacks in essential services, lay-offs of public
sector workers, sky-rocketing taxes and utility
rates, etc. Politically, the bourgeOis state is
attacking the workers' strike struggles with injunctions, as in the coal miners' strike, and
with police attacks and federal governmmt
pressure, as in the rubber workers' strike. The
Afro-Americans and other oppressed nationalities are hit with increased racist attacks by the
state, including the government-organized fascist anti-busing movement. The immigrant
workers face fresh state attac:.ks and deportations. Propaganda for white chauvinism and for
American big-nation chauvinism and calls for
war preparations are the constant diet of the
mass media. War production and the militarization and fascization of society is speeding up.
The Republican administration is a big instrument of this attack.
HOW FORD AND THE REPUBLICANS
"FIGHT" INFLATION AND BIG GOVERNMENT
In an attempt to get support from the people,
Ford has draped himself in the mantle of a
"fighter" against intlation and big governmmt
spending and in support of the ''little tax-payer"
(acceptance speech). He evm promises to balance the budget in 1978 and opposes the Democrats' Humphrey-Hawkins jobs bill on the
grounds that it is too expensive!
All this only shows how the capitalist politicians say one thing and do the exact opposite.
Look at the past few budgets of the Ford administration. These Republican "opponents" of big
government spending have created the biggest
government deficits ever heard of, far outstripping those of any of their predecessors.
Ford's tlscal1975 and'76 deficits were $45 billion and $70 billion respectively, a total of $115
billion, roughly equal to the total government
deficits of the previous ten years, 1965-'74 inclusive. And Ford talks with a straight face of
balancing the budget! In fact, the Republicans
plan to further escalate military spending, .creating further deficits. Inflation is caused by
printing of paper money in excess of goods actually produced and circulated. This is done to
finance the government's deficits. Thus Ford's
ov.n big spending is about as far from fighting
inflation as one can get. And to top it all off,
these "intlation-fighters" plan big subsidies to
the all-dominant oil and energy industries and
the removal of controls from the prices of oil
and natural gas. This is like "fighting" a fire
with -- gasoline. '
In fact, while prices continue to spiral. all
this talk about" fighting' inflation as the "number one problem" has only one real aim: to cut
the wages of the working class and thus increase the capitalists' profits. After all, every
lying bourgeois economist says that the real
cause of intlation is wage increases. Naturally,
if wage increases cause inflation. then to "fight"
inflation means to fight wage increases. So to
"fight" inflation means to undermine and suppress the workers' economic struggles. And
this is preCisely what Ford and the Republicans
are dOing, with the collaboration of the big labor
bureaucrats. Using high unemployment as a
threat against the employed workers, by these
means the monopoly capitalists have forced
"moderate" wage settlements on -the workers in
the past two years. The capitalist state has attacked and tried to suppress every important
strike this year. from the Teamsters' strike to
the ongoing rubber workers' strike. Federal injunctions have been issued to suppress the Detroit area Teamsters and against the coal miners. (And while swearing opposition to a wage
freeze program of controls. the Republicans
will not hesitate to use one as Nixon did in 1971-

2.)
•

At the same time. again using lUlemployment
as a club, the monopoly capitalists have stepped
up the labor intensity of the employed workers
through speed-up. which they deceptively call
"productivity", at a rate unsurpassed since
World War II. The result has been a big upsurge
in the profits of the capitalists. In fact, this is
the only thing that has "recovered" in the economy. But the workers arc supposed to sit with
folded arms while prices continue to spiral out
of sight and profits soar. This is "fighting"
inflation!
In fact, wage increases do not cause prices to
rise but merely cause profits to fall. This is a
fate worse than death to the monopoly capitalists, who try to avoid it by using their monopoly
control of markets to jack up the prices. They
call this "pa:ssing on" the wage increase, thus
trying to blame the workers for their own crimes.
Other examples of the Republicans' "fight"
against inilation and big government spending
can be seen in their wholesale cutbacks of essential government services and the resulting
lay-offs of thousands of public sector workers
who perform them. The Republican platform
states continuing opposition "to the right to strike
for public employees. This is "fighti.J1g" intlation with a vengeance! In line with thi s are the
further attacks proposed by the Republicans on
so-called welfare "fraud' and the further tightening of the standards for receiving food stamps.
These are al;;o attacks on the living standards of
the masses. The lovely prospect for striking
workers is that they will not be able to receive
either welfare or food stamps. Why? Because
the government is "fighting' intlation! At the
same time the Republicans stand for "incentives"
for some welfare recipients to force them to accept low-wage jobs or lose their checks, also
under-cutting the workers' wages. Finally, it
must be mentioned that the )lepublicans promise
a fight for state laws for the sacred "right-towork" t that is, for the right to be a scab in a
union shop -- another stunning blow to that nemesis "inflation".
But the "little tax-payer" and the unemployed
worker need not worry about making ends meet.
President Ford is on their side. According to
the Rep ublican Platform, he is going to "support economic and tax policies to insure the necessary job-producing expansion of our economy" (i. e., finance new machinery for the capitalists to put more workers out of work). "These
include hastening capital recovery through new
systems of accelerated depreciation. remOving
the tax burden on equity financing to encourage
more capital investment. ending the unfair double
taxation of dividends." But to balance the budget
while reducing the tax "burden" on the capitalists
(0 how heavy it is!) can only mean to increase
the tax burden on the workers, who are already
paying one-third or more of their income in
taxes. All this. of course. proves that Ford is
"for the little tax-payer" (acceptance speech).
REPUBLICANS' PROGRAl\1 OF SEGREGATION
FOR THE AFRO-AMERICANS AND
ATTACKS ON Il\UllGRANT WORKERS
The Republican Convention afforded some
strange sights. One of them was Ford declaring
that the Republicans would "remain the party of
equal rights". What unbelievable arrogance!
The Republicans are the party which openly organized the fascist anti-busing movement to
violently attack the Black people and deprive
them of their"right to attend integrated public
schools. Today the Republican platform swears
on the racist gospel of opposition to "forced
busing" (as if racial discrinlination were voluntary for Black people!) "to achieve racial balance", uttering piously the white chauvinist
psalm about "attending schools in their own
ncighborhoods" and ending by calling for a campaign for a Constitutional Amendment to uphold
segregation. As the examples of Louisville and
Continued on page 24
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e:xposed as the open tools of finance capital.

Boston illustrate, such calls by the monopoly
capitalist parties are merely the signal to bring
out the burning cross and lynch rope. As for the
immigrant workers, who are mostly from Asia,
Africa and Latin America, the Republicans
promise to "deal more effectively" with them,
i. e., deport them at a more rapid rate. First
U. S. imperialism can suck dry their homelands
and drive them off their lands, then it outlaws
their finding jobs in the very industries which
have been buiIt partly from their sweat and
blood.

DEMOCRATS: MONOPOLY CAPITAL'S
MAIN PARTY OF DECEPTION

A FOREIGN POLICY THAT lllTLER
WOULD ENVY
At the Republican Convention, Ford surveyed
the world situation and declared solenmly:
"America is at peace and seeks peace for all
nations. Not a single American is at war anywhere on the face of this earth tOnight." A few
days later two U. S. aggressor troops were
killed by the Korean people for aggressive acts
on the sovereign territory of Korea. At the
same time, the U. S. imperialists were prime
movers behind the slaughter of the Palestinian
and Lebanese people by the--Lebanese fascists,
the bloody suppression of Azanians by the South
African racists, the raids on Zimbabweans and
Mozambicans by the Rhodesian racists, the
violent suppression of Spanish workers by the
Spanish fascist monarchy, the monstrous Israeli-zionist invasion of Uganda, the invasion of
East Timor by the Indonesian fascists, etc.,
etc. Quite a list for "America••• at peace"!
Meanwhile th,e U. S. imperiilists were contimiing their underground nuclear e:xplosions as the
arms race \vith Soviet social-imperialism steps
up and the two superpowers head for war with
each other. This is the "peace through strength"
of the U. S. imperialist overlords: if you dcn't
like "peace" under their hegemony, then they
will use their" strength", either openly or covertly, against you. Their Soviet rivals are no
different. As Ford said: "Nobody doubts our
willingness to use our strength when our vital
interests are at stake. "
The basic foreign policy of the Republicans is
to openly serve U. S. imperialism's striving for
world domination and "justify" it by claiming
that it is defense of "our vital interests" (Ford's
speech). By "vital interests" the Republicans
mean the maximum profits the monopoly capitalists get from domination of other countries,
not the genuine peace and good relations with
other countries which the masses oi'American
people are vitally interested in. Was it "defense"
of the American people when the U. S. imperialists invaded Viet Nam, Laos, Cambodia, the
Dominican Republic, Cuba, Korea or Cambodia
again in the Mayaguez incident last year? Is it
the "vital interest" of the American (and Soviet)
people to kill each other in an imperialist war
for the profits of the U. S. and Soviet monopoly
bourgeoi sie s?
The Republicans today are openly pledging
more of the same military aggression against
the peoples throughout the world, the same inter-imperi3.Iist rivalry leading toward war. The
Republican platform supports the fascist regimes in China's territory of Taiwan, southern
Korea, Israel, supports maintaining colonial
control over the Panama Canal, threatens the
oil-producing nation,s not to wage an embargo,
calls for" sanctions against countries that aid
terrorists", etc. Ford publicly praised the Israeli zionists' terrorist raid on Uganda. The
debate between Ford and Reagan was over how
to prepare for inter-imperialist waF- with the
Soviet Union, for which Ford is calling for "a
strong military posture" including an "up-todate, powerful Army, Navy, Air Force and
Marines".
The Republicans' foreign policy of world
domination is a key reason why they are widely

But the Democrats are an even more treacherous enemy of the workers' movement and the
other mass movements of the people than the RepUblicans. They present the same basic program
as the ~epublicans -- stepped-up e:xploitation,
all-round fascization and preparations for imperialist war -- with a much more deceptive
mask. They have posed for the last fifty years
,as the "friends of labor" and:,ls the "friends" of
the Black people since the KeIUledy administration. They have an army of labor bureaucrats at
their command, united behind them in this election, 'Y'ho act as agents of the bourgeoisie in the
working-class movement. Today the Democrats
are monopoly capital's main political tool for deceiving the workers and oppressed masses with
"pro-labor" and "socialist" rhetOric, including
promises of economic "reforms", in order to
push the self-same fascist program as the Republicans.
DEMOCRATS OUT TO "RESTORE CONFIDENCE"
IN THE U.S. IMPERIALIST STATE MACHINE
The U. S. imperialists see that the masses are
becoming awakened to the fact that the bourgeois
government and the capitalist economic system
are their enemy. Referring to the political crises
triggered by Viet Nam, Watergate and the economic Crisis, Carter stated in his acceptance
speech at the Democratic Convention:
"There is a new mood in America. We have
been shaken by a tragic war abroad and by
scandals and broken promises at home. Our
people are searching for new voices and new
ideas and new leaders. "
From this a section of the monopoly capitalists
has concluded that it is time to change horses,
from the largely discredited Republicans to the
supposedly progressive Democrats. Hence the
theme of the Democratic Party in its convention
and campaign is to "restore confidence" in the
bourgeois government. Without this political deception, the U. S. imperialists find it extremely
difficult to carry out their war preparations and
will have a hard time launching world war with
the Soviet social-imperialists or any other aggressive war. In his speech Carter e:xpressed
the deceitful intentions of the Democrats:
"It is now a time for healing. We want to
have faith again! ••• It is time for the people to
run the government and not the other way
around."
Now here is a glaring admission: up till "now"
the people have not "run the government"! But
Carter, the fuith-healer, will change all that•••
DEMOCRATS PLAN FASCIST ATTACKS
ON THE WORKERS UNDER THE GUISE
OF ECONOMIC "REFORMS"
To gain the "confidence" of the workers by
deception, the Democrats plan certain economic
so-called "reforms", most notably the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill, whose provisions have been
written into the party platform. These" reforms"
are supposed to convince the masses that, as
Carter says, they will have begun to tfrun the
government". But in fact, these" reforms" are
actually fascist attacks on the workers and oppressed masses, aimed, like the Republicans'
programs, at carrying out the capitalist offensive against the working masses.
'
HOW THE DEMOCRA TS' "FIGHT"
UNEMPLOYMENT WITH FORCED LABOR
AND WAGE-CUTS
The Democrats have centered their promises
of "reforms" on the question of jobs, which
they call the number one problem. They declare
that they are going to "Put America Back to

Work". They are promoting the provisions of
the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill, which will supposedly bring unemployment down to an '''official''
three percent. The Democratic platform even
boasts that the Democrats have brought about
"full employment with stable prices" before and
can do it again. These are sheer lies.
Far from helping the unemployed, what the
Democrats' "fight" against unemployment means
for the workers is forced labor and wage-cuts.
This is what the Humphrey-Hawldns Bill
amounts to. Instead of receiving unemployment
compensation, the unemployed workers, including welfare recipients, would be compelled to
accept government jobs at starvation wages
close to the minimum wage. Look at the Democrats' platform. It says:
"Clearly use:6i1 public jobs are far superior
to welfare and unemployment payments ••••
We should move toward replacement of our
existing inadequate and wasteful system with a
simplified system of income maintainance •••
which includes a requirement that those able
to work be provided with appropriate available
jobs or job training opportunities. Those persons who are physically able to work (other
than mothers v,ith dependent children) should
be required to accept appropriate available
jobs or job training. "
Although the Democrats do not specify the wage
levels of these "public service" jobs, they could
only be at the lowest wages; why else would it
be necessary to force workers on welfare or
compensation to take them? By forcing workers
onto slave-wage jobs, on pain of lOSing their
checks, the Democrats would force the workers
to take lov,'er-wage jobs than the ones they held
before they were laid off~ Thus the Democrats'
program to "solve" unemployment amounts to
wage-cuts for the workers, just as the Republicans' "anti-inflation" program does. Thus the
big "debate" between the Democrats and the
Republicans over which is the "number one"
problem of the economy, jobs or inflation, really amounts to a debate over which tactic to take
in increasing the e:xploitation of the workers -slave-labor jobs resulting in wage-cuts, as with
the Democrats, or attacks on the economic
struggles of the employed workers, also resulting in wage-cuts, as in the case of the Republicans (which the Democrats, too, are planning
An example of how this "encouragement" to
work "benefits" the workers can be seen from
the use of the ftmds from the CETA program of
1973 in Dearborn, Michigan. (CETA,. the Comprehensive Employment Training Act, is the
predecessor of the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill.,
In Dearborn, unionized garbage workers are
being replaced by non-unionized workers hired
\\-1th CETA ftmds. The workers on the CETA
program are paid about half the wages of the
regular workers.
.
The Democrats' jobs program is thus no different from the national welfare reform proposed by Richard Nixon and knov.n as "workfare". But when Nixon made his proposal,
everyone knew he was a fuscist. Now, when the
Democrats make the same plans, they are held
up as proof that the Democrats are the "party
of the workers and minorities". strange, indeed!
Not only this, but the monopoly capitalists
want to use the Democrats to shift the burden of
maintaining the army of the unemployed onto
the backs of the employed workers. Presently
the $3 billion in unemployment compensation
that the Democrats talk about is paid for out of
a tax on employers. The Democrats plan to substitute slave-wage public jobs paid out of the .
workers' income taxes for the existing unemployment compensation system. Thus not only
does the Democrats' program of "putting America back to work" hand the capitalists a large
labor force compelled to work at slave wages,
but it also relieves the capitalists of paying unemployment compensation. Some trick for the
"friends of labor" !
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In fact, it is ridiculous to think that the monopoly capitalist government would eliminate
unemployment or even reduce it significantly.
Unemployment is absolutely necessary for capitalist exploitation of the workers. An army of
unemployed workers causes competition among
the workers for jobs and enables the capitalists
to exploit the workers •. (If there were a shortage
of workers instead of jobs, the workers could
force the capitalists to pay whatever price they
wanted for the use of their labor-power and the
capitalists' profits would disappear.) During
economic crises like the present one, the capitalists throw tnillions of workers out of work to
shift the burden of the crisis onto them and to
increase the competition between them and the
employed workers. This allows the capitalists
to step up the exploitation of the remaining employed workers, who face a greater threat of
firing if they resist. In fact, rather than decreasing the competition among the workers,
the Democrats' jobs program would actually increase it hy bringing the formerly unemployed
workers, re-hired at slave wages, into conflict
with the employed workers who are still working at higher wages.
The only time that unemployment has been under 4% at the "official" figures since World War
II has been during the U. S. imperialist wars of
aggression against Korea and Indo-China. For
this reason the Democrats have become known
as the party that brings the U. S. out of economic
crisis by going to war. This in itself is a stark
exposure of the criminal nature of the U. S. monopoly capitalist system: it cannot recover from
economic crises and provide jobs for its workers without waging wars of aggression against
the people of other countries. (It is also proof
that the masses kno:\\, that the Democrats are an
imperialist party.) Thus for a large number of
working-class youth, U. S. imperialism offers
the "altematives" of permanent lUlemployment
or .of acting as crumon-fodder ilJ an aggressive
war for the profits of the monopoly capitalists.
And with U. S. imperialism's increasing preparations for a world war with the Soviet socialimperialists, the likelihood of such a "solution"
to the crisis and unemployment is grovving.
Thus the Democrats' program for "putting
America back to work" amounts to slave-wage
jobs forced upon the unemployed and welfare recipients~ resulting in wage-cuts and increased
competi~ion among the workers, and a future as
cannon fodder in an imperialist war. This is how
the Democrats "fight" unemployment.
HOW THE DEMOCRATS WILL STEP UP
THE EXPLOITATION OF THE EMPLOYED
WORKERS
Carter set forth the Democratic Party's philosophy on this question in his acceptance speech:
"I see clearly the v~ue of a strong system
of free enterprise based on increased productivity and adequate wages." The call to
"increase productivity" from the mouths of
the capitalist politicians means to increase
the explOitation of the employed workers. In
order to shift the burden of the crisis onto
the workers, in the past year the monopoly
capitalists have greatly intensified the labor
of the workers. This is the basis for the capitalists' rise in profits. Carter is calling for
a further increase in labor intensity, which
is already unbearable in many industries,
and thus for a further increase in exploitation
and -- profits.
The main tactic of the Democratic Party for
carrying this out is its plan for "national economic planning". "National economic planning~'
means that the top union bureaucrats would sit
on joint bodies with representatives of the capitalist government and the monopoly capitalists
themselves to "plan" the economy. This means
even tighter control by the bourgeOis state over
the union apparatus, v.ith the collaboration of
the union bureaucrats, in order to "coordinate"

production goals and force the workers to meet
them by means of speed-up, prolongation of
working hours, wage-cuts, etc. This is a fascist set-up, a step in the direction of Mussolini's corporate state. What the monopoly capitalists dare not openly propose through the Republican Party they plan to institute through the
"pro-labor" Democratic Party.
The purpose of the "national economic planning" apparatus would also be to more effiCiently
subsidize the monopoly capitalists out of the
workers' tax dollars. The "national economic
planning" apparatus would be empowered to
make plans for the entire economy, establishing
numerical goals for employment, production and
purchasing power and to develop long-range
policies to reach these goals. This means usiJig
the state to more effiCiently finance the investments of the monopoly capitalists and guarantee
them markets for the sale of their products.
This was admitted"by Senator Hubert Humphrey,
one of the sponsors of the Humphrey-Hawkins
Bill. He said that he is "very concerned about
capital formation" and that "capital requirements to boost employment in the future are
going to be much heavier than they were in the
past and they will not be met simply by getting
the economy on its feet again." Hence the
"friends of labor" not only will step up the labor
intensity, and therefore the exploitation, of the
employed workers, but \\ill use the workers'
tax dollars to finance the monopoly capitalists
to do so!
DEMOCRA TS PLAN WAGE CONTROLS
TO SUPPRESS THE WORKERS' STRUGGLES
And when the workers rise up in struggle
against this brazen robbery (as they v.ill do and
are doing), our "liberal" "friends of labor" will
be right there with fascist wage-price controls
to outlaw the workers' strikes and hold dov.n
their wages. The Democratic Party platform
states:
"At times, direct government involvement
in wage and price decisions may be required
to ensure price stabllity. But we do not believe that such involvement requires a comprehensive system of mandatory controls at
this time. It will require that business and
labor must meet fair standards of wage and
price change. "
What does this mean? It means tha t if the workers do not voluntarily accept increased exploitation and what the capitalists consider to be
"fair wage changes" (i. e., the minimum wage
levels that the workers can be forced to swallow), then the state machine will. intervene and
suppress the workers. If the labor bureaucrats
prove incapable of restraining the workers to
"fair wage changes" and too many workers refuse to accept the ,so-called "fair wage changes"
then "a comprehensive system of mandatory
controls" will be installed. That is, the monopoly capitalist state will enforce a fascist wage
freeze on the workers as it did in 1971 and '72
and as the U. S. imperialist-dominated Canadian
government is doing today. It is no accident that
it was the Democratic Party that passed the legislation enabling Nixon to institute the wage
freeze in 1971 and urged him to do so. Thus the
Democratic "friends of labor" plan to attack the
very right of the workers to strike for higher
wages. The Democrats are doing propaganda
that such controls would be necessary to keep
"price stability" in the "full employment economy" they are planning to import from the heavens. In other words, the workers' wages (which
they, too, claim to be the cause of "price instability") are to be suppressed while "productivity" is to be "increased".
111us the Democrats' program of "putting
America back to work" while ending the "inflationary spiral" and "increasing productivity"
ma'UlS stepped-up exploitation for the employed
workers, a slave-labor progranl for the unemployed workers and fascist suppression of the
r

workers' struggles. And it is around this fascist offensive on the working class that Leonard
Woodcock and other labor bureaucrats are rallying the workers to vote for the Democrats in
the November election.
THE DEMOCRATS' NATIONAL HEALTH
INSURANCE FRAUD
The Democrats have declared themselves in
favor of" National Health Insurance", while the
Republicans are against it. But the Democrats'
stand has nothing to do with improving the
health of the masses. American health standards
are falling behind those of other countries.
Meanwhile, Medicare, Medicaid and the private
health insurance companies have been able to
raise the prices of health care many times
faster than anything else. The taxpayer and the
premium-payer, plus those who have no insurance, foot the bill. As a result, the profits of
the health lUldustry have soared. The Democrats'
National Health Insurance plan merely aims at
turning a still larger proportion of the Gross
National Product over to the health monopolies
than at present, resulting in still larger profits
for them, \\ith no improvement in the conditions
faced by the masses. Playing cruelly on the misery of the masses, this "reform", too, is a
gross deception, as well as a profitable venture
for the monopoly capitalists.
DEMOCRA TS' PROGRAM FOR
THE BLACK PEOPLE: SEGREGATION
While the Republicans are the outright segregationist party of monopoly capital, the Democrats are just as much in favor of racial discrimination and violent repression and just as
opposed to freedom and equal rights for the
Afro-American people. In his acceptance speech,
Carter declared that:
"It is time to honor and strengthen our
families and our neighborhoods and our diverse
cultures and customs." And: "We ~ have an
America where freedom, on the one hand, and
equality, on the other hand, are mutually supportive and not in contlict, and where the
dreams of our nations' first leaders are fully
realized in our own day and age. "
"Our nation's" first leaders, Washington and
Jefferson, we may remind the "hard-working
peanut farmer", were slave-o\,ners. Here Carter is giving the familiar catchword for segregation in the U. S. today: "strengthen" "our
neighborhoods", when the monopoly capitalists'
racial discrimination has created- segregated
neighborhoods for the purpose of suppressing
the Afro-American people and splitting the working class. Carter then g'Oes on to declare that in
the U. S. today "freedom" and "equality" are
"in conflict". Since neither freedom nor equality
exist for the Afro-American people and other
oppressed nationalities, Carter's statement
means that struggle of the Black people for freedom and equality has come into conflict with the
"freedom" of the monopoly capitalists to maintain the segregationist system of racial discrimination and national oppression of the Black
people. Carter's proposal is to solve this "conflict" by "realizing" the "dreams" of the slaveowners Washington and Jefferson: maintaining
and strengthening the present-day system of Jim
Crow slavery -- segregation. To carry this out
Carter has vowed to give ftmds to seg-regn.ted
Afro-American schools in the inner cities as
"an alternative to busing for racial integration"
'What Carter Would Do as President", U. S.
News and World Report, July 26, 1976) Thus
Carter proposes to develop schools on thesegregationist basis of "separate but equal", which
is inherently unequal, as proven by the historical
experience of the Black people in the past 1 00
years.
Thus the Democratic Party proposes to strengthen racial discrimination and violent repression
Continued on page 26
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against the Black people alld other oppre ssed
nationalities. Their aim is the same as that of
the Republicans: drive the Afro-Americans back
towards the worst Jim Crow segregation and
deepen the split in the working class so as to
strengthen the monopoly capitalist rule. And
under this program the Democrats are parading
as "friends of the Black people". This is how
Carter, in the words of his top Black flunkey,
Rev. Andrew Ymmg, "personally understands
the problems of race and poverty as only a
Southerner can'l.
DEMOCRATS PLAN ALL-ROUND
DEVELOPMENT OF FASCIST RULE
To top off tp,ese fascist programs, the Democrats have pledged themselves to enforce "law
and order" reminiscent of fascist Nixon. The
bourgeois state and its laws are the guardian of
capitalist e~loitation, of racial diSCrimination,
etc. The Republicans are well-known e~onents
of its "law and order". Now Carter and the
Democrats are preparing for the rising tide of
mass struggles which will surely greet their
fascist programs. Carter arrogantly declared
in his acceptance speech:
"It is time for the law to be enforced. We
cannot educate children, we cannot create
harmony among our people, we crumot preserve basic human freedom unless we have an
orderly sOciety •••• Swift arrest and trial,
fair and uniforn~ punishment should be e:xpected by anyone who would break our laws."
These statements are hypocritically aimed at
maldng use of the sentiment of the masses
against increasing social crime in order to support fascist state attacks on the people. If the
monopoly capitalists were really intere~ed in
ending social crime, they would put a stop to the
importation of heroin into the Black 8lid white '
working-class communities by the CIA, the
police, and the Mafia. Instead the Democrats
are going to "create harmony" and "preserve
basic freedoms" by unleashing the police to arrest the workers who disturb this "harmony"
with strikes, or the Afro-Americans who disturb the "basic human freedom" of segregation
by rebelling against racial discrimination and
violent repression.
DEMOCRA TS' FOREIGN POLICY:
STRIVE FOR WORLD DOMINATION

o

Not to be outdone in aggressiveness by the
Republicans, the Democrats' foreign policy
serves the same basic striving of the U. S. imperialists for world domination. According to
Carter's speech, the Democrats' goal is "an
international framework of peace "ithin which
our own ideals gradually can become a global
reality". This reveals the U. S. imperialists'
desires to practice their domestic policy of
capitalist e:xp!oitation, racial diSCrimination,
etc., in other cOlDltries and suck the blood of
the people of the entire world. The .monopoly
capitalists themselves are admitting that the
difference between the Democrats' and Republicans' foreign policy would be a "change more
in style than in substance". (U. S. News and
World Report, July 26, 1976) Trying to appear
different from Ford, Carter said recently: "I
think I would be much tougher in bargaining
with the Soviet Union. " That is, Carter \\ould
have the same basic imperialist foreign policy
as Ford -- striving for world domination
through rivalry \\ith the Soviet Union and suppression of the oppressed nations. What a lovely
"choice" in November!
Look at the Democrats' platform. It Ii sts
nearly all the same focal pOints as the Republicans for U. S. indirect or direct aggression.
Israeli attacks on the Arab and African people,
China's Taiwan province, Panama, Korea,

NATO, etc. -- These inmcate the irreconcilable
hostility of the U. S. imperialist Democratic
Party towards the oppressed nations and peoples
of the Third World and towards the socialist
countries. At the sanle time, Carter's campaign
promises to cut military spending boil dO\m to
"cuts in support and staff strength in favor of
building up combat elements". (U. S. News and
World Report, July 26, 1976)
In light of this, how ironic that Carter recently stated:
"I would never again get militarily involved
in the internal affairs of another country, unless our own security was directly threatened."
If so, then let him publish U. S. imperialism's
secret treaties to invade certain European
cmmtries (and others) in the event of such
"threats"! In fact, Carter himself rendered his
statement utterly meaningless in his next breath:
"A sharp and diffiC14t balancing of an expression of concern on the one hand, and the
interference in the electoral process of a sovereign nation on the other, would require
very careful judgement. "
The Democrats are an imperialist party the
same as the Republicans.
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY: AN IMPERIALIST
LABOR PARTY WITH A SOCIAL-FASCIST
PROGRAM
Thus the mission laid down for the Democratic Party by its monopoly capitalist masters is
to deceive the working masses with so-called
"reforms" on economic questions like jobs in
order to "restore confidence" in the U. S. imperialist state machine to free its hands to wage
aggressive war abroad and stepup e:xploitation
at home. All this is to be done lDlder the slogans
of "labor" and "civil rights" apd will be organized by the Democrats' army of labor bureaucrats and opportunist leaders from among the
oppressed nationalities. But these so-called
"reforms" amount to increased exploitation and
fascist attacks on the workers, while for the
Black people the Democrats plan increased
racial discrimination and violent repression.
Overall the Democrats' program means steppedup fascization and imperialist war. Thus the
Democrats, like the Republicans, are a party of
monopoly capital's fascist offensive against the
masses. Parading lDlder "pro-labor" and "socialist" - smmding slogans and programs, and
relying on an army of labor bureaucrats, the
Democrats are a virtual imperialist bourgeois
labor party, pushing SOCial-democracy which
is, at heart, social-fascism (SOCialism in
words, fascism in deeds).
REVISIONISTS CHIME IN
Chiming in with its own program of deception
to serve the monopoly capitalist offensive
against the masses is the reVisionist "Communist" Party USA, which is also fielding candidates for president and vice-president. In a
campaign speech reprinted in the July 1976 issue of Political Affairs, Gus Hall, the revisionist candidate for president, echoed Carter's
call to make the ''people run the government".
He said:
"But if this is to be a government of, by
and for the people, we the people must begin
to re spond. "
The reVisionists arc opposed to the revolutionary transformation of society, to the smashing
of the capitalist state machine by the working
class and the setting up of the workers' state of
the dictatorship of the proletariat. They want
to lull the masses to sleep with fantastic promises of what is "possible" through the existing
capitalist state. They claim that by demanding
various reforms, "the people" will turn the
bourgeois state into a "people's government".
They claim that through refonns the imperial,ist system can be made to provide "human welfare, not inhuman warfare". Clearly Gus Hall's

whitewashing of the bourgeOis state and its
growing fascism is no different at heart from
Carter's. Both are passionate supporters of
bourgeois rule over the working class. The
only difference is that Gus Hall is calling on the
masses to vote for his bourgeois faction, the
"Communist" Party, and not the Democrats,
and that Gus Hall's party prefers to sell itself
to the Russian imperialists while Carter is
satisfied with the deal he is getting from U. S.
imperialism. This accmmts for the revisionists'
nauseating chorus for "detente", echoing Brezhnev and Kissinger. At a time of great upheaval,
when the superpowers are committing aggression and preparing for world war, Gus Hall is
trying to lull the workers to sleep with the illusion that lasting peace is just arolDld the corner. According to Gus Hall, "detente" is the
universal panacea. He declares with a straight
face:
"Detente is billions of new jobs and trade."
Old-time bourgeOis politicians once promise~
"A chicken in every pot". One can just picture ,
Gus Hall proclaiming modestly today: "A thousand jobs for every worker!"
In fact, we have been living under so-called.
!'detente" for at least three years now. During
that time, the most severe economic crisis since
the Depression of the '30' s has broken out and
there are now over 10 m.illion unemployed in the
U. S. This is how Gus Hall's "detente" panacea
"cures" unemployment. Instead, the contention
between the superpowers is heating up and leading to war, while unemployment, inflation, economic crisis in general contimle and grow. The
"detente" rostrum of Gus Hall and his imperialist masters is a big dose of political deception
hiding the reactionary, war-mongering nature of
U. S. imperialism. and SoViet social-imperialism.
as well.
DON'T VOTE -- THEY'RE ALL' THE SAME!
WAGE REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE
AGAINST GROWING FASCISM!
Thus the two parties are, in fact, two rival
gangs of capitalist robbers battling over which
will control the bourgeois state apparatus and
have the inside trace on the lucrative spoils of
office. The revisionists are their junior partners. The masses of the people are only allowed
to "choose" which gang of capitalists will use
the state machine to repress, plunder and militarize them for the next four or eight years.
The capitalist political parties and state machine \\111 never solve any of the problems facing
the masses; on the contrary, the monopoly capitalists have created them. All the programs of
the capitalist political parties boil down to increased e~loitation, fascism and aggressive
war.
For the working class and other oppressed
people, there can be no cure from the gods of
plaguel All progressive people should take a
common stand to denmmce the capitalist political parties and boycott the elections: DON'T
VOTE -- THEY'RE ALL THE SAME! This will
be a real blow at tl).e political deception of the
capitalist parties and their election campaign.
Therefore, it \\ill also be a concrete aid to the
other struggles of the working class and people
against the monopoly capitalists and their growing fascism and ",ill help to raise these struggle
to a higher level. A time of great upheavals and
class battles is coming. The American working
class and orpressed people will carry out an
anti-fascist proletarian socialist revolUtion,
violently overthrow the capitalist government
and replace it by the working class organized
as the ruling class, a socialist state of the dictatorship of the proletariat, which will liberate
the working and oppressed people from capitalist-fascist slavery. The Central Organization
of U. S. Marxist-Leninists calls upon all progressive workers and other people to resolutel~
denounce the capitalist political parties for
Continued bottom of next page
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CULTURAL REVOLUTION
Continued from page 10
bourgeosie.
The Canadian Internationalists led by Comrade
Hardial Bains were the first group in North
America to apply the lessons of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution to the concrete conditions in North America. They felt oppressed by
the imperialist culture and "scholar-despots" and
by the "expert anti-revisionists" and tame
"house-Marxists". Therefore they warmly welcomed the outbre!lk of the Cultural Revolution in
China. where the fraternal Chinese people dealt
with the same enemies. They eagerly took up
the new mass-democratic methods of struggle.
Following this article we reprint below the
"guidelines on building mass democracY" in .
which the Internationalists summed up their experience in taking up the new. revolutionary methods of arousing the masses. The Canadian Internationalists boldly marched forward and gave
rise to the Communist Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist), founded at the call of the Cultural
Revolution.
The lessons of the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution have been applied in the U. S. also.
The First Conference of North American Marxist-:Leninists (the Regina Conference of May
1969) played an important role in introducing
the Canadian Internationalists to the American
activists and brought the lessons of the Cultural
Revolution to the U. S. Inspired by this conference, a daring group of American MarxistLeninists founded a predecessor of the COUSML,
the American Communist Workers Movement
(Marxist-Leninist), which was the historic first
national center for the dissemination of Mao
Tse'tung Thought in the U. S. Right in the heartland of U. S. imperialism. the American communists boldly went against great-power chauvinism and the revisionist theory of " American
exceptionalism" and fought as a contin~'ent of
the inte:r;'!Yltio~ conununi#'lt movement led by ,

-

Chairm~ MaQ~~~': ~'~st ?~~, ~~~ :'" '. i

China and Gomrade Env~r. lloxha and the Party ,
of Labor of Albania and guided by invincible .
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought. The
ACW:M(M-L) and then the COUSlVIL have taken
up the' products of the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution such as the mass-democratic ·form.
Mass democracy is used both inside the revolutionary organization to sort out con.tradictions
and among the masses to mobilize them against
the class enemy. Today for example the Louisville Branch of the COUSML has organized
mass democratic meetings right amidst the
workers outside factory gates in order to rePOLITICAL PARTIES
Continued from previous page

their crimes against the people, to actively
conduct a boycott of the bourgeois election fraud
and to wage active .• revolutionary struggle
against growing fascism!
, Workers and oppressed people:' Denounce the
capitalist political parties! Don't vote in the.
election -- all the candidates are tools of the
capitalist class enemy!
i
Resist the shifting of the burden of the economic
crisis onto your shOl,llders! Actively resist this
growing fascism! Oppose the war preparations
of the supexpowers and support the revolutionary
struggles of the people of all countries!
Break through the bourgeois laws, the fa.scist
rules and regulations, the restrictionsphiced on
your struggles by the capitalists, their state .
machine and the labor bur,e aucrats, and wage
revol1?-tionary struggle ag'ainst the class enemy!
'DON'T VOTE -- THEY'RE ALL THE SAME!
WAGE REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE
AGAINST GROWING FASCISM!
DOWN WITH THE MONOPOLY CAPITALIST
DICTATORS!
MAKE THE WORKING CLASS
THE RULING CLAs.s!
End. ,

lease the revolutionary initiative of the masses
against the attacks of the fILscist anti -busing
movement. Thus the Louisville Branch practices the revolutionary working style of "from
the masses, to the masses" and crystallizes
the correct ideas of the masses in the course of
fighting the fascist class enemy. And this is
only one example of a number of historic mass
democracy meetings organized in the U. s.
against the monopoly capitalist class as well as
its illegitimate off-spring, opportunism. Truly,
today it is Mao Tsetung Thought that is showing
the path forward in the American anti-fascist
proletarian socialist revolution. '
On this tenth anniversary of the 16-Point Decision let all Ame~can Marxist-Leninists 'rededicate themselves to taking up the lessons of
the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in order to rebuild a genuine Communist Party of the
Amencan proletariat.

i"

GUIDELIN~S

FOR BUILDING
MASS DEMOCRACY (4)

1) In organizing mass democracy, our motive .
is to increase the political consciou.sness of the
masses, release their initiative and unify them
against the common enemy.
2) We must be fully conscious of the fact that a
genuine mass democratic struggle is a strong
'yeapon in the hands of the genuinely progressive
people to e~ose and demolish the 'ghosts' and
'dragons' spread by various imperialist stooges,
modem Soviet revisionists, trotskyists, and
other reactionaries. Only by initiating mass
ideological struggles for democratic rights and
struggling for better living~ can we unify the
masses again's t all the anti -people fo~ces. We
must fully rely on the people and help them.
"The masses and the masses alone are the
makers of world history. "
3) Political consciousness of the masses and
their capa,bUity to fight \,ill 'not be enhanced if
we keep o~r ideas' away from the masses" have

con~pt ior ,~ '~d ~~~rat the th,pug~t' of

Pt':

volving them in the solving of variOus problems.
For this reason we must e~osethe anti-people
forces to the masses. This cannot be done
without waging mass ideological struggles
amongst the masses.
4) Ideas are a great weapon which is used by
the reactionaries as well as the revolutionary
forces, but with different motives. The method
of reactionary ideas is to enslave the masses.
The inculcation of the bOurgeois worldoutlook is
harmful to the fighting ability of the masses.
But the motive of revolutionary ideas is to serve
the people, increase their vigilance against retrogressive and reactionary ideas. Once ideas
are grasped by the masses, they become a material force to unify people to march forward 'and
bring about the do\vn-fall of'the backward ruling
circles. Bujlding mass democracy isa revolutionary way of achieving the .growth of revolutionary ideas amongst the people. '.fhat is why reac,
tionaries dread the thought of having their ideas
e~osed to the masses. Thus, in order to e~ose
reactionaries and their putrid, decaying ideas,
it is imperative that,mass ideological struggle s'
.take place.
.
"
5) In organising mass delnocracy~ , we must first
work out our ideas in our units, learn from the
riche-xperience of other mass-struggles, the experience 'of other countries, e. g. the Great OC- ,
to~er Revolution and the Great Proletl:\.ri:ui CulturalRevolution, and then demonstrating them to
the masses by.cIo sely remaining in the .context
of their ' struggles. Any forms of social chauvinism or resistance to learning from other people's
and other countries' e:xperience is to go over to
the enemy and toharm the people's cause. Th:ls
working out ideas in the context of the straggles
and P".ltting faith inthe masses by raising all issues amongst themasscs, if? the role of bail ding
mass democracy.
6) All genuine Internationalists must put their

ideas to the test of the masses. They must not be
afr-aid that their ideas will be proven wrong or
rejected by the masses. As Comrade Mao Tsetung points oui, "If we have shortcomings, we
are not afraid to have them p:>inted out and criticised~ because we serve the people." But
without bringing our ideas to the masses we "ill
not be able to see our shortcomings and have
them corrected.
7) Mass ideological struggles are neither empty debates nor discussions of ideas which in, habit the skies. Building mass democracy means
organising the masses to solve concrete problems confronting ~em. Building mass democracy for its o\\n sake is counter-revolutionary
and must be opposed. All, sophistry, rhetoriC,
un-investigated ideas, must be outlawed by mobilising the masses against them. 'No investigation,no right to speak' must be the guideline.
8) Care should be taken to e:xpose those who
partake in mass democracy meetings only in
order to glorify themselves. especially those
who a.re loudmouthed, and who present themselves as 'e~erts' instead of as part of the
masses. They are, at best, empirio-critics,
and at worst idealist phrase-mongers. Their
main motive is to 'advise' and 'criticise' and
they claim themselves to be most objective.
Building mass democracy means participation
of the masses in the development of ideas for '
the sole purpose of dealing with a concrete situation. "Follow Mass-line in Everything" must
be the guideline. To be detached, isolated and
above the masses means to be it tyrant, and
'expert' and an anti-people force.
9) Lastly, all whispers and slanders against
genuinely revolutionary organisations and the
people must be brought to the mass democracy
meetings. Imperialists. modern Soviet revisionists, trotskyists and various other liberal bour, geOis partake in slander, character assassina- '
tion and gossip as a means Of furthering their
political endl? We must expose them to the
masses, bar\ them from mass meetings if they
persist in t.ll9Se 'l\ctiViHes and draw a clear line
between: oursetvesand the ' enemy. Anybody who'
refuses to come under the discipline of the masses must be severely dealt with • .
(1) The great» historic May 16,1966 Cir~ular of
the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist
~ was reprinted in the May 12,1976 issue of
The Workers' Advocate.
(2) Lenin, State and Revolution, Ch.1V J Sec. 5,
p.93, Fo_'eign Languages Press, Peldng. ' The "
words underlined are in italics in the ,original.
(3) Quoted in Cahiers de la Chine Nouvelle. August 3,1, 1967.
(4)' Reprinted from tbe1968 document of the Internationalists entitled One Struggle, 1\vo Ene- ,
mies (U. S. imperialism; Modern Soviet Revisionism), Three Guidelines (Development of .Fraternal
Relations; Criticism, Self Criticism; BUilding
Mass Democracy) and Four Levels ·o f Work ,( Internal Consolidation, External Consolidation; Inv~stigation; Agi~ation).

Combat 'This
G.rowing F~cis'n,
by H,ardial Bains\
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for Guevara's tragic martyrdom. (8) Thus in pro- an article by Cedric Belfrage promoting that
moting Castroism the Guardian was doing the
each country has its own road to socialism
dirty work for the Soviet revisionists in their
("Czechs and Hungarians finding their own way")
munist party to provide proletarian leadership
campaiGn against Mao Tsetung Thought, China and in which the most vulgar, fascist "jokes" about
to the mass movements: the s6-called "ComStalin and Beria are praised. (11) In 1969 the
comnlunisnl.
munist" Party had long-since degenerated into a
Guardian editorialized: " ••• we deplore the resWhile the Guardian enthUSiastically obeyed the
revisionist, bourgeois party, and the Progresurrection by some of 'Comrade Stalin' as a posiSoviet baton and promoted Castroism, it printed
sive Labor Party, which was the first anti -retive figure in communist history••• " (12) There
only a small handful of articles about the Great
visionist center in the U. S. , proved unable to
are dozens of sUch eXamples. They continue to
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, refused to print
rise to the tasks before it and degenerated into
the important statements of Chairman Mao, and
the present. In Jan. 1974 Irwin Silber reviewed
the Trotskyite sect it is today. In 1967 the Great
viciol1s1y slandered Mao Tsetung Thought and
a book by Solzhenitsyn and stated: "even though
Proletarian Cultural Revolution broke out in
People's China. Irwin Silber poured forth his
SOlzhenit:::yn himself is a reactionary mystic,
China and brought the brilliance of Marxi smhatred for communism and clearly showed the
I was prepared to defend 'The Gulag ArchipelaLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought to the whole
connection between following Soviet revisionism
. go' if it offered us reasonable documentation let
world. The question of which path forwarE for
and being an American "great-power chauvinist
alone punctilious proof, of the gross violations
the American revolution, of whether there should
by writing the following in 1968:
of socialist legality of the S1alin era." (13) Now,
be a real Communist Party or not in America
"It has become almost fashionable on the left
just imagine that! Irwin Silber would defend
and whether Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
in recent years to dismiss the Chinese revoluarch-fascist Solzhenitsyn, but"Solzhenitsyn was
Thought should be its theoretical foundation, was
tion. We know that ping-pong matches aren't
too obvious. Irwin Silber goes on to say "It will
agitating the minds of the revolutionary activists.
v .. on by reading the appropriate passages from
not do, however, to shut our eyes to the fact
There was sharp struggle on these questions and
The Thought of Chairman Mao. Certainly,
that Solzhenitsyn and other reactionaries ar~
it was not until 1969 that the First Conference of
based on the little we know of the cultural revbasing themselves in part, on genuine disorders
North American Marxist-Leninists (the Regina
olution in China, there seems to be a senseless
that sertously compromised the course of soConference of May 1969) ushered in the period
deification of Chairman Mao and an attack on
cialist development in the Soviet Union." The
of applying the lessons of the Great Proletarian
the individuality of the human being which is a
GUardian's hatred of Stalin extends to the IIDtire
violation bf both our western and our o\\n
Cultural Revolution to the U. S., and gave rise to
socialist camp of Stalin's time. Irwin Silber
revolutionary sensibilities. (Yes, I thin.1( our
the first national center for the dissemination of "
summed up dozens of articles in the Guardian
revolution will be western, when it comes. )"
Mao Tsetung Thought, the American Communist
by stating:
Workers Movement (Marxist-Leninist), a pre(9)
" ••• For the most part, the' socialism' of
This tirade trumpets forth Khrushchevite redecessor of the COUSML.
Eastern Europe has been imposed upon it by
visionism with its iclle chatter about the "cult of
The Guardian fought as hard as it could on the
the geopolitical needs of the USSR rather than
the individual" or" senseless deification of
question of what path for the revolution. It prothe seizure of power by the working class. "
Chairman Mao". It positively revels in fascist
moted Castro and Castroism (Guevara-ism, De(14)
"western" chauvinism \vith its talk of our "westbray-ism) as the new "revolutionary" theory and
Thus Mr. Silber is repeating the fascist lies
ern" sensibilities and "western" revolution and
alternative to Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
about "Red Imperialism" and the "captive naits parroting of the stock fascist line that comThought. During the late '60's the Guardian
tions" of Eastern Europe. According to the
munism is an "attack on the individuality of the
printed dozens upon dozens of articles promoting
Guardian's slanders, the Soviet Union was strong
Castroism. In 1967 in a "Special Issue" .on Cuba
human being".
enough after World War II to act as an imperialand Castroism the Guardian wrote:
But mainly the Guardian ignored the Cultural
ist power dominating all of Eastern Europe, but
"For the peoples of Latin America, the capRevolution in the last '60's. In 1970 Irwin Silber
today••• well the Soviet Union is such a meek,
itals of the world -- of the Third World where
published his book entitled !.'the cultural revoluweak cOlDltry that to establish "a neo-colonial
oppression confronts aspiration -- are Havana
tion: a marxist analysis". This book is all about
military outpost in West Africa bears little reand Hanoi. " (5)
the W00dstock rock concert and the bourgeois
semblance to anything the Kremlin could reali s~ In 1968 Castro praised the Soviet invasion of
cultural counter:...revolution and never mentions
tically hope to achieve" (15) w~e in Portugal.
Czechoslovakia, an aggression so blatant that
the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution at all.
"the USSR's own immediate preference is for a
even most of the "pro-Soviet" revisionist parties
And in 1973 Irwin Silber CdmpUed and edited
nonaligned Portugal" since " ••• their capability
denounced it. The Guardian lavished praise on
Vvith Fred Silber the "Folksinger's Wordbook"
(tc dominate Portugal. -- cd.) is not the same as "
this shameful act of Castro's and slandered the
(10). Invin Silber wrote the introduction, which
their hopes••• " (16) According to the Guardian
heroic Cuban people in an article entitled "Cudiscusses cultural problems again Vvithout menStalin's supposed "crimes" were enorm.ous,
bans proud of Fidel's Czech stand". (6) Since
tioning the Great Proletarian Cultural RevoluCzechoslovakia was pretty much a Soviet puppet
Castro had betrayed the Cuban people and turned
tion, and states: "It is for them--the doers, the
in 1948, ••• , but the New Tsars are merely
Cuba into a client-state of the Soviet New Tsars,
carers, the militants, the singers of conscience
giving some "aid" to a truly independent and libthe Guardian praised him as "independent" and
and motion-- that we have compiled this colerated
Angola! Clearly the Guardian is very
printed an article on Cuban-Soviet relations enlection,j • This book is full of the decadent bourconscious
to distinguish between the glorious
titled "Cuba displays independence" in which
geois culture, especially its most degenerate
communist
leader Stalin and the inglorious fasthey wrote "They (Cuba and the New Tsars of the
aspects, and includes such American chauvinist
cist
dogs
Kosygin
and Brezhnev. All the GuardUSSR -- ed.) have created the type of relation- .
favorites as "The Star Spangled Banner",
ian's
whining
and
wringing of hands over wheship that is honest and mature, rejecting both
"America the Beautiful" and "Dixie", as well as
ther
capitalism
has
been "fully" restored or not
slavishness and enmity." (7) So to see what "insongs of allegiance to the bourgeoisie, like
in the Soviet Union is just so much clowning
dependence" means to the Guardian one need only
"Franklin D. Roosevelt's Back Again" and
about to fool the naive and inexperienced. The
look at Castro! Actually, of course, Castroism
"Fair and Free Elections". Thus the Guardian
Guardian supports the New Tsars precisely be- "
is not an "independent" ideology in the least.
served its ~odern revisionist's campaign
cause it knows that the fascist dictatorship of
Castroism is a liberal bourgeois ideology that is
against Mao Tsetung Thought by negating th~
the bourgeoisie has been restored in Russia.
utilized by the Soviet New Tsars to undermine
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and revelDespite the efforts of the Guardian, Mao TseMarxism-Leninism. Castro himself is just a
ling in bourgeois decadence.
tung Thought gained great prestige among revmiserable lackey and fawning yes-man of Soviet
olutionary activists. The work of the American
The Guardian Supports the New Tsars
social-imperialism. Since Khrushchovite reCommunist Workers Movement (Marxist-Leninvisionism was getting exposed and the reformism
Out of Hatred for Socialism
ist); ' the first national center for the disseminaand parliamentary cretinism of the revisionist
tion of Mao Tsetung Thought, in favor of building
The Guardian does not support modern Soviet
parties was getting notorious, the Nevv' Tsars
a new Party on the basis of Mao Tsetung Thought
needed a militant-sounding front. The mystique
revisionism because of confusion as to whether
was bearing fruit. The Call for a (Second) Conof Castroism served their purposes. Castro had
the Soviet Union is still folloVving the path of
ference of North American Marxist-Leninists
seized power through armed struggle (although
Lenin and Stalin. There ar"e indeed some people
issued in November, 1972, played it key role in
not by people's war) and talked much about armed
who still are confused about the difference beshowing many activists the importance of partystruggle; in this way Castro had gained prestige
tween the Soviet Union of the days of Lenin and
building. ' In these circumstances, the Guardian
among many activists. Yet as Castro became a
Stalin and the Soviet Union of the New Tsars
refused to do self-criticism and give up its optrai tor to 1he Cuban people and betrayed the Cuban and support revisionism out of misplaced loyalportunism.: Instead it took up "Mar~sm-Lenin
revolution, he broke relations \\1th the Marxistty, but the Guardian is not one of them. The
ism in order to oppose Marxism-Leninism from
Leninists in Latin America and collaborated \\ith
Guardian supports the New Tsars and revision"within", so to speak. It thus took up Lin Piao's
all the revisionist, pro-Soviet parties that opposed ism out of its burning qatred for communism
line
of "waVing Chairman Mao's banner to strike
armed struggle. Castro's betrayal was so thorough and the legacy of Lenin! and Stalin. Khrushchovat
Chairm.an
Mao's forces". The Guardian exthat he forced Che Guevara to rely on the reite revisionism Was a godsend to all sorts of
pressed
its
new
policy with comical brazenness
vis~onis1 parties in Latin America when Che Guehidden agents coi'roding the communist and proas
follows:
vara started his guerrtpa band in l3olivia~ The
gressive movem~:mts from within that allowed -'
"Today, when the Guardian has opened up
revisionist parties, following their long-~tanding
them to openly "bloom" and spew out their antithe
question of the debilitating effects of repractice of "peaceful" betnj.yal of the people, becommunism. The Guardian,has consistently atvisiomsm
in the ranks of the world revolutrayed information about GUevara to the political
tacked Stalin in the most viblent language. For
tionary movement, still others have decided
police and CIA, and thi~ wais the immediate reason example: in J~uary, 1968, the Guardian ~rinted
GUARDIAN
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that 'this is the last straw'." (17)
With incredible arrogance, the Guardian pats
itself on the back for "opening up" the very new
question of criticizing revisioniSl;Il in••• don't
laugh••• 1972. Thus the Guardian with a sweep
of the pen wipes out the history of the struggle
against modem Soviet revisionism that has
been raging since the late '60' s and is led by the
Communist Party of China and Party of Labor
of Albania, to say nothing of wiping out the history of Lenin's struggle against old-style revisionism. And note carefully that the Guardian
does not ally itself with the international communist movement in the struggle against the
counter-revolutionary forces of modem Khrushchovite revisionism. On the contrary, the Guardian called for papering over the defects and imperfections of the revisionist movement, for
taking up the thankless task of removing tl;te
"debilitating effects" from its revisionist movement, which it euphemistically calls the "world
revolutionary movement".
How was the Guardian able to pass off this
sham "Marxism-Leninism" as genuine? It was
due in large part to certain national neo-revisionist organizations such as the October
League. These organizations, led by certain
student leaders who had made serious errors in
the '60's, adapted New Leftism to MarxismLeninism. They set "building the mass movement" against "building the party" and practiced
a form of "left economism". They built alliances
with the Guardian. Of course, there is nothing
wrong with temporary alliances in and of themselves. The basis of the alliance is the crucial
question. The basis of their alliance with the
Guardian was the tmprincipled policy of "unite
with the bad elements to oppose the communists" which included, more specifically, "unite
with the Guardian and other anti-communist
riff-raff to oppose the ACWM(M-L), the dissemination of Mao Tsetung Thought, and the
Call for a Conference of North American Marxist-Leninists. Who can forget the spectacle of
their parading around in the Guardian "partybuilding forums" at that time! Who can forget
the sorry sight of their lavishing kisses and
caresses on the ultra-rightist Irwin Silber
while they denounced the upholders of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought as ''ultra-left''
and "CIA agents". Now these same worthies are
morally offended by the Guardian. One of these
groups, the October League (Marxist-Leninist)
raises its hands to heaven and sighs that the
Guardian "covers up the real character of Soviet social-imperialism" (18), a fact which
the OL(M-L) apparently didn't notice
until 1975. Why don't these neo-revisionist gentlemen perform a service for the whole
movement, for once and expose the real history
of the Guardian and its long-standing opportunism? No, they will never do that! It is their
own small-group interests that led them to a
falling-out with the Guardian, just as these
small-group interests led them into the alliance
with the Guardian. Therefore they have refused
to do self-criticism and have instead attempted
to mislead a number of activists and groups by
concocting the view that the Guardian was progressive up until the time it broke off with their
own circle. This vividly confirms that the
Guardian does not suffer from some special,
dread disease peculiar to itself, but instead reflects the ugly features of opportunism as a
whole.

SUPPORTING THE CAPITALIST-ROADERS
IN CHINA

In the cour~e of its opportunist history, the
Guardian has taken up the lines of the capitali stroaders in China. This is no accident. Opportunism is an international bourgeois trend. The
Soviet New Tsars, the Chinese capitalist-roaders, and the American opportunists are all

united by their revisionist and opportunist lines
and give mutual support to each other. Below
we show how the Guardian has taken up the lines
of Liu Shao-chi, Lin Piao and Teng Hsiao-ping
in its frenzied struggle against Chairman Mao's
revolutionary line.
China's Khrushchov, Liu Simo-chi, was a bitter opponent of the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution. His counter-revolutionary bourgeois
headquarters was overthrown in the Cultural
Revolution. The Guardian not only opposed the
Cultural RevolUtion, as we have shown above,
but praised Liu Shao-chi. In December 1967, for
instance, the Guardian printed book review
that stated: "China's international isolation. ••
threw into question, according to Schurmann and
Karol, the whole Chinese foreign policy of the
late 1950s and early 1960s as well as the men
who formulated it--Liu Shao-chi, Teng Hsiaoping and especially Peng Chen. They had led the
- split with the Soviet Union. •• " (19) This is the
usual bourgeois and revisionist song and dance
about China being supposedly "isolated" because
it refuses to capitulate to the Soviet New Tsars
and about China, not the Soviet revisiOnists, allegedly splitting the communist movement. But
look who is identified as leading China's foreign
policy: Liu Shao-chi himself; Teng Hsiao-ping,
who was Liu Shao-chi's chief assistant; and
Peng Chen, who was criticized by name for his
revisionist views and underhanded actions in
the May 16.1966 Circular of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, which
ushered in the Cultural Revolution. Thus the article turns truth on its head and makes white into black. The article opposes the struggle against
modem Soviet revisionism and supports Liu
Shao-chi's line by mystifying everything and
saying that Liu Shao-chi and Teng Hsiao-ping
were criticized for leading the struggle against
modem Soviet revisionism. And the article thus
recommends Liu Shao-chi and Teng Hsiao-ping
as heroes to anyone who wishes to oppose the
Soviet revisionists. This support for Liu Shaochi continues to the present day. In 1973 the
"Guardian Pamphlet" entitled "Unite the Many,
Defeat the Few, China's revolutionary line in
foreign affairs" appeared, written by Jack Smith,
the Guardian's present managing editor. The
Guardian still claims that this pamphlet is "generally conceded to be one of the most useful summations and e"Planations of China's revolutionary line in foreign affairs in the English language and one of the best e"Posures of the revisionist and Trotskyist slanders of China's
line." (20) This pamphlet can find no one better
qualified to explain the significance of Chairman
Mao's work than••• China's Khrushchev, Liu
Shao-chi. Liu Shao-chi is approvingly quoted on
pp. 6-7, part of this quote being: "Mao Tsetung's
great accomplismnent has been to change Marxism-Leninism from a European to an Asiatic
form. Marx and Lenin were Europeans; they
wrote in European languages about European
histories and problems, seldom discussing
Asia or China•••• He (Chairman Mao -- ed. )
has created a Chinese or an Asiatic form of
Marxism ••• " This passage is a chauvinist
slander of Marx and Lenin, who always paid
great attention to the liberation movements of
the colonial ·and oppressed peoples, and slanders
Mao Tsetung Thought, which is presented as a
revisionist "Chinese road to socialism", as
"Asiatic Marxism", which certainly could be of
no value in Europe or North America. The
Guardian e"Presses its own revisionist and
chauvinist line through the mouth of Liu Shaochi. This is indeed, "one of the best (self-) exposures of the revisionist and Trotskyist slanders of China's line. "

a

The IDtra-Rightist Guardian
Praises the .IDtra-Rightist Lin Piao
Lin Piao was characterized by Thc Political
Report to the Tenth National Congress of the
Communist Party of China as an "ultra-rightist" and a "superspy" for Soviet social-impcri-

alism. Lin Piao regarded the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution as "ultra-left" and criminally tried to a ssassinate the great leader,
Chairman Mao. We have already shown how the
Guardian took up Lin Piao's line of "waving
Chairman Mao's flag to strike at Chairman
Mao's forces" starting in the early '70's. The
Guardian, being ultra-rightist itself, enthusiastically propagated Lin Piao's theory that the
"Maoists" were "ultra-left". The Soviet socialimperialist agent Wilfred Burchett wrote in the
Guardian in 1971 an article entitled "Mao's
Problems with Maoists". This article stated:
"It is probably difficult for the outside world to
grasp that the 'Maoists', as they are called
abroad, were a major problem here at the
height of China's cultural revolution.
"Officially designated today as 'ultra-leftists', the 'Maoists' acted as if violence itself
was the supreme e"Pression of the 'thoughts
of Chairman Mao'"
Exactly who was Burchett attacking as "ultraleft"? If there is any doubt, Burchett clears it
up by always putting the phrase "thought of Mao
Tsetung" in quotes to make it more ironical.
Burchett was attacking Mao Tsetung Thought and
its followers, both in China and elsewhere.
Burchett added: "In discussions with Chinese officials on the analogy with some Maoist groups
abroad, a frequent dry reaction was that perhaps they should get down to studying the
'thoughts of Chairman Mao' instead of just pinning on Mao badges." (21) Burchett further attacks Mao Tsetung Thought one week later when
he writes: "To convey his ideas, Mao has fused
Marxist dialectics with classical Chinese Confucian concepts of austerity, probity, social responsibility and patriotism." According to the
Guardian, Chairman Mao is a Chinese Ronald
Reagan and a supporter of the reactionary Confucian philosophy! In its frenzy to support Lin
Piao's line that Mao Tsetung Thought is "ultraleft", the Guardian goes so far as to falsify its
account of China's Tenth National Congress. In
its issue of Sept. 12, 1973 it prints excerpts
from The Political Report to the Tenth Congress.
It leaves out the entire section "On the Victory
of Smashing the Lin Piao Anti-Party clique"
which refers to "the IDtra-Rightist nature of the
Lin Piao anti-Party clique". In the "Guardian
Viewpoint" it then states: "The main tasks of
the Chinese people, the party has stated, are to
combat revisiOnism, expose ultra-leftism and
to rectify the style of work." (underlining added.)
Thus the Guardian commits a gross forgery to
identify the struggle against the "ultra-rightist"
Lin Piao as a struggle against the "ultra-left".
, The Guardian has coupled this parroting of
Lin Piao's line with the most extravagant praise
of Lin Piao. Jack Smith, present Managing Editor of the Guardian, wrote an article entitled
"Decline and fall of Lin Piao" in which he describes Lin Piao, the superspy for the New
Tsars, as "a leading exponent of the struggle
in defeating revisionism within China during the
1966-69 period" and Lin Piao's policies as "in
regard to foreign affairs, largely continue the
tactical policy of the cultural revolution, fight
both enemies (U. S. and Soviet imperialism--ed.)
at the same time with equal force and spread
revolution and 'Maoism' on the basis of supporting revolutionary struggles wherever and whenever they break out•••• "(22) What shameless
praise for the ultra-rightist who plotted to assassinate Chairman Mao. The Guardian was so
sorrowful over Lin Piao's downfall that the
second part of Jack Smith's article states: "The
Lin Piao affair, in contradiction to conventional
struggles between two lines in the CCP, is an
unfortunate page in Chinese history. " Only a
rabid agent of capitalist restoration who wished
to tum China into a Soviet colony would find the
downfall of Lin Piao to be "an unfortunate page
in Chinese history".
The Guardian also supported Teng Hsiao-ping.
Jack Smith's article, after mourning the death
of Lin Piao, hurries on to give Teng HsiaoContinued on page 30
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Irwin Silber's Love Affair \.\1th Congress
(begging the bourgeoisie for alms, no doubt).
(26) Indeed Khrushchov himself set the example
In fact, the Guardian has united on the issue
of representing the new bourgeoisie in the Soviet
ping's line that class struggle is over. It states:
of Angola with the overwhelming maj?rity in the
Union, while developing the "Camp David"
"But it is a page that has been decisively turned.
spirit and collaborating with the supposedly
U. S. imperialist Congress. On December 19,
A new page, with China stabilizing itself interthe Senate voted by 54-22 (i. e., almost 2 1/2
"reasonable" U. S. imperialists.
'
nally and exerci sing e:ll.iraordinary influence exto one) to ban the so-c~ed "cover aid" to ,the
Thus those who capitulate to elther one of the
ternally, has replaced it." The Guardian realleged "pro-U. S." forces in Angola. On Janusuperpowers have also abandoned the struggle
emphasized this in its article referred to above
ary 27 the House upheld this resolutioll by a
against the other superpower. They are too
reporting on the CPC's Tenth National Congress.
huge margin of 323 to 99 (i.
well over 3 to 1).
weighetl dO\'m with the terrible burden of being a
The Guardian's first sentence points out: "Poli.:..
Now,
Congress
is
a
talk-shop,
where
corrupt
traitor to the people's cause and of having detical stability characterizes the People's RepubpolitiCians
make
speeches
for
the
sake
of fooling
serted to the camp of imperialism. Take the
lic of China today. "(23) The Guardian has also "
the
common
people.
It
is
easy
to
pass
a
resoluquestion of Angola for example. The Guardian
been feverishly promoting the idea of capitulation against aid to UNITA because the U. S.imis being widely condemned for having sold-out
' tingto imperialism imd!'lr the guise of receiving ,
perialists have never given any aid. to UNITA
to .the Soviet New Tsars in its support of Soviet
"aid" for the revolutionary struggle. This too
anyway. Thus Congress kills two birds with one
aggression in Angoia. Not so widely Imown~
' is ~. complete agreement with Teng .Hsiao-ping' ~ : . however, is that the Guardiaii has also abanstone--it further slanders UNITA and it passes
line. "Red Flag", the theoretical journal of the
itself off as "peace-loving" and humanitarian at
doned the struggle against U.S. imperialistin-,
Central Committee. of the Communist Party ·of
a time when 11. S; . imperialism is preparing to
, tereSts in Angola and against the racist .and fasChina has recently denounced Teng .Hsiao-ping's
kill1nmdreds of millions of people in an impericist Union of South Africa• .1n fact the , Guardian
line on foreign affairs ,as fonows: ('In foreign
.
alist world war against the Soviet New Tsars
'. has become the fig-leaf hiding the new blatant
affairs, he (Teng Hsiao~ping:"- ed.) practised '
, ' for world domination. This pious declaration by ,
imperialist acts of the U. S. imperialists, who
capitulation and national, bEltrayal,. and vainly
Congress hides 11.S. preparations for world war
aree~loiting the Soviet neo-colonial governattempted to turn China into a colony and SeIlli- .
well as the real facts on the U. S.imperialist
ment in Luanda ·for their own ends. ·
colony of imperialism and social-imperiruism. l'
"involvement" ~ . Angola, such as: that the enFor example, the Guardian has shouted itself
(24) TIle Guardian is in complete agreement with
hoarse, become'hysterical, aIidspewed forth '
tire U. S. capitalist press is waging a deterthis line and has been promoting capitulation t(j
manyHitleritelies concerning who gets "CIA
mined campaign against UNITA; that the U~ S.
imperialism.
ftmds"-and is backed by Western ftmds in An- '
imperialists are the backers of the continued
gola. Does that mean that the Guardian stands
South African aggression against the Angolan
CAPITULA TING TO U. S. Il\IPERIALISM:
for independence from U. S. imperialism? Not
people; and that the U. S. imperialists are alat all. Right now, today, right in front of everyready making deals with the neo-colonial govWhile the Guardian is an agent of Soviet soone's eyes and boasted about in the bourgeois
ernment in Luanda. And what does the ~
cial-imperialism, it has also capitulated to U. S.
press, the Gulf Oil Co. is helping to finance the
ian do in the face of this blatant attempt by
imperialism. The Guardian is well-knm"n for
Soviet-Cuban-MPLA government of national bethe Congressional war-mongers to pass thempromoting the deceptions of the so-called "libtrayal in its slaughter of the Angolan people,
selves off as "against war" and taking a
eral bourgeoisie". We have also quoted above
who are fighting back herOically under the lead"hands-off" stance in Angola? The Guardian
many examples of the American chauvinist and
praises Congress and sings songs of thanks!
ership of UNITA. The U. S. bourgeoisie prefers
fascist lines which abound in the Guardian; for
a Soviet neo-colonial government to a liberated
TIle Guardian wrote in its article entitled
example, there is Irwin Silber's 1967 call for
Angola. The defeat of Portuguese colonialism
"Congress blocks Angola policy" that: "the
"Western" revolution, his inclusion of "America
White House has been slapped down hard on
was a defeat for U. S. imperialism, which was
the Beautiful", "the star-Spangled Banner" and
Angola." and "the Congressional decision was
thrown out of Angola. It is only the Soviet ag"Dixie" in a folk-song book for activists, the
a stunning setback for the Ford ,ahni.Jl.istration' s
gression that allows the U. S. to put its dirty
Guardian's championing of the revisionist, chauplans to defeat progressive forces in Angola."
hand back into Angola. And the Guardian, that
vinist theory of "each country's own road to
(28) According to the Guardian, there is a. re"great opponent" of U. S. imperialism and neosociali sm", the Guardian's taking up the fasci st
actionary Republican president Ford and a
colonialism, is.!. silent about this ftmding by
theory of stalin's supposed "Red Imperialism",
peaceful, reasonable Congress. The Guardiap.
U. S. imperialism! Irwin Silber mumbles along
etc. Another example, the Guardian's fascist
goes on to praise the Congress' motives:
about "Gulf's obligation (enforced by the MPLA)
theory of "flunkeyism", is worth noting. In a
"The principal reason for the congressional
to pay royalties on its oil to the Angolan peo1972 "viewpoint" the Guardian put it this way:
action was to avoid another 'Vietnam-type'
ple ••• " (27) So U. S. imperialism has become a
"The U. S. left has histOrically come to grief as
war in Angola and to prevent the social dislokindly old businessman who respects obligations,
a result of blind allegiance to other parties and
cation that would result within the U. S. were a
at least if his business partner squawks a little!
movements. The failure of the Communist party
mass anti-Angola war movement to develop."
What happened to the U. S. imperialism that had
in this country is inextricably bound up with
,According to the Guardian, Congress is scared
conducted total economic boycotts at various
its flunkyist relation to the party and state
times for years against the People's Republic of
of two things: (A) a "Vietnam-type" war, and
leadership of the USSR. We do not propose to
China, the People's Democratic Republic of
(B) protest by the American people. During the
correct this error of the past by substituting
Korea, the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam,
long years of U. S. aggression in Viet Nam,
for it a dogmatic loyalty to any other revolutionthe People's Socialist Republic of Albania, Cuba,
Congress was faced with: (A) the war in Viet
ary party--whether in Peking, Havana, Pyongand other countries? The Guardian has become
Nam, and (B) a massive revolutionary moveyang or anywhere else." (25) Here the Guardian
an apologist for U. S. imperialism, representing
ment of the American people against U. S.
is giVing the stock fascist line that the communU. S. imperialist blood money as a mere comaggression in Viet Nam.. But Congres.s
ists in Lenin and stalin's time were "agents of
mercial transaction.
never stopped the war on this account.
Moscow" and today the supporters of Mao TseEven more striking, however, is the pact
Instead Congress (A) savagely pursued tIl£'
tung Thought are "agents of Peking". TImt the
signed between the neo-colonial government in
war until the U. S. aggression was utterly
Guardian has capitulated so abjectly to the U. S.
Luanda and the faSCist, U. S. imperialist-backed
defeated, and (B) committed fascist rebourgeOisie is not surprising. It is simply
Union of South Africa. In this pact, the MPLA
pression of the American people, combined with
marching instep with revisionism internationalguarantees to respect the main South African inlying pacifist speeches from the Congressional
ly. For example, the French "Communist"
terests in Angola, namely tho se in the Cunene
"liberals" to soothe and deceive the people.
(read: revisionist) Party and Italian "CommunToday U~ S. imperialism is indeed worried
Dam, and to deny southern Angolan bases and
ist" Party are tried and true betrayers of the
about a "Vietnam-type" war in Angola. That
sanctu3.ries to the Namibian freedom fighters
working class and followers of modern revisionwar is going on right now. It is the heroic Secfighting against the South African occupation of
ism, and it is well-knO\vn that both of these
ond Anti-colOnial War of the Angolan People
Namibia ("South West Africa"). In exchange for
parties are wringing their hands and protesting
led by UNITA and guided by Marxism.:..Lenindiplomatic recognition and money, the Soviettheir loyalty to the big bourgeoisie of their own
ism-Mao Tsetung Thought, a war directed
9uban-MPLA government has sold out the Ancountries. The Italian "Comm~st" Party, alagainst Soviet neo-colonialism. U. S. imperigolan people l betrayed the national liberation
ready "compromised" many times over with realism has been weakened by defeats, but any
struggle in Namibia, and become the collaboratVisionism, now wants a "historic compromise"
imperialist power grows more and more vior of the Union of South Africa. Cuban and South
with the Italian bourgeois political parties in
ciOUS, not less vicious, as it enters its last,
African troops now live together and jointly hWlt
which the big bourgeoisie will let the revisiondesperate
death-bed struggles. U. S. imperialthe "rebels" in southern Angola! As is wellists join the national government and share the
ism
is
replying
to the liberation struggles of
known, the Guardian sensationalized endlessly
spoils of exploiting the workers. While the
the
African
people
with the same hatred as it
on the South African aggression against Angola
French "Communist" Party, not to be outdone,
did
to
those
of
the
Indo-chinese
people. So what
during the civil war. The Guardian turned truth
at its last, 22nd Congress has written the dicexactly
is
the
Guardian
up
to
with
its love songs
on its head, condemned UNITA for its non-extatorship of the proletariat out of the Party proto
Congress?
Irwin
Silber
blabs
it
out again as
istent collaboration with South Africa, and hid
gram, ridiculed the very term "proletariat",
follows:
"As
mentioned
earlier,
the
Pentagon's
the real issues in Angola under a flood of emoand General Secretary Marchais asked for the
perennial
crusade
for
larger
and
larger
armationalism. Does that mean the Guardian is a
prohibition of the clench-fist salute because the
staunch opponent of South Africa? Not at all.
ments expenditures clearly requires the prorevisionist Party "is not the party of the raised
Today the Guardian is ••• silent about the notorimotion of a fear psychology. The political
fist, but the party of the outstretched handt '
ous pact with South Afriqa!
/
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U. S. S. R. ?
In fact, Klonsky's capitulation to U. S. imperialism is not really any different from the
stands of his class brothers, the Chinese capitalist-roaders. Lin Piao was a super-spy for
Soviet social-imperialism~ Teng Hsiao-ping
also capitulated to the supe:rpowers, as shown
by the regret the U. S. imperialists and Soviet
social-imperialists displayed at his overthrow.
All revisionists invariably lie down before the
"powerful" imperialists.
The extent to which the October League has
pledged allegiance to U. S. imperialism can be
seen by the fact that it is actually printing its
publications (The Can, May 1st issue, 1976 and
Class Struggle, Spring-Summer 1976), including woodcuts of Comrades Marx, Engels, Lenin,
Stalin and Chairman Mao -- in red, white and
blue, the colors of the flag of rabid American
chauVinism and imperialism! Since every genuine revolutionary hates the U. S. imperialist
flag, this cannot be regarded as accidenLal.
This is what we mean by kissing the feet of the
U. S. imperialist bourgeoisie.
Another glaring example of OVs basic socialchauvinist~ class-capitulationist line i s IUonsky's call for U. S. Marxist-Leninists to give up
the struggle against the revisionist "Communist" Party USA in order to direct the "main
fire" of their anti-revisionist two-line struggle
against the "Communist" party of the Soviet
Union. Klonsky states (second part of the same
interview, The Call. June 7, 197G):
"The main revisionist center is in Moscow.
That is where the main fire of Marxist-Leninists must be directed today. At the 25th
Congress of the CPSU, Brezhnev paraded the
. revisionist leaders from Cuba, Portugal and
other countries before .t he podium to attack
the Chinese and the Marxist-LeniIiists of
eve1'Y country Oi His' objective was to divert the
fire off himself onto these smaller revision.ist parties. While attacking revisionism
everywhere, our main fire shou1d ' ~ dir~ted .
at the biggest traitors, the Soviet revisionists."
This, too means liquidation of social revolution
in the U. S. While Moscow is the center of world
revisiOnism, the "main fire" of the U. S. Marxist-Leninists must be aimed at the concrete
manifestations of revisionism in the U. S. ~ the
"C"PUSA. (and :he OL and others), which protect the U. S. bourgeoisie and stand in the way
of the proletarian ravolution in the U. S. Klonsky's line liquidates the struggle against ravisionism by makin:s it into a mere abstraction.
This, too, helps tie the proletariat to the bourgeoisie in its preparatio~s for aggressive war.
The OVs alliance with the U. S, imp9rialist
bourgeoisie can b.3 seen in the rap:>rt of an OL
Central Committee meeting. In it the OL leaders speak as if they are in an alliance with the
U. S. imperialist bourgeoisie, as was the case
with the Communist Party in the Anti-Fascist
Second World War. The raport said:
"The Central Committee noted that the
present rapidly-changing world .situation is
likely to develop by way of further. twists and
still unpradictable turns, and underscored
the importance for Marxist-Leninists of
maintaining the revolutionary initiative and
independence from the bourgeoisie."
In the prasent conditions, to speak of "initiative and independence" in the relations between
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, rather
than revolutionary struggle against the b.:>urgeoisie, is clearly to call for an alliance with
the bourgeoisie. And for a "socialist" to call
for un alliance ",,'ith the imperialist bourgeoisie
in an imperialist war, o~'in prep':lrations for
it, is to be J. social-chauvinist.No matter how much it wriggles, the Octol:>er
League cannot escape from the fact that its
basic line of directing the "main blo",,·' of the
U. S. proletariat at the U. S, S. R. is a socialchauvinist line of class betrayal. It serves
the same ol:>jective as the war preparations of

the U. S. imperialists, particularly the Democratic Party headed by Carter, who are employing deception to gain the "confidence" ·:>f
the workers so that they ""ill give up revolution in the U. S. and kill their fellow workers '
for the profits of the U. S. imperialiat bourgeoisie. OL's :;;ocial-chauvinist line is antiMarxist-Leninist. It stands in direct opposition
to the Marxist-Leninist, proletarian internationalist line of the Central Organization of
U. S. Marxist-Leninists. The COUSML practices complete opposition to, and resolute
struggle against, "our own" bourgeoisie. We
stand for launching revolutionary struggles
against the U. S. imperialist bourgeoisie and for
supporting all revolutionary struggles against
it, so as to oppose its war preparations and, in .
the case of an imperialist war, to utilize the
bourgeoisie ~ s war-time predic~ent to intensify
preparations to launch a civil war to overthrow
it completely. This is the only communist line.
III. THE OCTOBER LEAGUE ALLIES WITH

THE "LIBERAL" BOURGEOISIE
The OL's social-chauvinism in the face of the
war danger is only a natural outgro·...ih of !heir
nco-revisionist line on class struggle and
proletarian revolution in the U. S. In its basic
documents and its handling of such major
events as Watergate, OL's class capitulationism is clear. Under the banner of a "united
front against imperialism", the OL denies
that the proletariat is the main force in the
U. S. revolution, thus denying the revolutionary role of the proletariat and the proletarian
socialist character of the revolution. Instead
of the proletariat's resolute struggle against .
the bourg~oisie, leading to revolution andthe
dictatorship of the proletariat, for years the
OL has been advocating ."independence and initiative" of the proletariat in a united frOnt
with one section of the monopoly bourgeoisie
against another. Under the conditions of a developed monopoly capitalist country such as the , '
u. S., OL's line amounts to outright capitulation
to the bourgeOisie, liquidating revolution by tying the proletariat to the apron-strings of the
monopoly capitalist class,
A. Liquidating the ~evolutionary Role
of the Working Class
The October League has always advocated a
"united front against imperialism" as the "strategy" or "vehicle" for revolution in the United
States. In OL's version of this "united front"
the proletariat is invariably declared to be the
~eading force but never the main force, just as
If the U. S. revolution were a revolution in a
colony or semi-colony where capitalism \vas not
fully developed and the proletariat was still a
small minority of the population, while the peasantry would be the main force of the revolution.
Thus, in the November "unity" call, the OL declares:
"In ;he U. S. the united front includes all
those that can be united under the leadership
of the proletariat and its party to oppose the
rule and the reactionary policies of the giant
monopolies. "
This document, like all the OL documents, describes the role of the working class as follows:
"The core of this united front is based on
. the alliance and merger of the proletariat \\'ith
the national movementsof the oppressed peoples struggling for liberation, self-deternlination and democratic rights. "
Thus the role of the proletariat (which, incidentally, composes the vast majority of the people
of the oppressed nationalities) is described 1)
as the leading force of revolution, and 2) as the
"core" of the united front (together with the oppressed nationalities, which are composed of
other classes as well), but never as the main
force of the revolution. This amounts to denying

.the revolutionary role of the proletariat ill the
U. S. and the proletarian socialist character of
the revolution. In fact, the U. S. has one of the
,most developed capitalist systems and modern
industries in the world, the industrial proletariat is huge and the working class as a whole is a
large majority of the population. But the OL
leaves the role of main force of the revolution
to other, unnamed classes.
Further, in reducing the role of the proletariat (of all nationalities) to that of merely a
part of a "core", and lumping it together in this
"core" with the non-proletarian classes which
form a small section of the oppressed nationalities, the OL ludicrously describes as the "core"
the overwhelming majority of the U. S. population. Picture an apple with a core four inches
thick with a quarter inch of body around it and
you will see what a distortion OL' sconcept of
"core" amounts to.
The OL is aware that Chairman Mao frequently spoke of the role of "THE CORE" (preSumably this is where the OL leaders snatched the
idea). But in speaking of "THE CORE" Chairman
Mao was not referring to the role of the proletariat or of any sort of class alliance, but of
the Party of the proletariat itself. He wrote:
"THE FORCE AT THE CORE LEADING
OUR CAUSE FORWARD IS THE CHINESE
COMMUNIST PARTY" ("Opening Address
at the First Session of the First National
People's Congress of the People's Republic
of China", September 15, 1954) and
"THE CIllNESE COMMUNIST PARTY IS
THE CORE OF LEADERSIllP OF THE
WHOLE CIllNESE PEOPLE. " ("Talk at the
general reception for the delegates to the
Third National Congress of the New-Demo- .
cratic Youth League of China", May 25,1957")
Thus OL's use of the concept "core" is incre. dibly muddled, mixing together the role of the
proletariat as the main force in the U. S~ revolution with the role of the Party itself as the
"CORE OF LEADERSIllP" of the reV9Iution,
thus managing to liquidate both In
breath.
Quite a feat!
As far as the question of "merger" 'is concerned, Chairman Mao says that
"THE STRUGGLE OF THE BLACK PEO""'
PLE IN THE UNITED STATES IS BOUND TO
MERGE WITH THE AMERICAN WORKERS'
MOVEMENT, AND TIllS WILL EVENTUALLY
~ND THE CRIMINAL RULE OF THE U. S.
MONOPOLY CAPITALIST CLASS."
This can in no way be interpreted as denying
the role of the working class as the main force
in the U. S. proletarian socialist revolution.
Thus OL's crucial documents describe a
"united front against imperialism" whose class
alliance in fact liquidates the revolutionary
role of the working class and proletarian socialist character of the U. S. revolution as a whole.
No Marxist-Leninist can support such a line.
(All of Klonsky's and OL's talk abvut the principal contradiction in the U. S. being that between
the proletaril)-t and the bourgeOisie is only the
typical talk of revisionists to gloss over their
class betrayal with nice-sounding words.)

one

B. A United Front with the "Liberal" _Bouro'eoisie
"
This is a basic line of neo-revisionism. Let
us look at how the October League describes
this class alliance, this "united front against
imperialism", in action, how it describes the
role to be played by the proletariat ill the revolutionary s~ruggle, Here Klonsky and October
League leadership can never stop blurting out
the truth of their neo-revisionist class capitu. lation. The basic line they continuously repeat
is that the role of the working class in the U. S.
is to have i'independence and initiative" from
the bourgeoisicn,nd that it should not "rely on"
the bourgeOisie. These terms are applied only
when one has in mind a tmited front w'i th the

., .
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to Watergate. In the Watergate crisis, OL gave
the call "Dump Nixon -- Stop the Fascist Tide!"
and organized for the proletariat to. back the
bourgeoisie or a section of it. The October
"liberal" bourgeoisie in its fight with the "conLeague's thesis of "independence and initiative"
servative" bourgeoisie. They described Waterfrom, and not "relying on", the bourgeoisie
gate as a big development of fascism, when in
under U. S. conditions simply means a reacreality it was a dogfight ~ong the bourgeOisie,
tionary alliance with one section of the monoin the course of which a tiny fraction of the faspoly bourgeoisie against another (or with the
cist activities of the "conservative" section of
U. S. bourgeoisie against the bourgeoisie of
the bourgeoisie (equalled by the "liberals") was
other countries). Such a struggle sacrifices
revenled by the "libernls" in order to mobilize
the cause of the workers for the bourgeoisie's
the people to support one side against the other.
interests. Thus the OL's basic line is to tie the
In fact the monopoly capitalists at the time of
proletariat to the apron-strings of the bourWatergate were faced with economic difficulties
geoisie and liquidate its revolution altogether.
and the necessity to prepare for war with Soviet
Its "united front against imperialism" is the~e
socinl-imperinlism. Due to their crimes against
fore in fact a united front with imperialism-the Indochinese people and against the American
either with 'one section of the imperialist bourpeople's mass movements, Nixon and the open
geoisie~ or, at present, with the U. S. imperifascists were too exposed in the eyes of the
alist bourgeoisie against the Russians.
masses to perform this task well. A section of
Let us see how the OL presents this class
monopoly capital saw the need to remove them
capitulationism. In the very first issue of "The
and replace them with the "liberals" and socialCall", in the October 1972 issue, in an article
democrats of the Democratic Party, masters of
called "Should we Support McGovern?", the OL
political deception, capable of hiding their fasleaders called on the anti -war movement not to
cism under demagogic "left" and "pro-labor"
"rely on" the Nixon or McGovern groups of capphrases so as to deceive the workers and opitalist politicians and said that the people "must
pressed people. This process is continuing with
keep the initiative in their own hands" in order
the recent resurgence of the Democratic Party.
to successfully struggle against the U. S. imIn addition, the monopoly capitalists wanted to
perialist war of aggression against Viet Nam.
end the open rift in their ranks quicldy, lest the
(At that time the ACWM(M-L) ran a campaign
fascist character of the "liberals" be revealed
calling on the masses: "DON'T VOTE -by the supporters of Nixon. The line of the
THEY'RE ALL THE SAME!", sharply opposing
''liberal'' bourgeoisie was that Nixon was the isthe entire monopoly capitalist class including the
sue, not fascism • .
imperialist pacifism of McGovern, who was
The OL went blindly along \\1th the reactionary
merely preparing the ground for U. S. imperialtide of the "liberal" bourgeoisie and worked to
ism to wage new wars. )
enlist the masses to "Dump Nixon" as quickly as
OL's capitulationist line was more fully repossible. To cover up its betrayal of the prolevealed in the next issue of The Call. Regarding
tariat, OL babbled continuously about "indepen. "inter-capitalist contradicrtons" such as those
dence and initiative" of the proletariat, "develbetween McGovern and Nixon in the 1972 election,
oping the fighting capacity" of the working class
they quote Chairman Mao in "Tactics Against
and peq>le, not "relying on" Congress, etc.,
Japanese Imperialism" where he writes about
etc. Let us look more closely at this.
seizing the opportunity to
In the August 1973 Call, in an article "Ken"TURN TO GOOD ACCOUNT ALL SUCH
nedy Fronts for Wallace, Tapes will Reveal
FIGHTS, RIFTS AND CONTRADICTIONS IN
Nixon's Fascist Role", the OL admitted that the
THE ENEMY CAMP AND TURN THEM
activities of Nixon against his political oppoAGAINST OUR PRESENT MAIN ENEMY."
nents, revealed in Watergate, represented a
(OL leaves out the word "PRESENT".) The OL
contradiction among the bourgeoisie. Yet the OL
then adds:
-: said these activities have created "the basis for
"This means that at times we most certainly
the broadest people's movement yet" (our emwould participate in capitalist elections in orphasis--ed.) The OL went on to complain that
der to utilize such rifts and fights, even at
"the struggle has been confined to the ranks of
times supporting one capitalist party against
the politicians with the masses of people playing
another. "
the role of spectators in front of their TV's,
Thus, what OL is saying is that one of the two
etc." The article added: "relying on Kennedy
capitalist parties in the bourgeois elections may
and the Democratic Party is no way to fight
be the "MAIN ENEMY". OL's conclusion is
Watergate." So clearly OL's basic line was to
based on a mechanical misapplication (and misfight "Watergate", i. e., one section of the
quoting) of Chairman Mao's statements. When
bourgeOisie, and not the whole bourgeoisie, in
Chairman Mao. spoke of "OUR PRESENT MAIN
other words, to serve the interests of the "libENEMY", he was writing about the conditions of
eral" bourgeoisie.
a semi-colonial country, China, 'which was then
At its Second "Labor" Conference, in Novemthreatened with outright colonialism by the
ber, 1973, OL raised the slogan "Dump Nixon-Japanese invasion. As a result, the Japanese imStop the Fascist Tide!". Klonsky commented
perialists and the clique of Chinese reactionaries
that "while maintaining their independence ~d
allied with Japan became the "PRESENT MAIN
initiative", "the communists cannot stand on
ENEMY" or target of the Chinese people, while
the sidelines of this important anti-fascist strugthe other imperialists and their comprador
gle." (The Cill, December 1973) A Call editoricliques receded temporarily into a secondary
al in the same issue said:
position and the rifts between them and the Jap"While playin~ a leading role in the struggle
anese collaborators could be utilized for the revto dwnp Nixon and stop the fascist offensive,
olution. But the United States is a highly develthe revolutionary forces have a special reoped imperialist superpower. It is class capisponsibility within this struggle. This respontulationism to declare that one section or another
sibility is to fight for working class leaderof the U. S. monopoly capitalist class is "THE
ship and to raise the level of consciousness
PRESENT l'v1AIN ENEMY" and that one can
and fighting capacity of the masses of people."
. "support one capitalist party against the other".
Hence OL's concern at the time was simply that
The entire monopoly capitalist class is the tarthe masses were not suffiCiently drawn into the
get of the revolution.
bourgeoisie's fight. They went on to say:
"The real issue is the stemming of the fasC. This United Front in Action: .
cist offensive which Nixon has launched against
OL and Wl\tergate
the worKing and oppressed people as well as
his O\\TI capitalist political opponents."
OL's basic line of alliance with one section of '
Thus OL was admittedly out to defend Nixon's
the U. S. monopoly bourgcoisie against another
"capitalist political opponents", the "liberal"
was demonstrated most clearly by their attitude
bourgeoisie! This is a real admission of how the

OL went along with the main current among the
bourgeOisie and tried to tie the proletariat to its
apron-strings. In a lead article in the F~bruary
1974 Cill, OL made its famous complaint that
Congress stands "paralyzed". Speaking of their
"Dump Nixon!" demonstrations, they wrote:
"By setting a tone of militant action and
united front participation, these demonstrations will bring the queStion of the political
struggle against Nixon's anti-people policies
ibto the hands of the people themselves and
will take the initiative out of the hands of the
liberal politicians and their 'left' supporters
who stand paralyzed for fear 0:( hurting the
'unity of the nation'."
Jilted by the "liberals", the OL sings a song of
unrequited love.
When Nixon was dwnped in August 1974, and
OL's slogan had been carried out by the bourgeoisie, the OL was put in an embarrassing position. Did "dwnping" Nixon "stop the fascist
tide", as the OL had claimed it would, or not?
Let the OL leaders answer. On the one hand, the
OL wrote (The Call, September 1974):
"The divisions within the ruling class which
led to Nixon's resignation have never been
over the real questions which confront the
majority of the people. They fight over what is
best for capitalism. DemocraCy exists in this
country within the limits of this question and
only for the capitalists themselves. It was
only when Nixon was exposed for his violations
of this capitalist code of ethics that the majority of the ruling class felt that he weakened
their system too much to continue on as president. "
And after speaking of "the rising tide of fascism"
(our emphasis -- ed.), the OL leaders orate:
"Have the basic conditions of inflation, war
and increasing impoverisrunent of the millions
of poor and working people in this country
changed or will they change \\ith the departure
of Nixon? No! Will Nixon's leaving mean a
government assault against discrimination of
minorities and for full democratic rights to
all people? No!"
(Thank you for this useful information, Mr.
Klonsky.) Thus, according to the OL itself,
Nixon was dumped by the bourgeoisie in order
to strengthen its hand. But on the other hand,
the OL finds the "justification" for its line in
the following:
"The resignation of Nixon did objectively
weaken the capitalist offensive and therefore
must be seen as "a concession by the ruling
class and a victory for the people's cause."
Here the OL i ~; talking out of both sides of its
mouth. Havin g said that "dwnping" Nixon would
"stop the fascist tide", they then admit that it
strengthened the bourgeoisie and that the "tide"
of fascism is " rising". But at the same time
they claim it was a "concession" to· the masses.
And after Nixon's "dumping" the OL promptly
forgot its admonition about the "rising tide of
fascism" and has long since abandoned any taIk
abo~t "stopping" any such "tide" at all. Today
the bourgeoisie is flaunting the fact that the
FBI and CIA are still carrying out their fascist
activities, the nll-round fascization of U. S. society has actually been stepped up, and all this
has a more deceptive, "liberal" cover than
Nixon could give it.
Thus, at? soon as the "liberal" bourgeoisie
had achieved its ends and gotten Nixon out, the
OL stopped its "fight" against the""fascist tide" ·
and forgot the whole affair. This eJqX>ses
clearly the fact that the OL leaders were not
interested in fighting the fascism of the monopoly bourgeoisie, represented in part by Nixon.
but merely in doing the "liberals'" bidding in
"dumping" Nixon. To the OL, as to the "liberals", "fascism" meant "Nixon" and nothing
else, so once Nixon was gone, fascism too was
supposed to be eliminated. Chairman Mao
wrote in his May 20, 1970 statement that "THE
FASCIST RULE IN THE UNITED STATES
WILL INEVITABLY BE DEFEATED." The OL
Continued top of page 35
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believes this took place with the dumping of
Nixon. Thus, in their eyes, not only is fascism ·
gone, but· the "liberal" bourgeoisie is an antifascist force!
The only difference between the OL line on
Watergate ("Dump Nixon -- Stop the Fascist
Tide!") and the line of the revisionist "Communist" Party USA and "Communist" League
("New Elections") (and that of the "liberal"
bourgeoisie itself -- impeachment) was a difference on tactics. OL favored a more militant reformism, drawing the masses into action in the streets for the bourgeoisie, while
"C"PUSA and "C"L were content to let the
"liberals" carry the ball alone. Thus Watergate revealed OL's class capitulationism fully.
The OL tried to use the masses' just hatred
for Nixon's fascism to serve the dogfights of
the bourgeoisie. A correct policy would have
been to utilize this hatred to expose the whole
bourgeoisie, especially combatting the trend
of the "lib.erals". The COUSML alone upheld
the correct line of exposing and condemning the
entire monopoly bourgeoisie in Watergate, exposing the tactics of both sections.
Hence the OL' s class capitulationist line on
Watergate assisted the "liberal" bourgeoisie in
its dogfight a gainst its rivals and aided the overall developl1l" nt of fascism and war preparations
by U. S. imperialism.
D. Collaborating with the "Liberallf Bourgeoisie
Continues to Date
The OL's class capitulationist line has continued to the present. In its January 1976 New
Year's statement (The Call, January '76) the
OL wrote:
"The U. S. imperialist ruling class is tom
by internal contradictions. All tendencies
within it are reactionary and antagonistic to
-ttle-tnterests of the workers and oppressed
minorities. A definite fascist tendency within
the big bourgeoisie exists and is the chief financial and political prop of the revived segrei2tj~ agitation••• Revolutionaries should
continue to make use of the internal contradictions between imperialist factions, strengthen their independence and initiative and take
the lead in combatting segregationist and other

fascist moves. "
Thus OL should "take the lead" away from the
"liberal" bourgeoisie in a supposedly common
struggle against" segregationist and other fascist moves".
Or take OUs attitude towards the HumphreyHawkins Bill, which the June 24,1976, Workers'
Advocate exposed as an attack on the vv'o rking
class by the "friends of labor". The HumphreyHawkins Bill would impose forced labor on welfare and unemployment compensation recipients
at minimum wages, would prepare conditions for
wage-price controls and would further fascize
the trade union apparatus by bringing the labor
bureaucrats into a "national economic planning"
apparatus with the bourgeOisie and its state to
"coordinate" production and wages, etc. But the
OL regards the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill not as a
fascist attack on the workers but as a mere
"fraud", "an effort to sidetrack the people's
anger", having" no teeth in it". The OL declares that its "National Fight Back Organization" "has relied on militant actions to demand
jobs from the capitalists, rather than relying on
the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill or other legislation" (May 24, 1976, The Call). (Perhaps the
OL is demanding some "teeth" be added to this
vicious bill ••• )
Thus the October League betrays the revolutionary class struggle of the U. S. working class
against the monopoly capitalist class and tries
to tie it to the apron-strings of one monopoly
capitalist faction against another. It seems that
OUs "united front against imperialism", which
it defends as a united front against monopoly
capitalism (since imperialism is monopoly capitalism), turns out to be merely a deceptive
phrase hiding an alliance '\1th the bourgeoisie
(within which they have "iildependence and initiative" of course). This is class eapitulationism.

*

by Hardial Bains

rhi s pamphlet contains the text of the
'f)('ec h d e livered by Comrade Bains on
MJrc h 7. 1976. in Toronto . at a mass meetin~ (ail e d to o ppose racist attacks.
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EARTHQUAKE
Continued from page 36
accomplishments, which would be impossible in
any capitalist country or in old semi-feudal,
semi -colonial China.
Firmly upholding Chairman Mao's revolutionary line of self-reliance, the Chinese people
have refused foreign assistance in their struggle
agal.nst the effects of the quake. The U. S. imperialist press is ranting and raving about this
policy, accusing China of being "cold-hearted" ,
"ruthless" and "isolationist". But why have such
long-standing enemies of People's China, the
U. S. imperialists, the Soviet social-imperialists
and even the Chiang gang on Taiwan become so
eager to give "humanitarian aid" to China? It is
because they want to carry out espionage and
subvers40n in their drive to re-enslave her. The
Chinese people's firm stand of relying on their
own efforts is a powerful rebuff to the two
superpowers and all reactionaries and it will
ensure that the relief work will be done even
better.
Why is it that China has been able to accomplish miracles in fighting the effects of the
earthquake? It is because of revolution. The
Chinese people have been tempered in fierce
class battles and in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution. Armed with Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, the Chinese people
have never wavered in front of difficulties and
have always triumphed over them. Through
waging victorious revolution, the Chinese people have established the socialist system under
the dictatorship of the proletariat which means
that natural disasters are fought in such a way
as to best guarantee the well-being of the
masses.
The victories of the Chinese people's struggle
against the earthquake, which have commanded
the respect of the people of the world and ar~
unprecedented in history, are a clear proof of
the superiority of the socialist system under
the dictatorship of the proletariat. Dnder the
capitalist system and the dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie, in natural disasters and calamities, like in everything else, the profits of the
capitalists are always put ahead of the wellbeing of the working people.
This June, in -the U. S., the Teton Dam in
Idaho collapsed, killing eleven people and
causing a billion dollars in property damages • .
The people in the area who could not afford insurance were left without compensation and
lost everything. Furthermore, the reason for
the dam break in the first place was that the
capitalist contractors who built the dam, did
so only to make the highest profits and in complete disregard of the elementary rules of
dam-building. Federal agencies mew that the
dam was unsafe as early as 1972 but kept it to
themselves and let the first high-water to ar- '
rive go crashing through the dam onto the towns
below.
The flash flood which roared down the Big
Thompson River in Colorado this August .c aused
severe damages, killing' over 100 people and
destroying several communities. However, the
capitalists and the U. S. government are not interested in rebuilding the devastated area. It is
predicted that it "ill take six months just to repair the fifteen miles of road-along the river.
The destitute people have been left to fend for
themselves.
The Workers' Advocate ehtends the sympathy
and internationalist solidarity of the American
working class and people to the fraternal Chinese people in their time of difficulties. Inspired by the Chinese people's heroic achievements already in overcoming the effects of the
quake, we are sure that they will continue their
revolutionary struggle, strengthen the dictatorship of the proletariat, wipe out all the effects
of the earthquake and rna rch forward on the road
of socialist revolution and socialist construction.
End.
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IN MEMORY OF COMRADE CHU TEH

The Workers' Advocate was deeply grieved
to learn of the unfortunate death of Comrade
Chu Teh, member of the Stand.:ing Committee
of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, and
Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress.
Comrade Chu Teh was an outstanding proletarian revolutionary of the Chinese people and
of the international communist movement. All
his life he fought tirelessly for the victory of
the Chinese revolution and for the victory of
the bright future of communism throughout the
world. Under the wise leadership of Chairman
Mao, Comrade Chu Teh made immortal contributions to the Chinese Revolution.
Comrade Chu Teh made particularly outstanding contributions to the building of the people's army and the revolutionary base areas.
Comrade Chu Teh was a founder and commander
of the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red Army. In 1927, under the leadership of Chairman
Mao, Comrade Chu Teh helped establish the
first red revolutionary base in the Chingkang
Mountains, the brilliant spark of the Chinese
revolution, opening up the path of seizure of
political power by waging people's warfare in
the countryside, expanding the revolutionary
base areas and surrounding the cities. Chairman
Mao teaches that: "THE SEIZURE OF POWER
BY ARMED FORCE, THE SETTLEMENT OF
THE ISSUE BY WAR, IS THE CENTRAL TASK
AND THE HIGHEST FORM OF REVOLUTION.
TillS MARXIST-LENINIST PRINCIPLE OF REVOLUTION HOLDS GOOD UNIVERSALLY, FOR
CHINA AND FOR ALL OTHER COUNTRIES."
In 1934, Comrade Chu Teh participated in the
immortal Long March during which he waged
resolute struggle against the renegade Chang
Kuo-tao's efforts to split the Red Army and betray the Party. Comrade Chu Teh was the Com-

mander-in-Chief of the Eighth Route Army during the War of Resistance Against Japan and was
the Commander-in-Chief of the Chinese People's
Liberation Army which won nationwide victory
in 1949.
Comrade Chu Teh made many other outstanding contributions to the cause of revolution. He played a leading role in the entire
course-of the Chinese people's New Democratic
and socialist revolutions, including the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, helping to consolidate the dictatorship of the proletariat and
building China into the bastion of the world
revolution, the great friend and supporter of

the struggling peoples of the world. Comrade
Chu Teh held many leading positions in the
Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese People's Liberation Army and was a close comradein-arms of Chairman Mao. Comrade. Chu Teh's
death is a great loss to the Communist Party of
China, to the Chinese people and to the communists and people the world over. As American Marxist-Leninists and in the name of the
American working class and oppressed people
we extend our deep condolences to Chairman
Mao~ to the Communist Party of China, to the
entire Chinese people and the bereaved family.
We American Marxist-Leninists pledge to
learn from the example of the hel'oic life of
Comrade Chu Teh who firmly implemented
Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line
and always upheld the bright red banner of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, the revolutionary ideology of our era. We will escalate
our struggle to defeat opportunism and build a
truly Marxist-Leninist Communist Party in the
U. S. and lead the American working class and
people in the great struggle against the two
super-powers and the imperiali st system, waging
a proletarian revolution to eliminate U. S. imperialism, enemy of the people of the whole
world, from the face of the earth.
The Chinese people will surely turn grief into
strength. Under the leadership of the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
headed by Chairman Mao, they will surely continue the revolution under the dictatorship of the
proletariat, defeat all attempts to restore capi_ talism, contribute still more to the world revolution and bring the cause of communism to triwnph.

ETERNAL GLORY TO COMRADE CHU TEH!
End.

MY JOY ON READING CHAIRMAN MAO'S TWO POEMS by Chu Teh
On the day of the publication of Chairman
Mao's two poems, I heard them recited and read
them several times. That night I could not sleep
for joy and as I recited these poems many
thoughts flashed through my mind, whereupon I
dashed off two verses of my own. wp.en the magazine Poetry asked me for a contribution, I gave
them these.
1

When we went up the Chingkang Mountains
Our revolution found its cradle .there;
A thousand rivers flowed into the ocean,
Huge billows tossed and surged; ,
Our great banner raised on Lohsiao
Turned half the sky red;
And our line embodied the people's will
As workers and peasants grasped political power.

Invincible the proletariat,
Firm as a rock in the rushing stream our leader;
When all seemed lost, relying upon him
We won through every danger.
Th~ sparks scattered far and wide,
Set north, south, east and west ablaze;
Now that the flames are leaping ever higher,
Should we not think back again to those old days?
Througnthe rising wind and thunder
.
Let us whip our swift horse on;
The whole Party firmly united, We dare to scale perilouspeights.
2

The roc soars ninety thousand li
Above the sea of clouds;
Mighty is our universe
Filled with our bold resolve.
Ludicrous the sparrow in his bush,

The overlord eager to swallow up the sky;
Soon he will bite the dust,
His elfland palace ending up in smoke.
The salvoes of the Cultural Revolution
Appalled the imperialists and revisionists;
Now the spring wind brings crimson showers,
Fresh shoots in sturdy profusion.
United, the old, those in their prime and the young
March towards their goal, follOwing the Chairman's line.
Class struggle is the key link;
The key link grasped, all else falls into place.
By mastering dialectics,
•
Unifying our world outlook,
And acting as true Marxist-Leninists,
We shall turn the world upside downt
(February 1976)
End.

CHINESE PEOPLE FIGHT EARTHQUAKE
BY CONTINUING THE ·REVOLUTION
On July 28, a strong earthquake struck the
Tangshan-Fengnan area of China's Hopei Province and affected the Tientsin-Peking area.
The earthqUake struck with deadly force, registering 8.2 on the Richter scale, the strongest
quake in 12 years and the most powerfUl earthquake to hit a heavily populated area in decades.
Contrary to the reports of the U. S. imperialist press, an excellent situation has developed
in the quake-stricken area. The masses have
responded to the earthquake with revolution.
The earthquake has intensified the class struggle
and has strengthened the revolutionary resolve
of the masses to combat Teng Hsiao-ping's
counter-revolutionary capitulationist line and
prevent all attempts to restore capitalism. De-

claring that ;;the stronger the earthquake, the
greater our determination", the masses quickly
organized themselves to rescue people in danger
and protect the people's property and have thrown
themselves into relief work.
Since the first moments after the earthquake,
the people in the afflicted area felt the great concern of Chairman Mao and the CO:rnJI?unist Party
of China. From throughout the country, large
quantities of medicines, food, clothing, building
materials and other relief materials are pouring
into the afflicted area. Medical teams, People's
Liberation Army units, workers, techillcians
and scientists, have arrived from all over China.
The people in the afflicted area, calm, confident and resolute, fighting heroically against

the effects of the earthquake, have won great
victories. Railroads, telecommunications, electrical systems and highways have been repaired
step-by-step. Production is rapidly being restored and in some plants the workers are producing more than ever. The U. S. imperialist
press claimed that the huge .Kailuan coal field
was "destroyed" and that the 10,000 miners
who were in the mines at the time of the quake
were "finished". However, all but a few of the
10,000 miners returned safely from underground
and within a week of the quake, production was
reswned at one of the mines. In man's history
of combatting the effects of serious earthquakes,
the Chinese people have achieved unprecedented
Continued on page 35

